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dear;

sings,

Fear not! o’er the sea, the Lord Christ with thee

«ing Horald, the brave, has looked on his slave;

his heart is like wax in her hand,
And

And he says with a sigh, ‘ Thy captive am I,

And thou art a queen in the land.

be

All my land shall be thine, but thy heart must
ming
:

With its treasures of love untold.’

“Fair Hildee replies, as she lifts up her eyes,
And reads all the love in his face ;

‘My God must be thine, for my heart is His shrine,

And no idol shall dwell in His place.’

rights He the

How

.. wrong?

4, Has He a hammer like Thor ?

is stronger than Thor,

the

He righteth

as strong, and

:

Of the world by His own sacrifice ;

is love—liKe the blessed ones above

We live in the light of His eyes.

“Cries the. king, « O my Fair, an altar for prayer
I will build, and a church by the sea,

And my people no more shall their idols adore,
But worship the God of Hildee.’

Hildee, the fair, with the bright golden hair!

©O maid with the lily white hand!

The Lord Christ with thee came over the sea
And conquered the gods of the land.”

INTELLIGENCE.

The Society of Friends, in Canada, seem to
be makiog as little progress as elsewhere.

The last yearly meeting was the smallest that

In the reported account of
has yet been held.
the report shows
that
said
is
it
meeting
the
continued activity but no increase of membership;” a result that will lead many to wonder
what sort of activity it could have been.

Rev. H. M. Storrs, . D., is to deliver
Beecher

Lectures

at

Yale

next

year.
The Christian

Union

Building, Dublin, Ire-

land, bas been selected as the pluce of
during the visit of Messrs. Moody and
The meetings will begin December
close January 15. The visit of these
lists to Cambridgeand

lowed

Oxford

by the best results.

meeting
Sankey.
30, and
evange-

have been fol-

Of the effect of

the visit at Oxford, a correspondent writes:
“There can be few places in England where

these evangelists
fiercer prejudice.

have had to contend with
They have been denounced

in sermons,organized attempts have been made

to interrupt some of their meetings, and yet,
according to their own testimony, there Is no
place in which they have been more pnooyr-

school

nearly a score of years ago in the Bengali
should be at once revised
and brog2ht out in the Roman character,
y now used by.the Santal Missions,
country to the north of us.

édition of Santal

Hymns I brought

It is certainly remarkable that in

the week on which fing] examinations begin,
undergraduates 1o the number of two or three
hundreds night have been induced to attend
2
purely religious meetings.”
s the last of all the sects who
The Quakerare
might be expected to make headway among

the lively and mercurial people of Mexico. Yet,
stravge as it may seem, they have accomplished in their missions a remarkable amount
of success.
Two thousand young men, students of theology, ure being trained in fift .two seminaries
undred instructin the United
States, by two
rs.
r w

lasted

for;

of 1811

seventeen

What contributes to

make

ghis comet so

this vcecasion, to be

nearly

in

cuting my long-neglected studies in the
Santal language.
Each morning several
hours were given to the investigation of

their peculiar folk-lore, the unique traditions concerning the creation of man, the

the

same

hope, for the truth.

and I was pleased with _his journal. He
hopes to* see fruit from his work in the
villages.
I examined his school, and
two young men with me examined Mrs.
Phillips's two ragged schools in that vicinity. At the close of the covenant meeting, one evening, several beautiful chil-

dren were brought forward by their parents to be publicly consecrated to the
Lord.
May those parents fulfill their
vows,

and

those

little

ones

blessing to the church.

become

The Burkholders

are expected back
in season for
Yearly Meeting which convenes on

12th Prox.

a

Miss Phillips bas been

ill at. Jellasore and Dr. Bacheler

our
the

quite

hasbeen

My seven Santal students, the

lay preacher now in charge of the station
during Mr. Burkholder’s absence, and
the pundits of our Santal Training School,
with other Santals,Christian and heathen,

who gladly came in to assist, constituted a

fine committee of reterence on all:intricate

I wish that two or three men

EE

coming

with her!
J.L. 2.

BY THE
Shy

REV. SMITH

One of the most difficult things

to be.

We all have our pet virtues which we cul-

tivate to the neglect of those in which*we
are the weakest.

Our churches are com-

posed of good people who are seeking to
serve

God, but how

few

rounded

charac-

ters |—because so many are cultivating the

grace Which is easiest for them and neg-

penses. The one man's ungoverned temper destroys the influence of his benevelence, and the other's stinginess

kills

the

power of his good words.! ‘We once attended a Quarterly Meeting at which the

aged and eccentric brother, who had been

converted late in life and as a result took
all the plain roughness of his former self
into his

new

experience,

rose and

said,

* Brethren, I believe in a religion which
converts one’s head so he will know what
he believes. Bless God ! More than

the Lord’! - ‘More'n that, I believe in a re-

io

Bhimpore

their

own

is growing

apace, though the absence of the misgion-

Your readers may

recollect that this, our first Santal church,
was organized on New Year's day, 1874.
It now has eighty or more members, and
is doing a good work. The road from
Midnapore has been greatly improved,
several temporgry wooden bridges have
‘been-put up, so that one may make the

in three hours on

horseback. indeed in two in an emergency. The Palasbani church which I visived.next is across the Cossye river, but
seven miles perhaps as the crow flies, but
full fourteen by the circuitous route we
have to take at this season, while the rice
crop is standing in the fields. The miles
of road that government helped me build,

during the threatening famine of 1874, are
of great service to the mission now n:facilitating communication between our stations. It cost me many days of hard
work, superintending and paying those
hundreds of famishing

Bhimpore to Paldsbani,

pressed along the line marked out. by Di"{tbree Reform, there must be a great many
fine people somewhere who will get ‘hurt.
The highly enlightened Christians of
He in- America have been fed from infancy on

soil, and framing a barn or fence,

terests himself in his people’s thoughts.

coolies,

but

I am

The comet was

a magnificent spectacle that morning, its

that, I believe in a religion that

ligion that converts
he'll be honest.

converts

it.

Thank

one’s conscience so

Glory

to God!

More'n

that, 1 believe in a religion that converts
one's heart, so he'll feel it. Hallelujah !
More still, brethren, I believe in a teligion that converts one's pocket so he'll
give. Bless His holy name! Why, 1
wouldnt give a snap for a Quarterly
Meeting that didn’t cost'me a barrel of
flour. * Hallelujah!" Good doctrine that,
to which we all say, Amen.
Bat my exhortation is mainly to pastors. Of all men, the minister of Jesus
Christ needs most to be rounded in his
character. It is not much use for a self-

ish minister to exhort people to give, or
a passionate minister to preach gentleness,or a scolding, fanltfinding minister to
preach charity. It is character which
gives power to words. The preacher also
should be impartial in his culture, More
than any other man, he needs to know a
little about almost everything. No other
profession requires such diversity of intelligence. True, he is to have one idea—
Christ, but that idea touches all other

nucleus as radiant as Vega, the moon, al-

thoughts.

with Orion's brilliant troupe, making the

80 that while he may not be learned he

most full, just hanging over the western
horizon, and J plier in close company

zenith resplendent with beauty. Just as
the sun rose my pony stood on the high
bank of the Osage. A shout brings the
ferryman with his clumsy craft, and while
he is poling us across [ ask him about the
wonderful comet, what does it mean ?
The ignorant Maghi very readily. reRied 1—*¢ Trouble. many great men. will
—the Rajah of Kultikri died the other
:

It is the king of all

ideas.

The preacher's work touches all classes of
people,in every possible condition of life ;

should be intelligent.

The more

that

,

the minister should_he impartial

as a pastor.

Of course,as a man the mio-’

ister will have his private friends, but as
a pastbr he is tothonor all’ men alike. I

am inelined to think

that

cliques

in

churches generally grow out of the partiality$of

pastors.

ister

#'nnder Deacon A’s

than

It is seen that the miainfluence more

Dea. B's, or that he follows the lead

of Bra. C more than Bro. D. The pastor shbuld be neutral to all leadership, so
thatthe poorest man in the church shall

knows about trade or mechanics'the

easi-

-

:

vorce.

in dugbeason,but rather in the truth
presents.

Some, men

have

hobbies.

he
A

poor ifisane man was once seen riding a
stick,” and a gentleman
said to him,
‘ That's a fine horse you have.” ‘¢ Horse!
horse! it’s not a horse; don’ you know
what this is? This:isa hobby, a hobby,

heat always, not because they are mén of
mean ability, but because they hate a
moral: or theological

hobby.election,

or

to that.

While

sermon should lead to Christ,

yet

any

all

the

truths embraced in his gospel should

be

that the doctrines may be seen in their
fulloess and beauty. The people like
Yorisiffand instruction. © The two go to-

ways. acted * as if th

eyer

being

the case,

the

tion seems less neces:

consciously

ern

or

the

Master.

We,

unconsciously,

either

have

eginning with public sentiment
now stands, we must.push

on

our

where

a step

it

‘3

or

reached.

A

sermon

cause coming from the people

they think

about and speak the great truths that are
on a line with the people's lives, sympathies, ‘trials and need.
One secret
of

Moody's’ power, and

NEW YORK LETTER.
NEW YORK, Dec. 14.
" The thirtieth annual report of the Chil-

of

the

from

Thess

gangs used to make life and

the

this

society.

The

the

of

statement

of

Secretary says :

¢¢ We repeat what we said last year, that
there is no occasion now for any child in
New York to be Liomeless or street-wandering;

no child need

beg

or

steal

for

a

living, no little one need suffer for wan of
food; no boy or girl engaged in street oc-.
cupations is obliged to be without a home
for the night, or a school

for

every one can easily fidd

a

instruction;

place

they

are

im-

where

moral and religious instruction is given.’
Labor and a home and kind care and protection are open to all the poorest children
of the city,”
Think of it, dear Christian
reader, whether in the country or in the
city,and-then thank God for this noble,hu-

WASHINGTON

WASHINGTON,

weeks

old,

bnt

committee

plished than

already

work

D. C.,

more

Congress

is usually
held

a

legislative

has /been

accom-

transacted

the holiday adjournment.
in

Dec. 15.

before

The democrats

caucul

yesterday,

in

4-0-0

which it was agreed to oppose the admis:
sion of Dakota as a state, and a confer—
ence committee relative to the business of

WHO I8 RESPONSIBLE FOR DIVORCE?

the session was appointed.
The republicans have as yet held no caucus, but there

for

instance, is

have been frequent infoFmal discussions of

the political situation

shouldered

off

very largely upon the ‘foreign populatidn,” but-‘there is no chance for such a
shift in the case of divorce.
The history
and present facts of the case compel us to
accept the responsibility.
“ By whom are most of the natives of
New

England

married?

By

Protestant

ministers.
Do they marry divorced people? « They join in matrimony,
in the
name. of
Christianity, whoever
comes

with the legal credentials, and take the fee, |
asking no questions.

does grant
causes,

The state may

and

divorce for a dozén different

more or less.

It issues to the par-

ties new licenses for marriage at their request. The churches in no way make any
remonstrance, and the pastors endorse the
whole rather than make
unpleasant inquirfes or lose their fees.
If they have

their

papers, somebody

will marry them,

ers.

by republican

There is an evident

lead-

improvement

in

‘the republican situation since the beginning of the session, attributable to th:
President's message, action in the Star
Route cases,

and to the

tion. of Congress.
good

business-like

Altheugh' there

That

*

is the

a stanch

protestant

anything

to

do

do the preaching or help them'do it. It is
enough for the state to deal with the Sabbath as a rest day.
If the Penal Code in
this respect is too restrictive, as we think
it is, if we take it just as it reads, then the
remedy is to modify it and better suit it to
the condition and wants
of the .people.
This will be wiser than to retain
the language and break its force by non-execution or judicial ¢onstruction.
As to the proposed presentation

in

New

York of the Passion Play of Oberammergau, the Watch Tower voices the general
sentiment of

the Protestant press,

as

fol-

lows:
yl
Will the Passion Play be allowed in this
city? Will our authorities permit it? Will
they suffer an outrage against the religigns
feeling of the people to be committed? "In
the name of common decency, of morality

and of Christian

citizenship
it.

Should

tion be suffered, it will

=.

we

matter our

this

abomina-

have

countenance

profanely

deal of unanimity among

members

of

Congress touching the reduction of letter
postage to two cents, there is a wide difference of opinion as to when it should go
into effect.
Some favor the first of July
next, and many others the first of January,
1884. In the Senate Thursday there was a
discussion on the civil service reform bill
offered by Mr. Pendleton, of Ohio, at the
last session. Mr. Pendleton in his remarks
on the bill

wicked

amd

prayer-meetings.

At

this

majority

of his

favor of

the spiritual

tem-

perature of the church.
The best token
of the ‘set time to favor Zion” in the
conversion of souls, is a large attendance
at the social meetings, a general participation in the services, the reign of a fervent
spirit, and the forth-breathing of anxious

desires and petitions
sinners.
success

salvation

Ill up the prayer-meetings,

throw in your
tion.

for the

best

contribution

in song, and

Be

prompt,

be

prayer

to

and

brief,

a

of%
and

their

exhorta-

be

earnest.

Short
hymns;
short
prayers,
short
speeches, right to the point, are what we

need on such occasions—and a cordial
greeting and kind word to everybody. —
Chris. Standard.
4-0-4

TOPIOS FOR THE WEEK OF PRAYER.
Sunday, Jan.7.—Sermons.—1

Tim. ii: 5,

6.
Monday, Jan. 8.—Praise
giviog.—Pasalm
clit;
Isak.

evil;

and Thanksxxv; Psalm

1 Thess. chap. i; Psalm xxxvi., from

5th verse.

.

Tuesday, Jan, 9.—Huomiliation
fession.—Psalm

li and cxxx;

and

Jercm.

to 10.and 20 to 23; Luke xv;

Lam.

Conxiv:

7

iii: 22

to 41; Hosea xiv; James iv: 2 Cor. vi,

Weduoesday, Jan. 10.—Prayer for Familigs.—Deut. vi: 1 to 16; Psalm
ecxxvii;

it.’ “Ephes. vi: 1 to 18; Deut. xxxiii: 12 to 16
and 24 to 29; Prov. viii; 1 John xiv: 12to
leagues, among them Senators Voorhees,
17.
of Indiana, and Brown, of Georgia, prefer
Thursday,
Jan.
11.—Prayer for the.

But the

spoke earnestly in

your

thermometer, indicating

ac-

1s a

democratic

col-

to wait, as they say, * wall they have had
a chance to reform the offices.” The National Library Bill has been again defeated,
‘it may be for years and it may be forever.
There is more than one side to the library
question.
There is an accumulation of
more: than 300,000 volumes, some on the
shelves, many on the floor, awaiting the

grace

of spontaneous

combustion.

Mr.

Spofford, the erudite librarian, has been
clamoring for a place to place his books,
and the small percentage of * literary felpoor minister.
lows” sent to Congress have echoed Mr.
Is it
Is divorce really a very great evil?
Spofford’s clamor.
But there are other
undermining society?
Is it worse t in, | congressmen not affected with bibliophilism
Mormonigm¥
What! and our churches of who would like to play the part of the
.

Dbe-

season of the year there is time that can
be given to them.
They form a spiritual

LETTER.

Let

perance,

We

generate a public conscience in its favor;
but they should not ask the state either to

Sce to

A

heard him gladly.

First, Protestant churches and their pastors of the various denominations.’ Intem-

inspired.

doctrines

the morbidly irreligious.
We can not
and some holding high places in the world,
think for a momen! that any respectable:
in the church, and in society, and all are
any
self-respecting *
doing well.
’ citizen, much less
church member, would witness it. The
The holidays are at hand, the shop winfact that a clerical crank or zany is to take
dows are filled with rich,pretty, and pecalthe part of Christ lends no sanctity to it,
iar things, and all hail the coming of the
Christinas time. ,0 that all would welcome’ neither does it afford any regson why it
should be patronized by any professing
the Saviour into their hearts.
Christian.— Watch Tower.s
"OBSERVER.
P40

and

BY THE REV, C. D, DUDLEY.

the
that

following :
Theologians and Christians may and
should preach the sanctity and moral sanctions ofthe religious Sabbath, and thus

and support in the

the
the

ull the way up and down and through,
for all are human, none less,none more.

is

having

stitution have found homes in the country,
and are now
filling important %ositions,

er- they reach all
Master spake and

us be” impartial

Inspiration is

darkpess.

protest against

It is refreshing to see the vim and
alacrity with which Congress is adressing
itself to business.
The session is only two

So the
people

grope in

mane, Christian institution.
Can intidelity gainsay such a work as this?
Many of
the boys and girls gathered in by this in-

partial and do not allow their culture to
stilt their sermons. They preach to the
people,and in aiming at the average hearhearers.
common

many

with religious instRutions as such, has the

proper-

charities

it

The . Independent,

from the report will commend this associathe

on

orthodox

against the State

city.

work

following

I have

saw

distinct issue, and we must meet it.

ty uasafe in certain districts, and they
were the terror of all good citizens.
Crim-:
inal youths still exist and sporadic mur-

to

word

because

the

and we

associations
of criminal youth such as
‘Dead
Rabbits,”
‘Short
Boys,”
and
‘Nineteenth Street gangs’ of twenty years

disappeared

I

canse we find them in. this inspired book.
If we give up the orthodox doctrines, in
their fundamental principles, we give up
inspiration.
If we give up the inspiration,
we can not preserve the
‘¢sanctities” of
the:Bible; it becomes a mere human book,

has been noted by the press of New York
during the past year how entirely the old

have

but

believe

working of this institution than to quote
from its report.
The report- says:
“It

since,

but

OURRENT OPINIONS.

book,

lies on.my table.
It is
and encouraging docuwhich this society has
is marvelous in our eyes.

knowledge

Venice,

wishes to work

pointed out in the word itself—the
¢ evil
heart of unbelief.”
But the divine inspiration of the Bible accepted, its doctrines
follow as a matter of course. We believe
the Bible, not because it is an orthodox

—+P —

F can not give a better

that if one

divine inspiration of the Bible except

Spurgeon’s, yea, of

all great preachers, is that

American

from the Illustrated Christian Weekly :
There is no difficulty in accepting

i

dren’s Aid Society
a very satisfactory
ment.
The work
done and is doing

and

The following

Great Falls, N. H.

The

comforted

distinguished

to

north-

places in the South that appeared to resemble it closely in these: respects.— From
¢ Studies in the South,” in the Atlantic.

at a

child of the pit.

the Christian public.

not

A

never been in

time till every vail of deception and false
modesty is torn away and . this reeking
monster is recognized by society as & very

to

should be made for no particular class of
persons but for humanity, dnd then it will
reach all classes. Uneducated preachers,
taken from the ranks of the people, very
frequently are more successful in reaching
mien than those much more cultured, be-

people.

to

author has said that a man could be happy:
sitting in a chair, in the open air, all day,

reasons in its favor.
If they are weak or
rorthless, that must be faithfully shown.

ure prepared

“Esquire Smith or Dr.

desirable

he should not stay there too long.

to

tion te the hearts and

their congregation,

or

dwellers in southern lafids
d than

in Venice,

and

the

Brown ‘or Professor Jones, and the, sermous are made for the few best hearers
and three-fourths of the congregation are

and temperament, and

ourselves

sciops temptations of an educated ministry. Their minds have been trained to

to their own taste; or they have in mind
the six or eight most cultivated hearers in

blood

produce a race of people who could ‘ge
slow” on occasion.
*‘ Yes, yes,” said he;
‘that’s so, young man, that’s so. Ive
seen ’em.
It takes ’em just about three
weeks.” Ifyou give the negroes time,—
to say nothing farther regarding
these

who is to blame!
Good or bad, it is our
institution, and we must account for it to

remarkable change is due

as

the Yankee

organic way, will acgomplish important
results in the neces
0 year. Exer-

If the question

1 ders and-erimes-appear in this city, as in
gethe!
all large cities. But associations of boys
But, most of all, ministers should be and young mén-whose object it is to comimpartial in the construction of. their ser- mint crimes aud acts of violence are not
mons. Her8lis one of the mdst uncon- known at present in this metropolis.” This

ideal sermon, such

hung on wires,

traits in the character of the white people,
—they, going on in their large, slow, in-

great

of responsibility is left unsettled, everybody may cry out, ‘Oh, what a horrible
evil!”—and then look all around to see

sir!" A horse you. can get off from, but
a hobby you can’t.” Thus there are some
preachers whom if you hear once, you

sun

It is the Protestant Christian comis, Is it an evil?

The good Shepherd pays most attention to

the

taken as to the responsible parties.
But if
he becomes unpleasantly personal zand insists that they are the ones, he may, be sure
they will not receive it with perfect grace.
We know who is responsible for di-

question

minister has sacrificed his spiritual” power
by the partiality of his visits and his

in North

observed the restlesshern people when they
. He said they al-

shone upon. If, now, one bluntly tells them
that they have deliberately embodied in the
usual sage remarks: &bout differences of
laws of the commonwealth, and accepted
character as affected by climate and enextensively in their actual life,ag institu- j vironment in general, and concluded with
tion that is worse than rl
fh
Yap are,’ the opinion that life in the south during
in the first place, certain that he is mis- the time of a few generations wouald change

is anybody's.

good

ad

an’ somebody was je in
:” but southern people ‘* know
to take their time,
an’ plenty on it.”
In reply I made the

That

otherwise

; in the pine woods

Carolina, wh
ness of" most

most irreproachable people

munity.

Many an

|

fifteen minutes. It is not natural to hurry
{ the world. I talked with a

first came to the

feel, My minister is as much mine as he

minister knows about farming the more
it is said, and nobody is more worthy of
farmers will respept him ; and the more he. ‘the one dollar or the five dollars than the
er he will reach the merchant or carpenter. Some humble pastors have such
great power, becausg, with an even char-

=

monks in the Alexandrian library and barn
the trash.
a
A bos

the belief that they are the purest, noblest,

lecting the faults that need correcting. for special occasions and published, or
Hence the unevenness and weakness dfQur | such as th&f professor in Sacred Rhetoric
lives. It is easy for one man to be benev- has described to them; and they comolent but difficult for him to control his mence to prepare a sermon for themselves
disposition ; hence he exercises his gener- such as they would like fo hear, and they
osity and allows his temper to run wild. It cut it, fit it, state it and trim it according

sinners, but shirk his part of the church ex-

their
who

it is now, because, with a’ stain-

truths which the people need to hear about;

BAKER.

it ‘into
pastors

less character, he isa kind of universal
adviser with fhe farmers and] the mechaniés. His judgment is good about the.

like natare, is full of variety and of great

IMPARTIAL.

and others for useful etfort

‘twenty miles easily

great'#s

honored as leading to him, Tor thé Bible,

a

Christ everywhere receiving
bosoms, and the worthy

51

classes
of people, and know a little about,
’
RR
Lan 4m
o
v it
all kigde'of work. Iknow a country min- would court martyrdom ‘for such a cause
AQTIVITY IN THE SOUTH.
ister who has been twenty-five years over as temperance, making money out of it? |
I think I saw nobody in the South, white
tire same ehurch, and though not an elo? - This is likely to become a very serious
If the suhject "is vigorously or black, except a few leading business
quent man his influence wgs never so matter.
men in the cities,who could do anything in

always come round

How

one's tongue, so he’ll confess

aries is deeply felt.

to all

Prox.

or disputed points. It wassuch a pleasure to work thus among eager and interested men who love their own people and
tongue and are seeking to fit themselves
jungly country.
The church at

.

men

freewill, or something else; and let the
text or the occasion be what it may, they

and their wives were
We wait in hope.

NO.

Et
helpful

down there.
He has come back dnd
brought Miss Folsom with him. Miss
Smith is expected in Calcutta on the 5th

out books, manuscripts, or so much asa
letter or character even representing hu- subject of Christian benevolence was. beman thought or speech, have come down
from father to son for untold generations, ‘ing learnedly. and somewhat dryly diswith surprising tenacity and unceasing cussed by the ministers, whereupon an
freshness.

ian»
acter hey are such

the lawe and the puny. The minister
is a witness, I should be impartial as a preacher.
I do
Tuaflan is at work,
not mean simply giving each his portion

longitude with both.
The Palasbani church

bettef should be published. » Who is suffiJor these things?
is hard for another to be generous,but he
uring my stay at Mr. Burkholder’s
is
wonderfully gifted in public exhortahouse in Bhimpore I greatly relished ‘the,
golden opportunity’ afforded me for prose- tion’; hence he will plead eloquently with

thankful enough for the road then built.
My cook-boy, Samuel, a Bible School
student trom the Dantoon church, woke
I
have
nor
aged in opening their. campaign,
me at 3.10, and at 4 A. M. we were done
with breakfast, and on our way from
any doubt that/their faith will be abundantly
rewarded.

comet

Lhe latter has now increased to 52,150.000." Longitude of ascending node, 172
degrees 31 minutes. Inclination of orbit
19 degrees 4 minutes—motien direct.
The t1il even now extends to very nearly 20 degrees, reaching’ to Alpha Hydra,
which, at the'abeve distance, would corréspond to over 17 millions of miles.

Could I

flood, the origin of sin, etc., which, with-

“He is holy and wise, and the thunderbolt lies

Lyman

in. Christian life and work will begin here.
After the students were gone [ went out
for several.days’ work at” Bhim pore.
It
quite revived
Hy old love for the Sao tals,
their language, their country, their free
and friendly life. In these seven very
busy years past, three of them spent in
America, I've been able to do very. little
for thesédear Santals, to whom I once

eir

1 will clothe thee with silk, and with gold;

The

teaching the Bible so much and io ha I
have been the chief gainer by the'school
perhaps so far. When our young breth-

The

'

_s

‘Instead of a chain, dishonor and pain,

the

gpjoyed

them, and his Scripture selections printed

". Mas come to conquer His foes.

RELIGIOUS

never

dear father’s vocabulary of that wild,
wierd tongue, and his introduction to its
wonderful grammar still wait for some patient and persevering hand to complete

«.0 Bildee, the fair, with the bright golden bair
And the beauty of lily and rose!

“0

- I have

work, the man I've begged and prayed and
hoped for so long, I might give several
hours
a week to Santal literary work.
My

the brave;

He plunders and burns—and now he returns
With Hildee, the beautiful slave.

His kingdom

study.

have the much-needed
help in my

** Far over the sea, far over the sea
Speeds ‘the bark of king Horald,

‘wrong

io any previ

the downright earnest and
the students have applied

hoped to devotemy whole time.

the children love to hear.

gracious

| have, however,

ren in the Indian church come to prize
and profit by patient and persevering study
of God's Word, a new and brighter era
;

The princess sings, and the peasant

‘He ls

There

year has, like all other years of mis-

to Bible

old that the Sagas hold,

In his hand—He

closed on the 17th inst. and the young men

themselves to their books and particularly

Té the heart of the north are

had

School

RAMSEY.

In the light of the flame, the Swedish dame,
With her children aboug hey knee,
In a soft, low ture, sang the anciégt rune
Of the beautiful slave, Hildee. &@

strong?

session of the Bible

LEGEND.

Of the Yule-log blazing clear.

is He

The fourth

Oct. 28, 1882.

ous year by
hearty way

And the hearth was bright with the dancing

“Thy God,

INDIA LETTER.

been more encouraged than

-

wonderful

|

ECEMBER 20, 1852.

conspicuous is the near cointidence of its friend8hip. If he is partial to any one, it
perihelion with its descending node ; and should be to the porest and weakest.
our earth at the time happening, as on

Cn

days and its dark ones.

Ard the bells rang wide for the Chriztmas tide,
The gladest tide of the year,
:

Aud

Keble:

gignary toil in a pagan land, had its bright

The mountain afar was crowned with a star,
And robed io a mantleof white;
The moon hung low, like a bended bow
Half quenched in the red north light.

Thiese stories

*

MIDNAPORE,

The

THE BEAUTIFUL SLAVE, HILD EE.
A NORTHERN

*

4 have been twenty of them with%sthis year,
though the session closed with but fitteen.
I need not here anticipate the annual report which will appear a few weeks hence.

_ Obituaries.

Educational.
News Summary.
SHnitary.
‘

wilt
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BOOK TABLE.

not
be the

length and 6 degrees broad. Our present

{| are now scattered at their homes.

Pres-

can

whose _ visibility

Vetrepont

Sel.—The

Willametta

*

I

.

any of the 300 alreally catalogued, thatit

months and whose tail was 25 degrees in

Thou

—John

405

Sel.—Mrs. Smith's Muffy

and

visitor, according to this observer, has a
perihelion distance 603, in longitude 10
degrees, 16 minutes. He passed this perihelion on Sept. 23rd, aud its distance
Guests rudely went and came; where slept the
from the sun was then some 55,780,000
royal Child.
..| miles, and 39,310,000 from the earth.
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of love—salyation

And in His manger laid,
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that this comet can not be identified with

The Hope and Glory of all lands
Is come to the world’s aid :
No peaceful home upon His cradle smil’d,

Paper—Maine Free Baptist Home Mis-

slonary

-|dege observatory in Calcutta. He tells ms

grace
;
The single heart to be Thy sure abiding-place.
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amy—Notes.
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— That Lovina Crawford
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men

How should I part with Thee ?
Bethlehem must lose Thee soon, but

Sa.

in

Coin

. with the dictum -of the Rev. Father
D
Penaranda, S. J. of the St. Xavier's Col-

|

Once duly welcom’d and ador’d,

;

2a

a clear blue river,

a

All this Hindu prognosis hardly tallies

But where Thou dwellest; Lord,
No other thought should be,

ees

*—Christmas—False

nitaries, desolation.”

*
TD
*
*
Do
- Wrapp'd‘in
his swaddling bands,

.

=a

A

A

‘

.

.

Stout.

(poetry).

Friends

our

Pledging

T. H. Drake.

The Rev.

402

.

Prof. J. I. Butler, D. D.

Vacation Work.

“Revive us again.”

And

401
401

eer |

nitai

Milo

“ Glory to God!” from yonder central fire

401

New York Letter, Observer. .
v
‘
.
Washington Letter. .
La
(poetry). Sel. .
Christmas Song
Clinton
‘Legends.
and
Christmas Carols
Monta,

In waves of light it thrills along,
Th? angelic sign given—

Orb after orb, the wondrous sound
Is echoed on forever:
“ Glory to God on high, on earth be peace,

The Rev. C.

Who is Responsible for Divotre?

D. Dudley.

Spreads o'er th’ expanse of Heaven ?

Like circles widening round

CONTENTS.

d.

asked, told the same tale. Knitting his
classic brow and adjusting the sacred
thread across his neck and breast he profoundly said :—¢* The demons are down
on us ugain, —dérk-days, death to dig-

What sudden blaze of song

Upon

Half a

‘mile further on I met a learned gosain,
Brahmin of the first water, who, when |

Flows out the echoing lay beyond the starry quire;

The Borning Star.
wer
‘hristmas Day. John Keble. .
cautiful Slave, Hildee. ' A Northern Lea

day—more must die,” and so on.

‘And suddenly there was with the Angel a multitude
of the heavenly host praising God. St. Luke 2: 13,

d strictly in ad-

if
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Church Universal.—Joel ii: 23 to 81; Acts
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1 Cor. xii: 1 to 13; John

xv: 12 to 27;

Phil. ii: 1 to 16; Psalm xcv..
Friday, Jan. 12. —Prayer for the Nations.
—Matt. v: 1to 16; Prov. xvi: 1 to 13;

Rom. xili; Psalm ckliv; 1 Peter ii: 13 to

25: 2 Tim, ii: 1t0 21; Acts x: 34 to 48;
Rom, xiv: 1 to 19; Jerem. xxx; Mark x:
28 to 45.
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Saturday, Jan. 13 —Prayer for Miss{ons.
—Luke

xxiv:

36 to 53;
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x:

L

to

16;

John xvi: 1 to 15; Acts xis 110 21; Psalm
ex, and Psalm ¢; Rom. xi; Ezek. xxxvil:
21 to 28;

Isal. li:

7 to 13.

Sunday, Jan. 14 —Serm8n.~Titas it: 18,
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OHRISTMAS SONG.

.

satires, and are especially valuable to the

philologist for their quaint phraseology
The carols of the Welsh and Cornice
are especially celebrated.
One of these
eelebrates the victory of the: holly over

the ivy; the former being regarded as an

of Christmas, snd the latter a

emblem

«agiubol of the world.
to

the

same

A

later one. thus

victorious

of all ihe trees

tree:

by the King’s highway,

Which do you love the best?
Oh! the one that is green upon Christmab day,
The bush wi th the bleeding breast;
Now, the helly with her dreps of blood for me,
For that is our dear St. Mary’s tree.”

Another fruitful subject in carol literature is the subject of the three kings. It
is the outgrowth of an old Armenian

myth, in which the wise men of the East

are said to be

the

three

sons

of Noah,

raised from the dead to do homage for
all mankind in the cave at Bethlehem.
Que of these has for its opening stanza :
“ Pale Japhet bends the knee with gold;
Bright Shem sweet incense brings;
;
And Ham the myrrh his fingers hold=
Lo! the three Orient kings.”

The story of tiie famous

Cherry-Tree

the same?”

denomination

** One day our Lord was playing with
other children of his own age, and
wag, like them, making little birds of

laid upon the need cot revivals of religion

moist clay.

The

struggle

between

the.

children was to-see which could make his
birds the ‘best, and render them most like
to life: ¢ As to me,’ saith our Lord,
am
going to bid the birds I have made to
walk’

His playmates

said to him,

¢Art

thon the son of God» But he, without
answering them, commanded his birds to
move, and they instantly flew away.
He

then

commanded

them

to return,

and

they flew back to him. ' And he maede several sparrows which obeyed every word
he said to them—hopping, stopping, flying, perching and coming to eat and
drink out of his hand.”
Among the Copts .there isa legend

“that on the day of the Bast Supper there
was placed “on the table a cock

roasted,

and when Judas went: out to betray our
Lord, he commanded the cock to rise and

earol occurs in the apecryphal gospel Yof follow Judas, and the cock did so and
Matthew. Joseph and Mary are walking then came back and told our Lord that
through an orchard where there are. cher- -Judas had sold him; and for so doing the
ry trees, and the virgin expresses de- cock will enter into Paradise.”
The Nestorfans inform us that ¢‘ the
sire for some of the fruit. When "Joseph
churlishly refuses to pluck any for her, rocm in which the Last Supper took place
was in the house of Nicodemus; that the
the unborn babe cries out:
stone
which was rolled to the mouth of the
* ie si.
“+ Bow down the smallest tres,
“For

my motherto have some.’

Then

bowed

the highest tree

_..... Unto his mothe1’s band;
"Then
she cried See, Joseph,
I have clférriegyat commazd.’ »

An English carol of the sixteenth century begins after this manner:
. “I saw three ships come sailing by,
On Christmas day in the morning.”

There is a similarly curious one from
the Datch, though two of thie ships are left
out, and—
“ Mary hotds the rudder,
The angel steers it on.”

The same conceit has been smplifed by
the Scottish

minstrel—

“There comes a ship far sailing then,
St. Michael was

_8t, Jo!

the steersman;

in the horn;

i%¢ Our Lord

harped, our lady sang,

And all the bells of Leaven they rang,
On Christ's Sonday at morn.”

Some of the carols, however, related to

other seasons than Christmas.
Many
very good ones were of the Easter solempities and other seasons of joy, fasting,
or worship. But all alike embalmed some
quaint history or preserved some local

sepulchre was part of the rock of Horeb,

which Moses stuck in, the’ desert, and
that the names of the five guards of the
tomb were Issachar, Gad, Balibiss,

Bar

nabas and Simeon.”
Christmas feasts were kept in extrava-

gant style in the old time.
held

Christmas

courts,

The kings)

which the mag-

nates attended in the garb of masqueraders. Richard Second, A. D., 1390, held
Christmas feasts ia the Hall of Westmin-

ster, which were so largely attended that
his tables required daily twenty-six oxen,
three hundred sheep, besides fowls without number.
[1]
:
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- VACATION WORK.
BY PROF. J.J. BUTLER, D, b.

This title may seem to imply a+contradiction, but it is not.
The true idea of
vacation is not cessation, but change.
Both mind and body are adapted to con-

tinuous labor.

If

cease, death ensues.

the

bodily

fanctions

The mind is always

whem

far more stress was

than at present.
It is by no means a reason for rejoicing when any Christian body

has to ‘confess

that revivals were

sought in former generations

day.

more

than in this

While we do not think that the for-

mer days ee

better than these,

in most

respects,” we are confident that our futhers
were generally wiser to promote

revivals

than average Free Baptist ministexs.of to-

day. Our opportunities far exceels' theirs.
Amid all our advantages in these blessed

days, when there is so much interest. in
missions, in education, in temperance, in

literature, in Sunday-schools, and similar
agenciesfor the promotion of Christian
truth among men, there seems to be a
falling off of interest in revivals. Our
education as ‘ministers of Christ is sadly
defective,

neglect

if lit leads

revivals.

pastors who rather

us in any

Are there

wise to

not many

discourage than en-

courage them, regarding them only fit for
uneducated classes and a former age?
Who can study the history of the Church
as presented in the Old and New Testaments, and since, even down to our own

Instinctivedy

we drew.

Wheb hope first strained our eye ?

In thought, and hope was strong;

We pledged the dear ones who would leas
With love from the great throng
To watch for us, to welcome us!
O Life, thou art that sea!

The fiends grow less on time’z dim shore;
very wistfully,

After life's first bright years are gone,

8o few are those * astern”—

question of revivals? We need to seek
our fathers’ holy zeal in saving perishing
souls.
There is
machinery
enough
among us. Bat ob, how little earnest labor for the salvation of sinners! If we
will only turn the attention of our whole

people to this important subject as earnestly as we have to some other labors,we
shall enjoy a mighty ingathering of souls
this winter.
&
What need we, as a denomination,
more than a general, old-time spiritual

reformation? We can not substitute anything else for this, however zealously we
may labor for other- worthy enterprises.
Our era of greatest:growth and prosperity as a Christian body was emphatically
an era of earnest revivals of religion.

h

from

Christ's

obedience

to

| Thibet, Tartary ¥ Mongolia, and Ceylon

To pledge, but after bitter tears

—*‘ the last not being a nation, bat an island off the coast of British India, under
cultivation by Eoglish ocoffee-planters,
some of whose villagers are Buddhists.”
Mr. Dall grants China a hundred million
of nominal Buddhists, Japan ten million,
Siam less than five million, Burmah four
million; apd thinly peopled Mongolia,
Nepal and Thibet, at a rough guess a
million apiece, and Ceylon half a million.
This is guess-work, for no census is possible, but it is at least as probable a con-

And hush that follows pain

| The love that only seemed to ebb
Is at fall flow again.
And we lean out, and look and yearn
With new-born tenderness;
The heavenly shore’s dim outlines grow

Our cap will shake so glad are we
To pledge the * gone before 1”
*

_AGNOSTIOIRM.

The pr eviledk- Agnosticism comes
conflict not only with the
dence of religion and with
of the utility of faith, but
contradicts that quality of

Father,

disciplin-

radest man that smashed though the Eaglish language

in the Salvation

Army,

whose

is

on

heurt

all

the

time

bui

fire

to

draw mea up from the devil's pit into (he
Kingdom of Christ and of God, than to bo
what is called a brilliant preacher. If 1
had this intense thirst for the souls of
men,

I should feel

I

was

nearer

to

the

apostles, and nearer to Chriss, though I

[ do not envy the gifts
‘loathe ai that. exists,’
The Buddhist others
nations are six: Siam, Barmah, Nepal, -who are resplendent far beyond

we yearn;

We Mit our cup of trembling up -

And thitherward thoughts press.

ourselves guilty before God ? Is it nettime
for all of our ministers and churches to
seriously turn their attention to the whole

[from the service of a

was ignorant of all other things. I ean
not help weaving into my ministry mors
or less of
things which come from
lapsed a thousand years ago; not China,
where, say? Dixwell, long resident in educatios ;-bat it is not in those things
China, ** hardly one man in four has ever that I have bdtisfaction @ & minister of
heard of Buddhism ;" not Japan, with her Gens it is in the consciousness that I love
n, that I see their need, that my heart
‘sun-worship/ Shintoiem, ** where Isabella
with sympathy for them, and
Bird has lately seen headless masses, of ii
that
I
am
willing
to spend and be spent
Buddba lyingncared for about the roads,
in
their
bebhalfl..
When
I look out upon
and where thé very last dea of men is to

The friends
to whom we went were fires

ys

freedom’

the

made of hunian

Very wild assertions are; made on this
point. Mr. Arnold ventures to say they
include a third of the human race. The
properly Buddhist nations, Mr. Dall says,
are-—not India, where the system ool-

The thither shore had drawn our thongbta
We put past yearnings by.

To thoke beyond

assertion ever

God and devotion to men?].
So it comes
to pass that the properly Buddhist nations
are all asleep.”
But what are the Buddbist nations?

Our hear(s ran out ¢’er any eye
Could see a line of shore;
Again we pledged *“ our friends;” our hauds
Were trembling as before;
| But whom, think you, we pledged the day

How

proudest
ing

With emiiing lip to those on board

The land birds almost brush our face
From trend of the far shore.

active night and day. We tire not of ac- ‘May God send us again more ministers
, | tion unless excessive, but oi inaction. with the burning love for perishing souls,
superstitions Te There is no more wearing or evil state such as characterized Colhy, Marks, -Rangonneetion with Christmas still in vogue than the ennus which those suffer who dall; and such as is shown in Moody acd
that had their birth in the early ages. It have nothing to do.
Pentecost and Whittle of the .precent
is yet believed in many parts of England
God gave man in Eden the rest of the generation!
and Wales that cattle kneel at midnight Sabbath after the six days of toil, but it
Because of the ‘lack in our denomina_ on. Christmas eve in recognition of the an- was only a change.
Secular labors were tion of just such a spirit as these men of
'niversary of the Saviour’s birth.
This to be set aside, and a time given for God showed, there is a shadow resting
idea is derived froma prevalent medieval special moral cultyre and worship. Ever upon us, We, are no doubt, far too little
notion that an ox and an ass which were since, where rightly observed,the Sabbath engaged in seeking such a revival spirit.
present at the nativity fell upon their is a day of bugy, active, earnest labor. 1s it not time for us all to besiege the
knees in an attitude of devotion. Numer- It is a vile perversion to turn it’into list- throne of grace with far more than our
. ‘ous prints of the Middle Ages bear atro- lessness and sloth. “It is lawful to do accustomed
earnestness
of “prayer?
; olous representations of this apocryphal good on the Subbath day,” says its Lord ; « Wilt thou not revive us again, tkat thy
© story.
and rarely isi there 00 much of it dove, : .people may rejoice in thee?”
Hardly less diffased is the belief that Faithful ministers who preach two or
Admit all that can be said of the Tacic
water drawn at middight is miraculously even thrée discourses on each sacred day dental evils of revivals, and of the changturned into wine. There was a famous do not feel that they have no Sabbath, but ed conditions of the things sinte the days
hawthorn bush in the churchyard of Glas- to them especially it is the *‘ day of all the of Marks, and of the duty of educating the
tonbury Abbey, which was said to have
week the best.” Compare Sabbath-school children aright in regular church work, —
always budded on the twenty-fourth and teachers, nhission workers, and devoted still there is that same need of special ef:
blossomed on the twenty-fifth of Decem- Christians generally, who turn all its op- forts tor the ingathering of souls and the
ber. The popular legend is that that busi portunities to good acconnt, with torpid rousing of the churdh that there ever
was 8 shoot from the staff of Joseph of loungers, worldly pleasure seekers, and was. Surely it were a sin and shame for
_ Arimathea that he stuck jpto the grdund those intent on recreation, and note the anyof tis to envy either the head or heart
with his own hands. Up to the time of conditionof each class on Monday morn- of any minister’ who ignores revivals a8
Ct

Grew on us morn’s full rose.
The midway. hush, the watch for mora
Gave place to gomething new,

ly appointed agencies for the promotion
of the catise of God?
The charge which Dr. Pentecost brings
against the ministry and charches of today, that * goul-saving is well nigh a lost
art,” seems severe; but there is far too
much truth in it.” Brethren, are we not

dance of life’s joys and duties ?] * and

hands and bated breath,

times, and doubt that revivals are divine-

custom.
There are many vague

HN

With folded

into

historical evithe argument
it as rudely
human nature

jecture as any that has been offered, and
the result is a hundred and twenty-two,
possibly a hundred and twenty-five million,—uearer one-tenth than one-third of

of those

me. Ii
is the men whose shoes’ latehet I am nol

worthy to unloodéi it is the missionaries
in remote and scattered populations

who

suffer all things for Christ's sake; it is
the men in
us it were,
they may
bring them
is the men

t

«

the crowded street’ who live,
in a pestilent atmosphere thai
succor their fellow men and
out of their degradations; ii
who are hungering and thirst

ing for the salvation of those who are
sunken in degradation and

wickedness—

iL is these that
I envy.

not say that

I'

they are better ministers than if they were
educated ; but I do say that the men who
are nearest to the Lord Jesas Christ are
those who work nearest to the sheart, and

are the clearest expounders of the gospel.

race. And how about the — Beecher,
75)
Buddha
as
a rival (!) of Jesus Christ?
which makes it full of longings to look
It
is
undoubtedly
a preacher's duty 10
To the Christian, the blasphemy of such
upward. All brutes see only their pas.
use
wisdom
in
convincing
and persuad
a suggestion is. intensified by all that is
ture-field.
The eagle soars; indeed, but
known of the man whom Mr. Arnold calls ing men and to have regard to the wants
only that it may look down. Man is the
of different classes of minds.
He is to
only animal that studies the sky. He ** the highest, gentlest, holiest and most become all things unto all men. It is not
[yenensent; with one exception, in the
does not ask that he may see eternity as
istory of thonght,” and Dr. F. H. Hedge well, as Sydney Smith says, ** to kick and
clearly as he sees the man of his fatm or
says
that he *‘ attained perfect holiness.” cuff men into becoming Christians.” But
of his township but he does ask that he
The sum of what is known of him is that while guarding this point there is also need
may be permitted to look upward. The
of caution lest one should sacrifice the
mother of St. Augustine, with her illus- to the age of thirty he lived as other just dignity and authority of an’ ambassaprinces and rajahs did, in luxury and selftrious som, looked out of the,
window of a
dor for Christ. He'is to entreat his felindulgence, until his thirtieth year, when
summer home in Ostia, 8
hi from the
he left his swarm of concubines—¢¢ possi- lowtmen to be reconciled, and must do
din of men, they ‘ discoursed together
bly from satiety,” Mr. Dall. remarks—and it winningly. But the gospel claims (0
alone and joytully; and,” continues the
retreated to the jungle.
Concluding that be believed as ¢* testimony of God.” Its
narrator, ¢‘ forgetting those thibgs that
excess even in self-denial is evil, he re- demands on men’s obedience are weighty
are behind and elu forth ‘unto those
turned to society and became a preacher. with the authority of God. While the
which are bef
hat the eye
*“ In the forty-five years of his preaching, preacher cherishes all meekness and hu
had not segh
nor the ear heard, and gasphe lived in three different palaces, from five mility of spirit, he must not, in terms or
ed as with the mouth of the heart for those
toten years at a time. In the palace of the by implication, concede away the aw
streams of the fountain of life\which come
most eminent courtesan of that day, Weth- thority of his message. He has a ‘ thus
from God.”
Enough instances could be
alie, he is reported to have lived nineteen saith the Lord,” Tender and gentle 23
gathered from literature, without using
years, finding no nesd to bid her Go, Paul ever aimed to be, unassuming and
the peryonal experience of any living,outand sin no more.” _And he finally died of self-sacrificing as he knew how to be, his
side of pgoks, to show that the philosophy
over-eating. What an object of worship ! frequent prayer for himself as a preacher
which assails a religious faith assails huWhat a religion to commend te the rever- was that he might have boldness, * tha}
man nature; for man,
educated
and
ence and charity of Christians !L—Walchs1- ulggrance may be given unto me, that
awakened, can no more learn to survey
‘I may open my mouth boldly to make
the stars and the world to come. 'Agnos- man.
known the mystery “ofthe gospel, fo
*-0-0
ticism says, ‘* We can not know anything
which I am an ambassador in bond
HAVE YOU THE SPIRIT ?
of God and spirit, therefore, we’ never
that
therein I may speak boldly as I ought
I have been on the Pacific coast, and
shall lock ;” but the reverse is the truer:
to speak.” And there is no inoonsisten
we do not know about God and eternity have found a ranch, or farm, like Gid. cy between maintaining the authority of
and therefore we do look. If we knew, eon's fleece, with not a drop of rain or
our Lord's doctrines and precepts, and
we should keep watch no more.
I’ dew, and where everything was dried up; exhibiting them in their most convincing
count not myselfto have apprehended.” whilst right across the fence, on the ad- ‘and pérsuasive manner. The tendernet
Augustine and his mother would no long- joining ranch, the grass and trees and
most of its attraction it
er go to the window in the twilight and other vegetation were green and luxuri- of God oc no lose
we could forget the awful majesty of Him
gaze into the Italian sky. Instead of dy- ant. I did not understand it at first, and
thus condescends. to entreat his sinf®!
ing from want of sight, faith foeds upon when I asked the cause they told me that who
the unknown,
Agnosticism must there- one was irrigated-—that the owner had creatures. The claims of God are surely
not weaker becanse they are supreme}
fore be the partial or apparent creed of an artesian well, and irrigate
d his land. reasonable.— Illus. Chris. Weekly.
only a few members of the human family, You may go into a church, and find a
$l
—persons from whom has been omitted man as dry as Gideon's fleece~witho
nt| "-A fortunate investment is nos worth 89s.
| some subtle element of the comtfien soul. lite, or dew, or moisture—and ir
he gels much as a good action.
coo
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peared in the seventeenth century.
The subject of these carols is, for the

odie

Several collections ap-

as far as 1521.

3

back to the fourth eentury of our era, and

in England there are crude collections of
Christmas songs which have been handed down from generation to generation
as far as tradition reaches. The oldest
printed collection in England dates back

OD

a

is traced

which

in existence

is

There

Christmas songs are found.

carol now

rad

Christmas, called

the song of the’angels at Bethlehem,
‘dates from an @irly century. . In the
deepest haze of tH distant past, traces of

DP

recalled

carols, which

Doe

at

singing canticles

of

custom

The
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Let friendship
and good will,
In highly born and lowly,
Their embassy fulfill;
If these but mark its advent
We do not sing in vain—
Dear Christmas, happy Christmas,
O welcome once again!
Leisure Hour.

is

‘Throughout the season holy

-*

fe

Christmas, happy Christmas,

Comes hither once again.

A

Tis meet their fresh young voices
Should mingle in the strain, *

puifaddSm

Of sacred Bethlehem,
And how the babe of glory
Was cradled here for them.

bbe

The children chant the story

Pot

Dear Christmas, happy Christmas,
O welcome ouce again.

Ed

hk
same glad burden
In every sweet refrain—

IT:

-

ey

Make music, sturdy rivgers,

When

up in a meeting, be lke, and talks, and
DARKNESS FORLIGHT.
divinely chosen means for the salvation | PUTTING
talks, like/*‘ sounding brass and a tinkling '
of souls, and the upbuilding of the kingSince the publication of Edwin Arcymbal,” so that you feel glad when he
dom of God on the earth.
:
nold’s ** Light of Asia,” there has been
has finished.
If our ehurches would only ante this
You will find, if he speaks
shown a marked tendency in soms quarin_publie;~ths
season, with their old-time earnestness,
congregation grows
ters to exalt the Buddha into a sort of ri“smaller and smaller; aid the reason Why
for the spirit of revival to ‘rest -upon all
valry with the\Christ, and to fin
udthe ministers, we.should have special
dhist legends a parall
with the Gos- is, that he has not life in abuadance,
If a man has not grace to keep his tem:
reason for rejoicing in fruitfulness of
pel narratives. ‘Those who have had the
our united efforts ; and, our feports at the
r, he is not fit to work for God. If he
best opportunity to know what Buddhism
next General Conference would prove uncan2 ot live uprightly at home, he is not
is by that most practical test, its fruits,
usually cheering. Why may it not be
fit for Gpd’s service, and the less he does
have no hesitationin calling it the dark-|
go? Is God unwilling to revive us in anthe
r. The Lord's cause has sufness rather than the light of Asia, while
swer to prayer ? Surely not. The fault the alleged resemblances of its legends to fered more from this class than from any
is all our own, if there be no precious
the life of Christ are accounted for by the other. But when a man can control hig
revivals. A failure here is a serious mat- lateness of their origin and their plagia- own life, and when he has a surplus of
ter. . ‘He that winneth souls is wise,” rism from Christian sources. These views grace, then it is that God ean use him;
* And they that be wise shall shine asthe
receive unexpecled confirmation in an and God delights to use him. Many a tal.
brightness of the firmament; and they article in a late Unslarsan Review, from ou is lying dormant which could be
put
that turn many to righteousness as the the pen of the Rev. C. H. A. Dall, whose | good use if we were willing to iy
stars forever and ever.”
long residence in India as a missionary, for God; but we must be filled. —D, 7’
Nothing would put more life into all with views so “ liberal” as to lead him to Moody.
:
who, dressed in wolf-skins, attack the ment, do not suffer in consequence, but
———
re
honest people and rifle their houses. are thereby made stronger and more effi- our benevolent and missionary operations antagonige the native religions less than
PRAYER-GUAGE.
than
an earnest general Revival
of orthodox missionaries are
Throughout northern Germany the com- cient.
compelled to
The missionaries who return for ‘a sea- Religion among us. May « the great do, lend greater credibility to his state- * The only
prayer-guage” I believe tn
mon people epread their tables and léave
is that which guages the character of our
lights burning the entire night, so that son to their native land, do not lose the Head of the church” leadus toward the ments.
the Virgin Mary and the apgel who passes time, nor does the cause lose by it. Our gate of the coming year, 1883, with a | "Gotama offers ** peace,” we are told; in prayers and the spirit in which we offer
when everybody is asleep, may. figd; some- beloved Dr. Phillips several years ago "more than usual anxious upward look of this agreeing with the Christian promise them. The very first essential to all right
‘0
thing to eat. It is customary in Lapland came to us almost fitterly prestrated, that old and still. needed prayer:
of ‘the peace of God.” But is it the prayer is unconditional sabmissiveness
to Gods will. * Nevertheless, Father,
.and Norway to set out a cake in the snow still in the fow months he was with us he Lord, revive thy work!”
peace cf God? Let
us see:
Cleveland, Ohio.
as a Christmas offering, intended origi- traveled through the land, cheering and
*“ The chief end of man, says Gotams, . as I will, but as Thou wilt.” Th,
NHBRC
SF SO GF 10 GAS
nally,in all probabi! ity, to propitiate some
inspiring multitudes, and raised” an enis repose. ‘The great renunciation’ is richest blessing that prayer can bring is
the sacrifice of all things for rest. Eter- to bring us into closer communion and
heathen divinity, as the custom dates:back
dowment for the Bible School, which, as
PLEDGING OUR FRIENDS.
nal silence is the first good, first pertect, agreement with the
to the time when Thor the Thunderer was we believe, will form an incalculable
all-holy and the 1).
first fair. Life's joys are noisy and dis:
BY ADELAIDE STOUT. Sy
worshiped by our Gothic ancestors.
: blessing to the evangelization of the |
38
turbour rest.
Have none of them; stop loving One. De. Bushhnell’s illustration
A repetition of the legends concerning
heathen.
The service of returned mis- We lifted up our hands to plédge
them; end them forever. Annihilate all. of the * bow:line” represents this most
Our dear ones leit ashore, ©
the birth, infancy and career of Christ
pleasures, even those of “heaven. Kill happily. * A maa stands in the bow of (he
gionaries of the various boards has been a
them. Kill love and joy for peace. . Kill boat, and draws upon a line attached to
formed a part of ‘the Christmas night en- source of much good, not only in theft Only cold wafer kissed the rity
Of the full cups we bore;
thought and inquiry; they disturb oar the.shore. His pull does not
tertainment in most of the old countries. own recuperation, but also in the advance- The beaded drops slipped o'er the brima,
move (he
hs
peace.
Kill effort, business,
heroism:.
solid
ground
And they were interfused
one
We give a few specimens, merely to show
hair's
breadth,
ment of the work here and elsewhere.” \
but
it docs
they involve fighting, they make life a
tears that blinded. To the grief
how mueh folly we have outgrown, and
move his boat towards the land.
- There is no great danger that faithful With
conflict,
a
clash
of
arms,
an
awful
war,
a
Of parting little used,
continual battle, a disturbance of the when I attach the line of my desire fast to
how thankful we ought to be for that ligh{ men and woyien will do too much. Our
peace. Have none of them. .. . Per the everlasting Throne, faith does not «x.
which enables us to distinguish the true own dilatoriness imposes on them the We drew our cup with trembling hands
sonal clinging and affection are damoaoyr sad face so near,
from the false.
greatest burthen. The time is short, the AndTo pledged
tion. Labor is te primal curse. Beg: pect to move the throne, but to draw me
in broken speech * the friends”
“In every place through which the progress.in every department of labor is ' Whom parting made more dear!
do not work;
Have nothing to do closerto it; and when I get more and
ddoly Family passed on their arrival in wonderful. In spite of reverses and fore- Thea, half way over, came a lull
with property. “The first good is the vow more into harmony with God, I reecive
To heart, and nerve and brain;
of poverty. The first fair is to do noth- what
Egypt, all the idolsof the false gods of boding$ the Gospel is extending itsleaven
- wy heart most desires. Finding
We could not alway bear the stresa
ing. If you must eat, eat from the beg:
Egypt tumbled down before them, and a of salvation to every clime, and the viemy
happiness
in Christ, I am satisfied,
Of the sharp parting pain.
gar's bowl the crumbs, soiled or clean,
great number of persons came and ador- tory is speedy. We can not afford to
Mongéy, health, promotion, ease, and all
thrown
into
it
by
pity,
given
by
fools,
ed the Holy Family. Other Egyptians stop even for a vacation, but if allowed a We watched for any passing sail;
that will work and earn their bread. In kindred cravings, are only lawful when
The morn’s great rose was new
a word, the ‘four sublime’ (?) truths of they are subordinated to the higher love |
ap
fellow countrymen for respite, may make it but tell the more To eyes that from a vessel’s deck
Buddha's
gospel are: (1) Pain; (2) Kill and the moment they get the upper hand
0 acting, asking them why they prostratFirst
saw
it
bursting
thro’
for God and humanity.
; (3) Caused by longing; (4) Kill it,
Ita calyx of soft clouds; the tinta
ed themselves before - individuals - who
a on Bo
Of this gospel Edwin ‘Arnold says:
‘It we must expect to be dismissed as John
Graw pulsing with warm life;
were in no wise their superiors.
To
and Jumes were when self got the upper
has
in
it
the
eternity
of
a
universal
hope’
The palpitating ** rose of morn”
“REVIVE UB AGAIN.”
which reproach the pious Egyptians thus |
[of slee P ?]: ‘the immortality of a bound- hatB-in them, — Dr. Cuyler.
With new charms seemed rife.
BY THE REV. T. II. DRAKR.
less love’ [of idleness?]; ‘an indestructi-)
answered: © ** Ohr gods have fallen down
Sh
hh gC
Few times we watched the morning break,
ble element of faith in final good [ridbefore them, and why should not we do * There was a time in the history of our
Bright tint on tiot dizclose ;
%
Now I tell yon, I would .rather bo ths

Ly

For ever in his train

Ne

Su

/

20, 1882.

B*

glowing embers,
the landscape drear,
chill December’s
the changing year:

Ot bells across the snow;
Awaken, carol singers, :
Thé echoes as ye go.

-

a custom to pre- | ing. The former are far better prepared
sent the king and queen a branch of this for the secular labors of the. week. The
present attempt to divest this, divine infamous tree, covered with snow-white
Afier the stitution of its sacred character is a device
ossoms every Christmas.
30 nge of style it was observed that the of Satan most pernicious in all its conwo
'*»
bush ‘Hlossomed on January fifth, which sequences.
|
Midgsters, teachers, stadents need the
would have beeb Christmas, O. 8. Slips
vacations
which
are
wisely
assigned
in
from this thorn-tree are still preserved
England, and are said to blossom regu- them, though they are not always sturned
to the best account. What is called pjeaslarly on January fifth.
ure
seeking rarely pays, often leaves one
in
They have a quaint superstition
at
the
end of his vacation worse off every
Christmas
en
that
effect
the
Poland to
night the heavens are opened -and the way than at the beginning. But those
scene of Jacob's ladder is re-enacted, who ckange their mode of labor from the
common routine to other forms of usefulwhich, however, only saints are permitted
to see. Im Sweden thereis a wide-spféad ness really help themselves most; while
often great helpers of others. The stuopinion that wicked men, transformed ini
to wolves for the time being, comithit great dents at Bates and Hillsdale, who generhavoe on Christmas eve. The supersti- ally employ their long vacations in teachtion is doubtless perpetuated by rogues ing, preaching or other useful employ- /{/

The merry time of Christmas
. Comes hither once again

§

yk

Charles the First, it w

Right heartily we greet him,

«Xow,

-

BS

Stir up the
Shut out
No joy like
To crown

refers
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are——

wh.
world | wa Foady iin its spires experienc
| for the coming of the Holy Spirit and he'| -

Sunday Seton
Lessin

Le—--January

eould

7.

\

The ascending Lord.

M.
kA

Jesus transfigured.

Luke 24:30—33.

Mark 9: 1-10.

Another agoount of the same. Luke 9: 28—36.

x
\

|

Acts (1-14.

Afer the redurrection.

TW.

-

The Ascension suggested.

~~

human history and experience until it
should be time for him to come again
for a different purpose. The cloud that
received him still veils him from our

sight, but by andby he will come again
in power and glory and manifest himself
in a new character and for a new pur-

John6: 51—65.

ae Saviour's glory. Eph. 1 :15-23.

8. The coming of the Lord.

GOLDEN

TEXT.—And

these

when Ae had spoken

things, while

taken up.

1 Thess. 4:9—18.

they

beheld,

he

was

Acts 1:0.

Tor108—The aveemiiiisof

The promise of
The witnesses for Jesus.

™

THOUGHTS AND APPLICATIONS.
L

Bissions.

ey

pl

The resurrection of Christ ow

the truth of the Gospel.
II. The gift of the Holy Spirit oonfers power upon mien. +
III. We may be witnesses for Christ.
|
TOPICS FOR FUKTHER STUDY.

a

‘HE WELCOME.
The earnest pleading. for a re-enforcement of

men

for our

India mission

| REMEDY

RANATISE,
NEURALGIA,
SCIATICA,
LUMBAGO,

had

made it seem a little doubtful to sothe
whether more single women are needed

in the present crisis.

The following in a

two members of the Woman’s Missionary

Board, written Oct. 9, just four days after |

night, and" that, too, the minute

in re-

from the dead, and of his repeated ap- gard to him make it probatitd that he was
poarings among those. who knew him the author, and all the internal evidences,
best before his crucifixion, is too strong drawn from, the style of the composition
to be broken. Tested by the most rigid and its subject matter, oontirm this theory.
rules of evidence it shows no flaw or | 1 hag been accepted by church fathers and
sign of weakness. Jesus rose from the Christian writers from the earliest ages of
the Church.
From chap. 16, v. 10, the
dead, came forth from Joseph's tomb,
showed himself again and again to his writer claims to have been an eye-witness
Thomgh not
friends, sometimes to one alone, some-| of the events he describes.
times to two or three in quiet places, and mentioned by name, Luke is known to
sometimes to a larger number assembled have been a friend and companion of the
together. No theories which fail to reo- apostle Paul. So far as we know, no other
ognine the resurrection as an established person meets the conditions of authorship
fact meet the well-known and actually as does Luke the accredited author of the
existing conditions of the case. The wit- book. The history contained in this book
nesses are sufficient in number and of
covers a period of thirty years, extending
doubted veracity ; the differences
in hr
from the uscension of our Lord to the imtestimony are only such as os
naturprisonment 6f Paul at Rome. 7.Quly a few
i ally arise from’ ‘the differences in their points of the chronology of this period are
“standpoints ; the general harmony is com- definitely fixed.
plete and satisfactory.
ot
The object of the author was to give an
Il.
TRe promise of Jesus. ~Va* one account of the planting of the Christian
occasion soon after he rose from the church, in the age immediately following
grave Jesus appeared to the eleven as the crucifixion of Christ, by his disciples
they were gathered together and com- and their: fellow-laborers and sucoessors.

*" manded
until

them
the

te remain

Holy

come

and impart to them a high degree of spiritual power ; when this should be exper:
lenced they would
be qtialified
to

go

forth

into

the

world

as

the

apostles of the new dispensation and
then
they
should be witnesses
to
him in all parts of the world.
Very

17d

The book has been . divided into two

in Jerusalem

Spirit
should

parts called the Potrine,in whish that apostl® is the principal actor spoken of, and the
Pauline, iu which Paul is the prominent
actor.
:
From this book, containing an account of

the first missionary labor of the Christian
Chrdrch, our lessons for the first six months:

of this year have been selected. Those of
likely they did not then understand what’ the first quarter are nearly identical with
shis promise meant, but we now know the lessons of the second quarter of the
year 1876, and will be found to.be full of
that no greater blessing could have been
granted to them. By it they were ‘ena- interest and profit to those’ who stady
bled to preach the truth with power suf- them carefully.
After the second quarter, we shall reficientto produce conviction of sin in the
minds of mea and lead them to. repent. sume the study of the Old Testament, beance. To this work they gave them- ‘ginning with the entranoe of the Israelites
selves with an earnestness and fidelity into Canaan, and shall continue that study
that made them exemplars for Christian to the end of the year.

preachers of all ages; and this promise
given by

the Saviour to his first apostles

is good for

all

their smccessors,

service in Christ's cause ; nor will he

re-

fuse to grant
it to those who come unto
him aright, humbly and devoutly seeking
for it.
The

wiinesses for

Jesus.

*‘ Ye

mmm

a

if possi-

ble.
2. I promise to be there in time to receive the members of my class, knewing
that pnnotuality on the part of the teacher, is the best means to secure it in the

3. 1 promise, Bo far as prasHioahls, to
shall be witnesses unto me both in Jeru- look after the good of my pupils, not only
salem, and in all Judea, and in Samiara,
in the Sunda§-school, but throughout the
and unto | the uttermost part of the earth,” week.
said Jéus to his disciples. A witness is | 4, I promise to pray, not only for the ofto tell just

personal

what

he

knows,

knowledge,

of his own

about the case on

which he is called to testify, neither fore
nor less; ‘* the truth, the whole truth and
nothing but the truth.” This they could
do; this every disciple can

do.

For

and plainly

state the truth. [He

ficers and for
the salvation

will

my fellow-teachers, but for
of every member of this

school, and especially my own class; and
to do all in my power to lead them to
lB -O

ful instructions
work.

They

for the

need-

as to the method of that

also

baptism

all

had

time

of the

to

prepare

Holy Spirit.

There was no longer any necessity for
Bis remaining on earth, away from the
glory | that be had with the Father. The

:

.

Li!

y ?
Si

to

hear

that

know

that some one wishes

LAYING HOLD OF.
A teacher has a duty not only to be
Sunday-school

himself,

bus

to

see

at
that

salesman. The angels hadto *‘lay bold”
on Lot to-induce him to leave Sggom,
when he
risk of
teacher
scholars

was
the
has.
who

S$

inclined to stay there a t
city’s doom. And ma
“a
to do a similar work for
would sooner be in Sido

than in Sunday-sohool
—8. 8. Times.

& CO.

Baltimore, Md.,

these

heart

cage.

WATER

Dr. Graves’

in the

the

PALPITATION,

for
the

Bishop

the districts of the Mission of the Society
for the Propagasion of the gospel. Thare

are now Christians in 659 villages; but,
though the congregations have inoreased
by eight, the lists of the congregations
show a net decrease.
°* The losses,” he

many

of

Hy]
= _

Does a lame back or ae

virtne no

oh gconimend it)and it willspeedily

thé

L

disease and restore heal

di
a

8
©

over-

&otion.

For complaints peculiar
2 to your sex, such as pain

and weaknesses, Kidney-Wort is unsurpassed,
as it will act promptly and safely.
Either Sex. Incontinence, retextion

of urine,

brick dust orropy deposits, and dull dragging
pains, all speedily yield to its curative power,

43- BOLD BY ALL DRUGOISTS. Pico

administered

=
=
is not incurable, if properly attended to.— 2
Consumption, at "its commencement, is but a

E38 Lungs; then an inflamation, when the gum
congh is more observable, but rather dry; then Je
becomes local fever and the pulse more fre- ss
quent, the cheeks flushed and chillsmore com- =~
mon,
This Elixirin curing the above com-g
plaints, operates so as to remove all morbid

was

irritations and inflammation

from the

being

two-

A

How many of these were rdoeived dur-

TRAE.
TRADE £3
Patented,

CORSETS.
whalebone

has induced

ns to use it°in all our
leading Corsets.
:

$10 REWARD

will be paid for any cor-

set in which tbe Coraline breaks with
six
months ordinary wear.
Price by mail, W. B.
(coutill), 32.50; Abdominal, $2.00;
Health or
Nursing, $1.50; Coraline
or Flexible Hyp, $1.25
Misses?, $1.00.

ARE

THE BEST.

For

Phefure
the only ones tHat are sold by first-class
dealers the world over. Send 3 cents for circular
M. J. PAILL
& CO, 680 Iroandway, New: York City.
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How much was given last year bf
Protestints for mission work?
About
$8,000,000.— Selected.

N. H.
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Protestants ?

About 540,000.

H. YEOMAN,

“The Seat superiority
--of Coraline over horu or
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WI ERE.
HESRY, JORXSOX & LORD, Props., Burlington,
Vi.

Church?

dained European and American missionaries, over 7,000 ordained native preachers, ussisted by female missionaries, native assistants, eto., making a total of about
5,800 missionaries and nearly 14,000 native helpers.
How many native Protestant communioants in mission lands the first of this

J.

CORALINE

tisement

never dries or stops the cough, but, by removing the cAusk, generally destroys the hectic
before the cough is entirely gone. Consequently, when the cough is cured the patient
is woll. Send address for pamphlet giving
full directions for oure of pulmonary diseases.
Price 85 cts., 50 ots., and $1.00 per bottle,

How many are mémbers of the Protest-

About

W.H.&

WAKNER

fully

and relieves the congh and makes the breathing easy. It supportsthe strength and at the
game timo reduces the fever,
Itis free from
strong opiate and astringent articles, which are
ofso drying a nature as to beingreat dangerof |

ant Churches? About 20,000,000.
' How do the professed followers of Jesus compare in number with the others?
They are about one in ‘seventy- “five.
How many Protestant missionary societies were there at the commencement of
ne century P Seven.
ow many now? Over eighty.
How
Protestant missionaries
were there in the year 1880. About seven

now?
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How many belong to the Greek Church?

year?

for

22 alight irritation of the membrane
which
covers FT

idolators?
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many
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be invariably manifested, convincing the most in.
umes crodulous that

About 78,000,000.
!
How many belong to the Copt, Armenian and other Oriental churches? About
7,000,600.
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there on the earth?
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This aluable medicine is purely vegetable:
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those where the accessions had been largest. The whole number of souls on the
congregational lists is 46,256,of whom
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Dr. Grave’ Heart Regulator shows immediate results.
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instruction
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and his bes
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Andthink the Kidneys or Liverare at Fault.

will find and send them to us.”

Those who
India during

to
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to come and

help us work for these poor
The Lord richly bless you for
open the way before ypu. We
on praying for men, and hope
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For “Life and Labors of O. I.
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Board have voted to send you to this station. You don’t know how it cheers us to

many
belong to 'ghe Papal
About 195,000,000. ¥ ©

give them courage to do this work where- his scholars are there. Itis a comparaever it may be necessary for them to do tively easy matterto take eare of schol
it, and will sustain them in the midst of ars who want to be" taken care of, The
all the opposition which they may en- jreal trouble is in‘attending to those. who'
eounter.
-{ don’t want any attention. A young man
IV. The ascension of Jesus. * ‘While applied to a Boston merchant for a situathey beheld, he was taken up; and a tion as salesman. ¢* Can you sell goods to
cloud received him out of their sight.” a customer?” asked the merchant. **1
This is the simple story of his ascension think I could sell to any man who ‘wantas Mark tells it to us. It was a wonder- ed to buy,” was the young man’s answer.
ful event, but it was the only fitting sup- “Oh, that's nothing to the purpose!”
*‘ Any fool ean sell
plement to his resurrection. We can nut said the merchant.
to
a
man
who
does
wansijo
buy. I want
easily conceive of any thing more natural. His mission to earth was accom- clerks who can sell to the men who don't’
plished ; he died, he rose from the dead, want to buy.” It is still true that * the
he remained on earth long enough to sat- children of this world are in:their generisfy those who were to take up the work ation wiset than the children of light.”
he'had begun and carry it forward, that There is a thought worthy of attention in
it was he who had come forth from the that Boston merchant's idea of a good
grave, and, also, to give them

weeks

er falls to iciTot

eolox ad euily fo fray Tair, Si & Cos x. Y.
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thirds of the gopalation of the earth.
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the rémaining
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work the Holy Spirit will qualify them
by giving them pewer to clearly discern

many
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We shall pray for your coming and hope
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scholar.

x

removed by death,

I promise to be present at every session of the school, unless detained by

absent, to procure a substitate,
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and Mrs. Marshall
shiled for home last
month.” We shall need you very much
here in Midnapore ; for it seems probable
that both Mrs. and Miss Bacheler will be
going home next year on furlough. * * *
before
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SUR, SIMPLE and onsAP External Remedy. A trial entails
bab the comparatively trifling outlay of 80 Cans, and every
one suffering with pain can have cheap and positive proof of
BIRBCTIONS IN BLEVEN LANGUAGES.

is much of the work that women can do
far better than mien. Besides, you may
know that we have lost three sisters
a
Mrs. Lawrence and Miss

of the seventeen distric:s there: has been
an increase of 676; but the decrease in
the other districts amounted to 829, making the net loss 153. There were no

sickness, or othér circumstances not under my.control; and when aboutto be
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‘No Propatation on earth

field. Itis trpe that we need men more
than womer-ii¥ this great field, but there
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' terms frme,

“1 do most heartily hope that you will
apply to our Foreign Board at once and
offer to embark- without delay for this

numbers a few years ago.” . The number
who have withdrawn, he sayw-i3 much
smaller than was anticipated. In eleven
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A TEACHER'S OOVENANT.
Here is a good covenant for the teach-

that, is,

for all whom he has called into his service since that day, and for all whom he
may hereafter so call. “This promise he
has hongred many times in the history of
his ministry and is ready to honor in its
behalf while the world stands. Noth‘ing ‘is more needed by the ministry
of to-day and by all who desire. to do
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and work enough to keep her hopping |
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"This is the name’ of the fifth book of
the New Testament. It has sometimes
been spoken ef by other names but this
times.
These appearings were at times,
was applied to it al a very early age, and
in places, and under circumstances which, by this name it has been generally known.
taken together,
form a mass of evi- At the very beginning it claims to have
dence so strong and convincing in its been written by one who had written a foramount and character that no sane man mer (reatise concerning the life and teachThat this person
ought ever to question its validity. Can- ‘ings Of Jesus Christ.
did men can not fail to see‘that the chain was Tike, the Evangelist, has hardly ever
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Rae

I. The appearings of Jesus. After his
resurrection, our Saviour appeared to his
disciples noi less than tea or twelve
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the natives, and

progress of the missionary work of the church.
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joint letter from Mrs. J. L. Phillips to |.
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The proofs ef Christ's resurree- | she reaches Midnapore, even before she
The ascension of Jesus.
knows a word of thejlanguage, and oh,
tion.
:
what a field after
sfie knows it! Two :
II.
His
appearings
after
the
resurrecNotes and Hints.
things I do hope she is possessed of,
Gonnecting Link.—In the Acts we have an- tion.
account of the work of the apostles in planting | III. "The conditions on which we may plain, practical common sense, and patience. Oh, such patience is needed with
the Christian Church in many localities. Sew receive the Holy Spite
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Hair Brush
POSITIVELY (URES

ervous Headache

ilious Headache
euralgiainb mins.

Toothache,
Dand ruff,

aliing Halr,
‘Baldness.

Not WIRE Brushes.

THE BEST CHRISTMAS
IF FATHE

CIFT.

B getting Bald, and Mother suffers consaniy from Headache or Neuralgia; if Sister
Is prematurely Gray, and. Brother is troubled with Dandruff or crazed with agonizing
to cure all so afflicted if you will act upon the following adviéé:;
On Christmas present them, one and all so suffering, (show no partiality) with
. Scott's beautiful Electric
Brushes.
They are splendi
ure bristle, elegaantly carved Brushes, and Yemarkably well gdapted for Cheistinas
SantaC| wus’ stockings whether large or small.
Presents, nicely
Remember they are no tox: but genuine useful articles, i g
service for years, and phi
to any person.
Thousands of the best families in America and
England use them and speak in the highest terms of their wonderful cures.
Last year we were so crowded with
Christmas orders that we had to disappoint some.
Therefore order now
n good time.
This season we offer greater inducements, as rollows : The
price is $3 each; but to families wanting three
Brushes, we will send themi, postpaid on receipt of
.24; or six for $15.
They are also for sale in all drug and fancy
stores ; but th ese are speqjal Christmas prices to t ose ordering direct, and sending
the amount to us,
¢ pledge
ourselves to return the mghney if not as represented. Ask your druggist or fancy g
s dealer to show them to you.

THE PALL MA

L ELECTRIC

ASSOC’N, 842 Broadway, New

York.

Flesh Brush
QUICKLY

CURES

Rheumatism,
Lumba, 0
Laralysls
Palpi ation,

Impure
Blood,
Liver omplaints

ackaches

&

Not WIRE Brushes.

Frain

our

guard

us or not?

against

similar

and

of the sad and perilous state

of the

faithful testimony, and the works
with faith,—these

than

any

things

material

we

Wealth

that

more

any

empty

* Tell mre more,” cried a Hindu mother,
after listening for hours to a lady mission-

to

thin gray hairs, ‘‘ These hairs hg
waiting for

such

these!”

. There-are myriads of souls yet
hear such

words,

grown

words

ready from

waiting
their

to

depths

to give glad welcome to the good tidings of
5& great joy.

But how

out a preacher?

shall they hear

with-

And how shall they

a preacher except he be sent

in

of Christ's command to his

church?

‘who

shall

send

him?

have

fulfillment

Every

But

Christian,

surely, must have a share in so good and
necessary a work as that of foreign missions.
The Christmas tide is here. Who,
in honor of the Saviour’s birth, at this season of glad exehamge of beautiful gifts,
will make a gift to India? Three millions
souls there depend upon the readers of this
paper, in the main, for the gift (if they
ever receive it) of the Bread of Life. Can
we ‘ignore this fact and neglect our duty at
this time when all Christendom rings again
with the angels’ song at Bethlehem?
Despite the seriousness of the subject, it is
not a little amusing (we might also say surprising) to see how very generally the recent

article on Divorce by the Rev. Mr. Dudley, in
our columns, has been misunderstood. By conand position a stanch opponent of
easy
<divorce
laws
and
of divorce
on

. viction

any but the
is understood

one
by

Scriptural
ground,
he
really intelligent
read-

ers to
have
made,
as one correspondent
puts it, ** a square argument in favor of easy
divoree’’!
One of our young pastors writes:

4 Either the paper is blind or I'am.

‘ Which

#8 it?
This is not said in any spirit of faultfinding; only I dislike to feel that I am enter-

-4ng

into my

dotage”!

Mr. Dudley

speaks

again, briefly, this week, on,'as Joseph Cook
would say, this blazing topic.
We hope he
will be understood. ' His accusation and arraignment of society is a severe ome.
Is it

just?

Do

the facts support

him?

“He who

looks into this matter will find much to” amaze
him. The poison of this gross immorality and sin
has gottén more thoroughly into the blood of
our great Republic than the “ best moral sentiment” likes to acknowledge, or even, perhaps, is aware.
God bless the efforts of jhe
New England Divorce Reform League and all

who seek to stir up discussion of this too long
neglected national disgrace!
1t is doubtless an open question to what extent a minister
is to spend time in acquiring familiarity with
all trades under the sun; for, ordinarily, as of
other men, it is true of a minister that sensible persons will judge of him by his proficiency
in his own proper work rather than in theirs;:
but there is truth, nevertheless, in what the

Rev. Smith Baker says in his article this week,
4 truth which the late Rev. Dr. Guthrie, of
Sotlaud, Biase out in one partof his charming Autobiography, beginning with his own
experience:
‘I became in this way conver-

sant both with mercantile and agricultural
fairs, and those who, both in the

the town, afterwards became my
not respect me the less when they
minister was something else than

ie,” who

knew

no

more

about

and hopes, and disappointments,
tions, and trials of men engaged

ness of the world
“man

than any

country

afand

people, did
found their

bright

faces,

Let

appropriate
us

giftsy’ hy¥ns

remember

the ‘poor, that

in the anniversary
for

They have calculated what horse-power
would arrest the rotation of the earth,and
have shown that the motion lost, when the
sun stood still, was balanced by what it

our seuls, better even than

¢‘ gold,

Bat we must push

{our way back through the mists of the past

we

. ifally five times us far as that before
reach the hour when

Svdifit

>

q

beholding ** all meanly' wrap} in the rude
manger”. the Ieaven-born Prince of
whichi-Chriat
Peace. And yet, the gospel
ed
ished seems still only
establ
‘andar
deel

whit

frank-

li

FALSE

gained

pp

COIN IN SACRED

errant

are

not/

expositorf

a

of

?

eight

centuries

later,

when

the

‘Lord's Supper. The Psalmist fiercely
cries, ** Happy shall he’ bel that taketh

HER-

. MENEUTICS.
Blackwood for November has an instructive article on this subject.
It aims to
show the value of common sense in explaining the Bible. The reading of the article would wel} tepay our Sabbath school
commentators, Sabbath school: teachers,
and not a few of our American preachers.

and

dasheth

thy

little pnes

against

a

stone.”
We are ‘told that the _* stone”
means St. Peter on whom the church is

built, and that ** dasheth thy little ones”
means the gathering of the children of the
heathen into the church and attaching
them to the faith.

As our limits forbid us to attempt a reproduction of the paper, we give a free
sketch of its drift.
The Rabbis of Israel, to whom
Testament was a collection of

interpreters

the

dial of Ahaz went backwards ten degrees.
They see in the scarlet thread *‘hanging out of Rahab’s window the blood of
Christ, and in the bread and wine given
by Melchizedek to Abraham's troop, the

* All the bells on earth shall ring,
And all the angels in Heaven shall sing
And all the souls on earth shall sing
On Christmas day in the morning!”

i,

behind

earlier days.

incense and myrrh; ” and so,

And what is the

'mur-

derous tent-pin which Jael drove into the
skull of Sisera but a type of the cross ot
our Lord ? - The literal transfer, item by
item, of a thousand minor incidents of the
Old and New Testaments to the mysteries
and glories of oar Christian faith is Tate

the Old
riddles,

tinction of polygamy.
the report is the fact that many
of the
*¢ liberal,” or anti- polygamous, meetin

have been largely aitended ‘by i
and that these meetings have been (characterized by exceptional good order and

good humor.

It will be seen from the foregoing state-

fantastical and
of the sacred

ed together.
For, said they, ¢ the ox
knoweth his owner, and the'ass his master’s crib: but Israel doth not know; my

lofty pretensions, on a fanciful exegesis,
on the one hand, and on a rigid, literalis-

tic interpretation, on the other. By this
loss of judgment in ‘Considering the teach-

people doth not consider.” Hence, men
who do not know the law are beater by
these animals.
Men should not eat until

ing® of the. Bible,

wanted a text with which

they have fed their cattle, they reasoned,
because the words of the promise occur

Then, also,

in

bid-

unto peace,’find he went and prospered.
To such foolishness were the Rabbis addicted.
The early church Fathers were only too
adept pupils of these Jewish magicians.
Both the Latin and the Greek Fathers were
skilled in feats of interpretation. Any
orthodox doctrine that by any manner of
means could be wrung out of any inconsequential statement of the Scriptures,
had inspired authority for it. They read,

Moses during the fight ‘with
prophecy of the

triumph

servants ; for the letter for three

is cross:shaped (T) and the two
for eighteen (IE) are the initials

a

heart.” In the two
ritual for the day of
penetration enough’
of the
boats
Peter
Lord,

letters
of-the

measures.

and

rank

-increased

growth of

fense before God and curse

this

to the

of- |

coun- |

try.
I

typologists,

allegorists

or

£
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WAR ON POLYGAMY.

telegram

from

Rev.

A.

A.

Smith bolegs ip intelligence that the
block
in
ja
Minn.,
in
which * was i
of
They Free |

Baptist has beet

ly

which will delay the
next

number

our friends

of that

have

a

elimity |

appearance
paper.

We

sustained no

of the ||
trust

serious

they have learned their folly, and especially, if
they are to be refused till they die the decent
comfort of warmth in winter, then our Board
of Health must have something to say on the
subject.
Such an inhuman institution should
be mercilessly broken up by the ordinances of
the city or the laws of the state. This is not a
matterof religion, but-of humanity.
Our laws
punish cruelty ; and any authority—lady superior,
bishop
or
cardinal — that
should
enforce
such - regulation
should
receive
incarceration where bars are furnished and
fire not denied.”
All very true; but what
should be (we will not say the civil enactments, but) the expressed sentiment of the
community and the
press as to a religious system that provides for and compels such cruelties?
Letters are just received
from Mrs, J.
Phillips dated Balasore, Nov. 4, bringing the
cheering intelligence of Dr. Bacheler’s return
from the hills quite improved in health, also of

the arrival of Mr. and Mrs. Burkholder in Cg
cutta a day or two before, and their proba€[¥”
arrival in Midnapore on the preceding evening. She writes:
“(The Lord bas answered
our prayers, and restored our dear Julia, who,
we feared, would never returnto us from her
trip to, Australia. I can not express the thunkfulness we all feel for this great blessing.”
We
are sorry to By that ene of her letters brings

on one side, one eye closed, very sore and lame
all over.
Yesterday
[Nov.2.] he started for

month and is now given

ery.

the

public.

Some of the facts recited and recommendations made therein have been anticipa-

Dantoon,
and
very

Butcher threw him out ner Kutch-"

He was insensible for about half an hour

not quite rational
hard

night, and

for.some

time, had

has a very hard

a

pain in

It.is well known that the methods
way; eat thy bread | of marriage in Utah are such that it bethy wine with a meer!
‘comes almost imposible to prove that the
goats of the Jewish ceremony has taken place, The secrets
Atonement they had of the endowmant house—~and marriage
to seethe two advents is the chief of them.—can
not be revealed!

Some of the papers have been speaking very
cheerfully concerning the increasing tendency
of the Dukota Indians to engage in the more
peaceful avocations of life, With the exception of Sitting Bull and his little «band, ‘the
Sioux have been at peace with the world for
several years.
Naturally they are friendly to

ted, but it is neyertheless

worth. reading

of miné ene- ‘study.

Messiah ; and in the fact that two TO meet this grave difficulty the Comwere filled with fish, when Simon “mission recommends
the enactment of a
exclaimed, ¢ Depart from me, Of «stringent marriage law by Congress, profor I am a sinful man,” we are to 'viding that all future marriages in Utslr

be null and void

tinless

contracted. and

witnessed ig,the manner provided by the
act. Such safeguards should be thrown

shail allow * mere transit across our territory »
to Chinese scholars and gentlemen.
According to the Rev. Joseph Cook, in his
recent lecture in Boston, the seven modern
wonders of the world are (1) speed of inter-

comthunication

throughout

the world, (2) the

‘self-reformation of the hermit nations, such as
Japan which, in twenty-five years has made
greater changes than any other nation, (3) the.
rapid parallel advancement of education and

mending.”

occurs thatis

We trust that Bro. McLeod will be

2d
.

Chas. H. Jordon, Boston.

Rev. A. T. Hillman, Somerville.
0. T. Moulton.

Rev.

CRP, "NEW, YORK.
Rey. 8. 8. Cady, Smyrna.
Rev. A.W. Pa, North Pharsalia.
Rev.’A. B. Loomis, Oxford.

Rev. G. 8. Ricker, Norwich, Holmesville, MoDonough.

0.1, Cooper, German and Willett.
. W. A. Phillips, Linchlaen.
.J. B. Wilson, Otselic.
. G. L. White, Sherburne.

+ 8. A. Worden, Columbus, . J. W. Hills, Plymouth.
. B. G. Blaisdell, Lawrence Q- M. (3

. ¥. 0. Dickey Jnion Q. M
He

H. Abbey.

Le

. J. S. Harrington.

PENNSYLVANIA.
. M. H. Abbey.
v. J. S. Harrington.

Rev. H. E. Keyes.

able to accumulate stores of vitality
and
strength sufficient for many years ba come,
Full arrangements have been madé for the
conducting of the Intelligencer during his absence from the tripod.

eelosk.

Strafford.

. Z. F. Griffin.

beyond

|

Mrs.W. W. Hatch, Lawrence and Methuen.
Mrs. Fann Bickum, Haverhill and Bradford,
ell, Lynn.
Rev.I. M.

McLeod is obliged to retire for a time from his
work as pastor and editor, and obtain mucha break

for.

MASSACHUSETTS.

We learn from the last number of the Religious Intelligencer, with regret, that Rev, Mr.

longiuntil

en

R¥v. H. G-Corliss, Randolph.
Rev. A. M. Freema, |Tunbri
Rev. J. W. Burgin.
ge:

M.

But this is better than to work

oSoosoceR

i

Rev. J. C. Osgood,

sure basis of a scientific supernsturalism.

too

ew

Rev,
v. M. A twCoiling, eflield
Albany:ans d Wi h

unity; of civilization, ap seen in the relationships! between nations, (5) the triumph" of
Christianity, (6) the'cugrent fulfillment of Biblical prophecy, and (7) tiie establishment oo a

rest.

we,

Rev. E. Owen, Lyndon.

democracy the world over, (4) the world-wide

needed

sooo

i

cocoa~mcoSS

Chinese immigration, let it at least be sufficiently magnsnimous to enact a law which

Millikin; Yast Derby.
Der

v

OK

to restrict

Rev. 2A.1

Rev, Hi. Lockhart; St. LN
Riv. D. 1 uint, Charleston..
Rev.
Nelson, Hardwick.

#

upon its purpose

3

—_—ooS

insist

East Haven.

coc

3

is to

Now

WEST VIRGINIA.
"
er

TR

.
0

let the enlistment of canvassers

£0

we have a goodly army in battle array

on

till

(1), colors

flying, bayonets fixed, a determination in every
heart to sustain no Bull Run defeat at the outset
of this campaign for the Star, but to carry vieto.

riously point after
tist family is ¢éwon
cluded in unbelief”

We

The Ladies’ Social Circle of the Romer
liams Church, in; Providence, issue the

would

point till every F. Bapfor the Star, or * con.
and * hardness of heart”

not object to

the tactics of

Roger

the whites and not even the grossest provoca-

tions

have yet serveg

from

us.

The

wholly to alienate them

proportion of children at’the

Carlisle and Hampton Schools which belong to
this people indicates how largely they are interested in our civilization.
It would be a pity if
our government should fail to exercise the
greatest care lest the blunders of the past in

Gilbert, Miss Ellza Stevens, W. Stratton, N. W
Tarbox— No. Anson (Sent by TF. D.Salley) John P.
Paine—
Palmyra (Sent by Mrs, V. D. Sweetland)
R. B. Mitchell — Saco (Sent by Mrs. J.W. Parsons
Mrs. O. P, Greene, 3S. C. Parcher— Vienna (Sent
by Rev. J. Boyd) Henry Graves.

Wilfirst

Williams News, a sps-

NEW

HAMPSHIRE.

Pittsdeld (Sent by

Rev.

A.

cious annual to which we immediately take off
our hat, Together with other gxcellent matter, it contains quite a full sketch of the history
of this old and important church, by the pas-

J. Eastman) Mrs. Deboran L. Foss,
VEBMONT.
Lyndon (Sent by Rev
E. Owen
Mrs. J. E. Simpson, Mrs. Susan Watson— Sutton

tor, Rev.

Hateh) Miss Emma

A. T. Salley.

(Sent by Rev. M. Atwood) Fremont J. Campbell.
MASSACHUSETTS.

NEW

Business.went on about as usual in New York’
last Sabbath, notwithstinding the new penal
‘code.

~ Correspondence.

YORK,

Lawrence

(Sent

Baldwin,

Dickinson

Center

by

Mrs

(Sent by Rev.

I.

g. Blaisdell)! Mrs, C. J. Oliver, Mrs. M. L. Whiiney, ir. L. M. Stowe, Mr. R: Jefferson,”N. Rams
dell— Fowler ‘(Sent by Rev. G. L. White) Wm
Thompson, Mrs,
lda - Van
Namee—Holmesville
(Sent by Rev. 4. 8, Rick
Perry Sherman, Lucy
Case Mitchelville (Seni
tev. F. O. Dickey) D.
Angel
Norwich
(Sent |
v.G. 8. Ricker) Mrs.
Celestia A.
ns, John
Tlapaugh, Nehemiah
X
W
Re
White) Hiram

tebbard, Mrs. Eva
Yherburne (Senj by
Hollls—South Puliney

(Sent by Rev. F. O. Dickey) StephenA. Stone.

-

&% In addition to the usual denominational
matter, this department is open to bri¢/ and otherwise

unobjectionable

communications

parts of our field.

from

————

Theological Studies.

all

About one bundred and thirty institutions
In thé United States are used partly or exclusively for instruction in theological Studies

"THE OANVASS.
Among other things, our blanks for the canvasser's

The students, professors, and graduates,

hake

weekly reports require him to state ** special criti,
ciems and commendations of the Star heard dar
ing the week.” We hope canvassers will not fail

a total of many bundreds.
This array, of special schools embodies and

to heed

tions existing among American citizens.

this request,

as some

seem inclined

to do.

We wish to know the popular criticisms in order,
if possible, to profit by them, and to know what is

illustrates

religious

sentiments
and

convic- |

Pre-

serving - distinctive features in denominational
faith, aud forming a system of defense against

commended in order 10 make the most of such featdisbelidf, it keeps and continues Chrigfian
ures.
We are surprised and pleased over thé few.
truth’in permanent and sacred honor, Indiness of the unfavorable words which our canvass.
catinz the kind of Ppt
instruction in deers report, and are glad to note that such words.
usually relate to such matters as price, amount of gang, it suggests also’
\he quality of supply

advertisements, etc. Many of the commendation
‘that satisfies. The studies of these schools
reported are of so flatteringa character that per. cluster around the religion of Christ. They
haps it would*hardly be becoming ins to publish
recognize him as the Great Teacher.
His
them. Some remnants of journalistic modesty still
teaching of twelve young men for nearly three
remain
in the land! © And yet, whatever credit is
years introduced a valuable theological school,
due the Star is properly so far to be distributed
us well as a wonderful system of ideas. The
among & multitude of individuals that no one

cheek need crimson with

modesty at the highest

praises which dre accorded to the paper.
Some
of the average commendations we will quote
‘I hear only favorable words.”
** All say it is a

good paper.”

(Woe unto you when all men speak

well of you, runs

the

proverb;

in an unfavorable word
solid basis.)

now

we

fairly

and theo,

delight

if: it has a

*'I hear no criticisms at all, but con-

stant praise of the Star by those who take it.”
(Good ; hut there is nothing perfect in this ‘world
and we respect the friefid who kindly exposes our
jest faolts.) ‘Very general approbation.” (Glad
hear it, dat

give

us

would part with my Star
seesiong save the Bible,”

also the exceptions.)

‘I

last of any of my pos.
says an old sabseriber

who on
id it for forty years.”
(*‘May his tribe
increase.”)
‘luis fifty per cent. better than ever
before to my knowledge.”
We could fill a column

with similar utterances, received at various

times

and from all parts of the land, but we forbear.
We give below a list of the canvassers of the
Star, together with the territory assigned to each.
£0 far asthe reports thus far enable us to do so.
We trust that the activity of our general agents
and the promptness of the canvassers themselves

will enable us to show a much longer list very
soon. These canvassers are appointed for an indefinite period, and are heartily commended to all
friends of the Star and the denomination in their
respective territories. Persons wishing to renew
their subscriptions or to pay up arrearages can do
80 through these canvassers. We again urge our

the unwelcome tidings of an accident that had
befallen Dr. J. L. Phillips. She enclosed the
note * just come to hand from his wife, in- pastors to dpeak a good word for the Star, both
forming her of the sad event; from which we publicly and privately, whenever occasion offers,
make the following extract: * Poor Phil lies, and if other persons than tnemselves ace canvabs.
beside me on the bed, head brhised very badly ers in their churches to speak a cordial endorse.

The long-looked-for report of the Utah
Commission was made to the Secretary
of the Interior about the middle of last
to

gress

number of the
A

and containg much food for thought and

behold the union of the Jews and Gentiles
under the Gospel. The number of the
fish caught by the disciples, alter the re¥

‘
THE

the

hundred

the

When it

pel a Chinamen to resort to the Courts in order
to defend ‘every step that he takes. If Con-

recommends

the adoption of no very radical

his head to-day. Dr. thinks he is not seriously
injured, but 1 am very anxious about bis
head.”

before me in the presence
with joy, and drink

what mystics,

cross.’

ten like our I). Symbols, prophecies,
proofs of the Lord’s Supper shone out in
such passages as: ** Thou preparest a table
mies ;" or, ** Go thy

silence

sectarian and credulous zealots seek to
read into it. Why .should we pad the
Scriptures? Is it reverent to add to what
inspired men record? Besides a devout
spirit, biblical teachers need a full equipment of common sense. Without that as
a qualification for their work, neither
learning nor piety will keep them from
going astray.

arms of

Amalek,

of the

whether

is forgotten that the Bible is to be read as
any other book is read, jaod to be understood as other books are understood, the
the Bible is made to yield anything or
nothing at will. Deeper meanings than
appear on its surface it certainly has. So
has every other book ; so has the language |
of daily
conversation.
Common, incidental and secondary matter may be
found on the sacred pages; but it ought
to be taken for what it is, and never for

ding farewell to a parting guest, one
ought not to say, ** Go in peace,” but ¢ Go
unto peace ;” for David said to Absalom,
‘“Go in peace,” and he went and was
hanged ; but Jethro said to Moses, ‘‘ Go

for example, in the outstretched

to

dying reproaches of its victims.

in this order: *‘ 1 will send grass in the
fields for thy cattle, that thon mayest eat
and be full,”—*¢ thy catile” first, and
‘“ thou” afterwards.

persecution,

waged by Catholics or Protestants, never

mere Aransit across our territory.”
As we
recently noted, the Courts bave'so interpreted
the law; but itis certainly a hardship to com-

North baaville.

F.M. Abbott, Sutton,

the
The confidence with which the Christian
‘“Salvation Army” in this important business. i.
Register pronounces the ‘doctrine of everlastOne of our canvassers writes, in expressing the
and that the purpose of such ‘récommen- ing punishment ‘ doomed”, suggests a want of needed things to secre large success: * Patience,
and push on the part of canvassers: 1
dations as it does make is evidently to ability or of disposition to recognize what is | persistence,
merely a temporary phase of thought or of tell my people I'l] treat them as the woman did the
fortify and render more effective existing
unjust judge!” One and all, Jet us * fight it out on
doubt. This awful doctrine, like tbe awful
legislation.
i
this line if it.takes all summer 1"—and in the end
doctrine of sin, is one to which the. human
all our puipits and pews and family altars will reWe have refrained from comment for
mil, in the process of generations, inevitably
with us; India, too, will have reason to be
the reason that our sole aim was to place recurs again and again. Tit will not ** down” Jjoce
glad; and all the’ wilderness’ and desert places
at
any
bidding.
the facts in concise form before our readwill * rejoice and blossom as the rose.” We mean
success for the Star, and want no recruits in our
ers. We congratulate the country that
Our readers will note with pleasure the rethe outlook relative to this ** vexed ques- newed movement for the further endowment of army for the canvass who are net determined upLet us see the ciphers in the
the same thing.
on
tion” is so hopeful ; but the monster evil Bates College, an account of which is given on above list speedily wiped out, and the small num.
our
last
page.
Professor
Chase
is
serving
the
is not yet dead. We hope and believe
TY
bers made large!
We give be low the rep: rt for the week ending
that it is dying, yet we sometimes fear its institution with a zeal and wisdom which we
hope will be fully matched by the results. It
December 12.47"
death-throes may bring on a revolution is gratifying to note the increasing number of
MAINE, E. Dieta —(Serit by Be F. Starbird) J
H. Rollins—E. New Portland (Sent by Rev. J. Boyd).
that will not be altogether bloodless. { eminent men who are coming to recognize and
John Knowlton— Lewiston (Sent by 0. L., Glle) 'L.
Better that, howéver, if it be the only al- | openly advocate the pecyliar and well-groundW. Bigelow, Miss Amanda Cooley, Miss Sadie B.
Farrington, Miss Hatite A. Dobson, Miks M. A
ternative, than the prolonged existence f ed claims of this importént college,
ments that the Commission

loss.
tortuous
volume. i with them.
NOTES.
“Every verbal resemblance, however suThese specimens of strange interpretaperficial, every variation of spelling and tions are sufficient to illustrate the absurd | On Sunday, the 26th ult., according to the
peculiarity of arrangement or order, sug- vagaries to which an unbridled fancy in New York dailies, the corner stone of ‘a new
convent was laid In that city for the * Sisters
gestedto them a mystery; out of texts Scriptural teachers will go. The mischiefs of Perpetual Adoration.” a very strict order of
arbitrarily pieced together,
meanings of this method are wrought, it is true, in nuns. Their rules, it is said, forbid them to
were evolved for which not a shadow. of the name of faith and piety, but are not, }: hold any cemmunication with the outside
warrant could be found; from the mere on that account, any the less deplorable.
| World, and their friends can- only speak to
metaphors latent in common speech -por- By wresting the Scriptures champions of them through a grated doer. Their fasts are
tentous” conclusions were
deduced; in the faith are made to fight before intelli- said to be yery severe, No fires are allowed in
the building; still the nuns are compelled to
the numerical values of the letters of gent men a losing battle. Besides, this arise every night at midnight for two hours’ dewhich words were composed occult mean- is the process that yields a harvest of ex- votion in the chapel. ‘The Independent, in
commenting on this movement, says: ‘‘If
ings were discovered.”
travagant doctrines, and fills the church
They taught, for example,
that the with novel rites.
The usurpations of the young women are allowed to imprison themwhere they can not get out (and we are
scourge with which those who broke the Roman church which carried her farther selves
told that several candidates are waiting to take
law were to be beaten, should be made
and farther away from the simplicity of the veil) in a confinement werse than that of ‘a
of a lash of ox-hide and of ass-hide twist- the apostolic church, rest with all their jail, and from which they can not escape when

first introduced
interpretations

word Jesus (The Greek for J ‘was writ-

It has been indeed a long time since
Christ lived a man among men. ’Christopher Columbus has been in his ‘grave
three and three-quarters centuries. That

not

Above all, let us all go with the shepherds as they seek the Christ; let us, as
a liftle later did thg wise men, yield him,
together with our wealth, the homage of

(318) of Abraham's

CHRISTMAS.

does

on” our modern

foreshadowed in

or the

Bible

know the latest truths of science ; to multiply signs, symbols and prophecies of
Christ out of insignificant items of Old
Testament record; to find the peculiar
doctrines of their sect scattered everywhere through the earliest as well as the
latest books; to unravel the meaning of
¢¢ the little horn,” and ‘“Zgreat red drags

and

remarkable number

U

“ Phe stars with deep amaze
Stood fix’d in steadfast gaze,”

usual

The cross, too, was

in the moon.’”’

seems a longtime.

the

bod

and temptar
in the busl-

old wife,

tute the charge that the

with

affairs

a ‘fine

the

signifies,

ing out hidden

“Inasmuch as ye; hve done it unto one
of the least of these my brethren, ye have
done, it unto me.”

her Christ and the way

of salvation, ‘ tell me more,”
and then,
later, drawing out from under her vail the
white

One of the encouraging signs noticed in

** The Holy Supper is kept indeed :
In whatso we share, with another’s need.”

pleasure.

ary explaining

in readiness to vindicate the equality of
the Old Testament with the New; to re-

they too may rejoice

go

need

or

Let us all, young and old, celebrate this
best of all holidays, mindfulof all that it

of the Saviour’s birth;

unre-

time fully to test the operation of the law,
yet.it is stated that it has thus far been

meanings of the Bible;

ment,

generate soul, fervent and effectual prayer,

commends that % be Rbrogsted by Con-

decidedly successful in excluding polyga-'
mists from the exercise of suffrage, and
expresses the opinion that its continued
enforcement will result in
i the gradual ex-

carols of lofty praise and innocent merri-

sinners.”
Confidence in the Divine presence and power and favor, arenewed sense

¢ Suddenly

not confined to antiquity. Modern teachers often display a facile power in. ferret-

\festivals,

of

gj

man happiness is ended; the Song above
the plains at Bethlehem indicated that the
lowest point was reached and that hence-

Let

conversion

Spirit was

there" ‘came from heav

un-

tenance of the spiritual iife of their mem bers and in the prompting of them to .sustain aggressive and evangelistic agencies;
and then we shall soon see his hand made

"bare in the awakening

the Holy

downward swing of the pendulumof hu-

cheery words, family gatherings .ehurch

belief. Let us acknowledge that the Lord
is with and in the churches in the main-

* As we have already noted, the Commission regards the Territorial law which
extends to woman the right of suffrage as
an obstruction to the speedy solution of
¢¢ the vexed question,” and therefore re-

gress.
To obvigte the difliculty in proving
proves the preéminence of Satan; and
the
first marriage,
the Commigsien rethe justification of sinners is evidently the
greatest of all God's works, because Holy | commends that the first wife be declared
Writ declares:
¢ His tender mercies are a competent witness to the legality of ber
0
over all his works.™ Ju
too, marriage.
While
the
report
concedes that ,the
this great scholar understgnds
tobe an instantaneous act, for we
When members of the Commission have not had

forth the movement is steadily upward.

Dr.; William
Independent,

the act.

Job's description of the hippopotamus

Ps

on

ticism. His philosophy may be profound,
but his exegesis is flighty. To Aquinas,

lic; and in any case, appropriate penal-’
ties should be provided: for ‘violation of

Rev A. P. Tracy,

Rev. A. D. Joues,

«or >

the Divine

to make

of the past six years among

IIDSRDSS

the ancient,
** habitations of cruelty” with
Christian homes such as in our broad
land will soon be filled with the joyous
tokens of the Christmas tide. The return
of this happy day should never fail to
carry our minds back to the great “event
which it - celebrates. The advent of
Christ is the one central | ct about which,
more and more, shall be seen to gathet
the whole history of the human race. It
marks the turning-point of the stupendous conflict between Good and Evil. The

3

us be

newed study of the philosophy of Thomas
Aquinas as an antidote for modern scep-

part of the earth, and shall rdphave al

length.

were not in a good spirit
tempted
the
Lord, say-

ing, Is the Lord among

In these adroit tricks of exposition we
might expect the Schoolmen of the mid-

know, in

ties and Witnesses be jrequired

- Rev. F. Reed, Stralied Corner.
Rey. y D. Dudley, Great Falls, Rev. B . W. Ricker, Lake Village.
‘them be all undone.
. M. Clark, Belmont (1st. Church.)
1 2 S.J. Gould, Belmont ged ig
The President devoted;
afew lines of his
Rev. A. D, Smith, Canterbury
Message to the Chinese question, but: suggest-| - Rev. F. L. Wiley.
VERMONT.
ed that the restiiction “ would seem to be limRev. R. J. Russell, South Wheelock.

our noble: work

their affidavits against polygamy.
If
provision is wade for private marriages,
like ‘guarantees of registration, witnesses,
ited to Chinese immigrants coming to the Unitaffidavits, ete., should be required, as! éa States as laborers, and would not forbid a
when the ceremony is performed in: ‘pub-

.church.

its essential nature, no decay or change. dle ages to be (as they were) equally
The time evidently hastens when it shall- expert, acute, subtle, and simple. The
‘pope has recently called the church toarebe preached and shall prevail in igi

realize the authority of Him who
said to
his true disciples, ¢ Without me ye tan do
nothing.’ ”™ Do we realize this? and is the

. ¢“The Hebrews
when
‘they

of centuries,

mutable truths of God, and can

An aged nd Honored father in the
> Spirit.
* ministry writes: . ‘I have just read.syeur
short and.goed article in the latest issue
of the Star, beginning, * Lord, revive thy
. work,’ and I am glad of every word of it.
It is that prayer which for months past
has ruled above others in my heart.
It is
a time with us as a people that we need to

As
last

of beneficence.

the flight

it the elements of eternal youth, the im-

;

not?
the

degree

Signifi-

cant number! ¢ One hundred™-representing the fullness of the Genfiles, « fifty”
the ¢* remnant” of the Jews, and ‘* three”
the blessed Trinity to whose praise both
Jew and Gentile are gathered into the

it can never grow eld; for it has within

We have been gladdened of late by indications in letters received that the minds
of many of our churches and ministers are

or
in

and

Notwithstanding

We Have a large corps of paid ed:
special
contributors and cannot pay for Hora contributed by others unless an understanding i s had to that

Lord with us
Taylor says,

was one hundred and fifff three.

=

our dealings with them should be repeated and

COM

ent estate

AF All commiinications designed for publication

anxious for an outpouring of

achievements

possibilities of its future than even the
truly magnificent porportions of its pres;

should be addressed to the Edjtor, and all letters
on busihess, remi
-ofameney, &c., stisid, “be
« addressed
to the Pufjlisher, Dover, N. H.
ontributors will please write only on ene side of
heirir paper and not roll it preparatory
to mail:
must send full name and address, not
be
y for publication. We
nnot return
manuscripts unless stamps are
r that purpose. We need at least a week Io
ch to decide
of\any

of its

among and for men,—so -much vaster,
higher and more glorious are -the- clear

C. A. BICKFORD, Editor.
CYRUS JORDAN, Assistant Editor.

whether we can use sontzibutions

beginning

around the ceremony as to make the proof
of marriage morally certkin, and the par-

cs

in the

po

surrection when Jesus stood on the shore,
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ment of their work, and aid them in every way
possible. The figures at the right, in the list be"
low, show the number of new subscribers for a
year thus far sent by the several canvassers since’
they were formally commissioned or appointed.
Weare awars that this list 1s incomplete as to
names,
bot it shows all the names that we have
thus far received.

Will our general agents enable
us at once to make (he list complete to date ?

MAINE,
4

:

1
4
8
1
1 1
6

3 3
W. Parsons Sito.
Mrs. V. D. Sweetladt i aimyra, H; arvlund, St. AL
hans, Harmony.
Rex. F. Starbird, E ast Dixlield, Carte Weld: 11
Rev. J. Boyd.
.
1
18
NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Miss Mary E. Richardson, Franklin Falls, and
Mrs, J.

Franklin,
Austin H. Bennett, Gilford Vill 180.
Ke v. Xs E- Hur, Lower
1
Gilmanton.

ov. C. 1.

Hur,

ouden and viclaity,

Rev. A.J. nae. Pittsfield, Chichester,
tead Parade, and Barnstead Centre,

and

economy.

0
0
A
0
Barns.
1

The

same

studies

bave

even

now in theological schools a right to special
consideration. Time simply adds to their actual value. Methods of treating them vary,
without

lessening

their

intrinsic

excellence.

Hence the present treatnrent of these studies in
theological. schools-is matter of general interest. The Bible is the central idea. Its languages, the Hebrew of the Old Testament and
the Greek of the New, are studied sufficiently.

to enable a faithful student to discover for himself the precise thought and shades of thought
in any

passage,

Means

not

furnished

by

English translation for arriving at the spirit
and heart of the Word are thus secured in this
course. The books of the Bible with their

history, authority, genuineness and

inspira

tion; the systems of theology with their relations to the teachings of the Bible, to science,

and to one another; the history of. the Church
with its relation to the people and civilization
of the world; good sermons with their texts
and methods of presenting Christian ideas; in
short, a careful sifting of Christian truth from

the absurd

human opinions which

have gath-

ered around it and given it appearance of falsity,~these

constitute

the general

nature

and

methods
Moreover,
the living
receive u

of study
in
theological
schools.
students by coming in contact with
minds and opinions of the professors
training and help not easily secured

elsewhere.

The fact thut men with this kind

of instruction approve it and

those without it

feel the need of it speaks verg.significantly 83
to its personal value; white ‘thé growth, history, and influence of these schools give wide and
potent proof that they are dqing a needed

work.

Aiming

preserve

Mrs. Lydia Wiggin, West Buxton.
Tiison D. Saliev, Anson.
Murs.A, A. Elliott, Biddeforo.
Fred H. Ni ckerson, Swanville and Munroe.
Chue. BE. Woodcock, Ellsworth Q. M,
0. L. Gile, Lewiston and Auburn.

ig Alvah Lord, Springvale.
G. C. Huynes, West Wiierville,

fruits of that schoel for eighteen centuries
prove that the training of a few young men for
the ministry was once wi
Christian foresight.

to discover

it in sweet

divine truth, 10

purity, and

to.presént it

by the best methods to human
they

may

structiop

become

righteous,

minds, thal

theological

in

is not a mere jelly of sentiment, but 4, 5

very Fadi

ghein of Christian principles

with their application to persons and conduct.

Nolv each theological scheol exists for and
by. the churches of its denomination. It bas of
itself neither students, professors, lands, buildings nor general funds,
If these exist, the peo

ple in the churches supply them;

if they do

not exist, the people neglect them. If a theo:
logical school 1s strong in ‘patronage, wealth
intelligence, and Christiaw piety, as every such

: school ought to be, theszeal and influence of
the churches have. made it so. Dearth of

a»
-»

ay

EN a

&
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Hi
ccocooc®

young men in theological schools and in the
ministry’ to-day is simply dearth in respect to
the conversions and.calls of sictilyoung men in

throughout the state in solid
good ‘accomplished?

Christian interest and

“the several churches,

prayer among the churches for’ the ministry

This Is a sub-

sococoa~coSoocoooe

care

4 Three or four years in a young man’s life are
d ith
t
aa trifle
as comp
ervice in the Christian
-or thirty years of\&
elimes.objected that many
ministry. Iti
ministersdo good work without these studies.
ug
The statement is true; but these ministers
ually regiPt
the deficiency. They have ample
field for work, however,—inore than they can

hs

do, even when they have the'greatest zeal and
courage.
Discouragements are untimely.
shall ‘be

doit

greatest in this service is a’ dead
been nicely settled by our

least

eighteen hundred years ago.

or

issue, havin

Master more

To raise it again

SoC

If

COoOMNNUIIDORmSOoTIS

any citize®refuses to sustain common schools
for children, because he himself did not have
such advaotages, popular opinion withholds
its approbation from him. How earnest, then,

ficient reason for sustaining needed schools of
any kind. But the fact that citizens of all class=

cs

es are beginning to prefer an educated minis:
_ try and that skeptics of the most critical type
desire the overthrow of such a ministry with the
¢ sebools that supply it, also that such schools

from

the individual

attain:

upon these schools until each is strong and the
KINGSBURY. BACHELDER.

Could a more fitting tribute to the’mdmaétry of
that departed saint be devised? How wmmnch,
better than a monunient of marble! The work

has been

from the

beginning especially woman's work.
It'was
begun by our sisters within the lines while we
were stillin the field. The every-day work in the
class room, the prayer-meéting and in the family,
which is what tells on the souls and bodies of
the rising generation, is still being done main-

ly by

women.

If Ibada hundred

thousand

dollars to invest insftision work next year, 1
would as a matter of business economy employ
four times as many women as men.
There are
vacant places for more than one educated, common-sense, earnest Christian woman here.
Who will be the first contributor to the professorship,
the income of which shall be used
by the trustees in employing Christian women
10 teach in Storer College?
Perhaps some one
who can not spare the money now will provide
N.C. B.
for it in a will.
Harper's Ferry, W. Va., Dec. 7, 1882,
A
rro-re
Sa

The Primary Lesson Paper.
This last addition to the family of our
day-school lesson helps was laid on our
together with others of the same character
an extensive publishing house.
The

were marked ** sample copies.”
spread out, interviewed and
fice it to say though the

_ ours did

Suntable
from
latter

They were all
compared.
Sufers were good,

vot suffer in comparison.

paper, clear type and

Its tinted

fine illustrations can not

fail to interest the children, while the * Lesson
Story,” natural questions and fitting hymns aré
well calculated to press the salient points of

the lesson upon their hearts.
-.

bright little

The birth of this

paper gives us a complete

of periedical literature.
other periodical

system

It does not disparage

literature

to say

missionaries,we say:
at the work may

¢ send could

but

be

we

support

done.

multiply

Would

themy,
that all

itself by ten in those

dirk fields, as some day it may.

In this com.

mugication I have not spoken of special reviv-

that ours

If a church ought to live and
given field, it is for the simple
there are sheaves in that field to
And so the material for that church

itself.

work in any
reason that
be garnered.
is just about

It is a great deal better to have that
effort and conse-

church led out into personal

cration thanto send it donations of money year

after year.

Many churches are

long as they mov
ment
some

like

hoops, as

they stand; hut the mo-

they stop, down they lie, and unless
resurrecting hand lays hold on them,

Some of these

long.

tney will lie quite too

churches when visited are so discouraged that
they see no way to do anything; and yet with

a little labor they start off with renewed conse¢ration.
One church where it was thought
useless for a brother to come 100 miles to spend
two or three weeks as they feared he would
not get enough to pay his expenses, hus actual-

society

Is

state

society
in that

Now

church,
ow

God

the expense of from $14 to $17

it in so doing.

_ honoring
was at

and

had

it may
but little

and that is true, and

The

be said that the state

to do in that

equally

true

one

case,

in a score

One other case I call to Wind
of cases besides.
where the house had stood closed much of the
time, and to-day it is among our strong churches, snd has sent $060 to Home, Foreign and

Iiducation societies the past year.
:
Now if by the use of $400 to, $600,we can cause

in our state $4,000 to $6,000 more to be Fan

for the support of pastors in our churches,
for the general work, may itgnot be sal
expect

ut

least ten

per

cent.

better

nd
to

results

publication,

and

should

2
Rev.'W.

The

;
H. Trafton’s

bed

:

“Re

BE. W,
Ricker of Lake Village and Rev. C. . Emeryy |
Gilford Village are getting comfortably set-

tled in their respective parishes.

These breth-

ren are preparing for effective work

§

meetings,

this win-, 4-large , in attendance, were

©

He has a large and

appreciative congrega-

tion....The second Belmont church is located
in a rural district, bet it is composed of an excellent people, and Rev, 8. J. Gould is devoted
to their intellectual as well as their spiritual
interests, he having charge of the schools of his

Are there none left to plead its cause? Is there |town....Rev. L. E. Hall, who was ordained
| no more money in the Lord’s treasury for its ‘and
installed over the Lower Gilmanton

Is this Mission to bé given up to its

own feeble and unskilled management? These
questions bave forced themselves upon my
mind as I have read the earnest, soul-stirring
pleas for India, for Harper's Ferry, for Minnesota and other parts of the ripening field.

church -last summer, is developing’
both

his

own gifts and the graces of his people.

The

good results of his labors are especially mani-_

to good

session

will

be

held

with

ndia

a full

and attentive
was

house.

The

diseourse

Home

toral
tion.

churches, trying

good peple.”....Rev. A. D. Smith lives in Can-

examining and ordaining couneil in: behalf of
their pastor, Bro. Westplahl.
The council chosen
not being present, the matter was deferred to next

to settle

difficulties and

har-

pertains to aggressive Christian work.
They
little chapel 20 by 35 feet. It is finished and are fortunate in the possession of Rev.
A. J. Eastman as their pastor.
Bro. Eastman
painted, has good seats, stove and lamps, clock
bas already struck out for a vigorous winter’s
and Bible.
The aisle and pulpit are carpeted.
The sisters bave paid $123.80 and the brethren campaign. All these pastors have expressed
their approval of the present effort to put the
$137.10.
This money has beep earned by the
Morning Star into every Free Baptist family
sisters at the wash-tub.
WW# have two more
churchesin the city: one of them expects to and bave pledged their hearty codperation in
carrying out the details of the canvass.”
build
next summer.
It would
have comThe Littleton church has added eighteen to
menced long before but for the hinderance of
its pastor, But it bas another one now that its membership recently. Fourteen By baptism and four.by letter and profession....The
will do better, it is thought.
Bro. Hayes has
Franconia church now ewns the whole of its
made strogg appeals for help to those who
were once friends to this Mission, but I don’t
church edifice and through the generosity of
know of his receiving one dollar outside of the
one of the ladies who spent the summer ia
Mission.
Many
times he has been almost | Franconia it has a new organ for the church.
ready to give up the struggle, but has been enThis church has recently lost. by death two of
couraged to hold on. The probabilities are
its most faithful members, Bro. Kelsey Oakes
now that St. Louis will be the stronghold of and ‘Mrs. Nathan Russell....The Whitefield
Freewill Baptists, if it is properly managed.
church, since the Q. M., has experienced some
I think that in order to a successful growth
reireshing from the Lord,
Several persons
of this Mission the Home Mission Board will have started in the new life and it is hoped
have to give them some more attention.’ They
that more will follow.....The Carroll church
feel like a child cast out by its mother when
has need of a settled pastor,
The church is
left by tbe Home Mission Society.
small but very, much in eafinest.
Bro. HenderThere are a number of churches in the north
son of Vermont supplied in the summer, but
and west part of this state (Mo.) and some in now the church would like to find the man
Kansas‘that need some attention. In Alabama,
who is willing to come and stay. A strong
they are calling for help saying, Come and
and vigorous chureh might result from the earhelp us; now is the time.
%
nest labors of some faithful pastor who could
What is to be done with all these calls? Input his whole time to the work....The Lisbon
dia must be supplied; ‘Harper's Ferry must
Q. M. will hold its next session in Whitefield
not falter or suffer. That seems to be the hope
the first Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday in
of the future ‘elevation of our domestic heaFebruary,
a change having been made in the
then.
I have thought if our people were all
time of holding the Q. M. from Friday, Saturcolor-blind our Mission among
this people
day and Sunday to the middle of the week. . .
would be better sustained.
May God in this
Sunday, Dec. 3, was a glad day to the little
work direct to his own glory.
band of Christians at Ossipee.
Services were
f
&
,
J. 8. MANNING.
then renewed in the church edifice which had
St. Louis, Dee, 2, 1882.
:
been thoroughly repaired outside and in and
i
refurnished ina neat and substantial manner.
The expense, including a very fine bell of one
The New Interest at Lowell,
thousand lbs., is about $2,000.
The church is
The question, How do you like your new
praying and waiting for the gracious influencfield? has been repeatedly asked me the past
es of the Holy Spirit. Here Randall, Buzzell,
ten days.
Perhaps you will permit me a more
public reply through the Star than can be givColby and Marks iabored. The future i3 hope-

‘en any other way.

>

Have you done it?

This question i3 a personal one to every
reader of the Star, whether that reader lives in
the British Provinces, or any where in the
United States from Muine to California.
Have you sent that ONE DOLLAR to Rev. E.
N. Fernald, Lewiston, Maine, to meel the deficiency in our remittaace to India? If you have
not,do not let another day pass without sending a dollur with which the Lord has blessed
you, or of begging one to send. Let the thirty
thousand, or more, readers of the Star respond
as they can do, and Bro. Fernald will cover an
entire page of the Star with names, in the issue
of Jun. 8. This done, hearts in India will be
cheered, the Society placed in such condition
that its regular machinery will do the work,

Semi-Centennial

and th

will bea

‘at Lowell

;
time of rejoicing,
Thanks to the few who responded so promptsister,
brother,
my
you,
Will
ly last month.
friend, be one of the thirty thousand to respond
by return of mail
J. Le HAMMETT,
meanest
=

prc

ful.

by special

A New Year's
collections and contributions.
collection in all our churches equal to one
shilling a member would put the Foreign Mis.
sion Socicty on its feet again.
J. C. STEELE,
=

pa THE REGISTER for 1883.-@u
Send for it at once, Price, twelve cents
each by mail, postpaid.
Per dozen, $1.18
postpaid. Per hundred, $7.00 with expressage added.
We are now able to fill
orders and hope to receive a great many
of them without delay.
}

letter asked and obtained an:

’

New York.

on

their

bridal tour.

ake this a happy family reunion.
Island.

Space compels us to omit an extended account of Mr. Duty Place’s 99th birthday.
Bro.
P. is a member of the Chepachet church and
the gathering was at his daughter’s.
His fumily and descendants number about 108.
The Warwick Central Free Baptist Society
at Apponaug has thoroughly repaired the ioside of its house of worship.
It was built forty-six years ago and has been changed but lit-

tle since that time. The high gallery has been
removed and a comfortable orchestra provided
from the rear pews and space between the entry doors.
The pew ends and doors have been
replaced by new ends with arms.
New windows of modern style have taken the place of

the

large

windows

with

small

glass.

The

stoves with long funnels have been exchanged
for a well-regulated furnace, much to the comfort of the people.
The audience room has
been frescoed; the blinds and pews have been
painted to correspond with it. New furniture
and carpets, chandelier and: lamps, have taken

the placé of those removed, so that the entire
change has added much to the beauty and comfort of the sanctuary.
Minnesota.

!

The Hennepin Q. M. with the Crystal Lak
church was an interesting session.
The fol-

lowing

ministers, A. A. Smith, J. D. Batson,

C. L. Russell, Mooers Cole, M. H. Tarbox and
Ada Kennan of Mankato were present....The
church at Champlin is still without a pastor

but holds its regular

would

gations have largely increased.
1. P. Bares,

Olerk.

to Ministers.

‘The people of Dale, N. Y:, made
i

not

(Mo.)—Held

espeeiaily

the opening

Eldorado
from

with

‘Woop,

A

sermon.

G. L. WHITE,

Center

Springs

(Mo.)—Held

church,.Nov.25.

all the churches.

In

Reports

the

past

Grove

with
were

9 at

sions.

the meetings

was

report.

good.

The

On

Suuday

the

An

order

was

ing was attended

made

with

to

take

* power

directed to emphasize the
entirely the Lord's and to
ness of God”
Sister A.J.
by the writer a few weeks
cupied

£2

a collection

the desk

on

from

for

on high.”

Saturday

evening in relating

Wegope to do betier in future.
W. A. PHILLIPS,

Branch

(Mich.)—Held

Prairie church.

its Nov.

at

The

by the
no re-

is not known

when

THAT

HUSBAND

he speaks,he is

OF

"

ing;

but we

were

sun;

he began usDruggists.

it is briiliant but
:

Horsford’s

Acid

and the mas-

Fhosphate

As a Refrigerant Drink in Fevers.
Dr. C. H. 8. Davis, Meriden, Conn., says: “I
have used it as a pleasant and cooling drink in fevers, and have been very much pleased with it.”’
Discord is an

intruder

that

unite in excluding.

all

parties

their annu-

with

to good

acceptance.

Preaching

who

plot

on

mischief

live in fear and

(Pa.)—Held

the

Thomson church.
But few of the churches reported, yet the session
was one of interest.
Through the influence of Mrs. Gates, it was voted
to devote Saturday evenings of each session to
mission work,and a Woman’s Mission Society
was organized.
Mrs. M. T. Whitney of North
Jackson, President, Mrs.
Luther
Hubbard
of

Thomson, Secretary.

The Sabbath

‘Next session to be held with

church,

collectjon was

the South

Oxford (Mich.)—Held ' its Nov.

Clerk.

session

with

A. F. Howard of Ortonville presented a resolution

requesting that each family of Free Baptists take
the Morning Star and: that our churches and Sabbath-schools patronize our own denominational
publications, etc.
Bro. Howard, with his charac-

teristic denominational zeal, and many others advocated the adoption of said resolution.
It
was adopted with much earnestness. One subseribed for the Star and others promised so to do
right away. The collection was for home mission
purposes.
Next session with Bruce church, Feb. 23-23,
1883.
G. B. CUTLER, Clerk.
Salem (Neb.)—Met with the East Powhatton
church, Nov. 17—19.
At the commencement of the
Q. M. but few were present.
Elder Smith of Fair.
bury, Neb., was chosen moderator.
Letters called
for.
Chas. Smith gave a varbal report of the
Powhatton church: preaching every two weeks

timable worth.

day, one covenant meeting, no dismissals.
Mount
Pleasant responded by letter, .stated preaching
every two weeks, no special interest, fair attendance at preaching and prayer-meetings, covenant

during

atiended, whole

Rev. S. F. Smith

the session.

The

cid

number

is looking for better times.

no minister, but

It was stated

of
it

that the

Natawaka church demanded attention.
S.C. Beldon resigned, and O. 8. Beldon was chosen clerk.

A solemn communion

service was enjoyed.

Next session with the Salem church.

0. S.'BELDON, Clerk.

Lansing

(Miéh.)—Held

with

the

Leslie

church, aov. 10 to 12.
Not a large delegation from
the other churches, but good reports generally.
At the close of the morning service, Rev. A. K,
Wilson baptized two young ladies, making nine
baptisms in the Q. M. during the quarter.
J. W.
McLain of the Brady church was granted a li-

to preach,

He

has

lalely come

to us from

the ¢. Baptists.
The Leslie church requested the
ordination of their pastor, George R. Bisby and

Nov. 30 was selected Tor that service. bf
Next session with the Brady church, Feb. 9—i1.
Opening sermon by Rev. G. R. Bisby.
so
1. P« BATES, Clerk.

Calhoun & North
Branch (Mich.—Held
with the Hadley Corners’ church, Noy, 24-26,
Opening sermon by Rey. F. R. Randall.
Rev. C.
D. Berry was elected moderator.
The charches
All the
were represented by letter and delegates.

in

the Q.

M.

were

present.

There is a wonderful

For affections of the kidneys,

liv-

but we have

scores

of

verbal

testi-

monies from the best physicians as to the value of
Hunt's Remedy. It is placed among their most
valued prescriptions, and used in severe cases of

PATTERSON

Every

ORGANS.

Everybody in in need of a beautiful Organ is referred to the new adverfisement of Jumes T. Patterson,
the
mannfacturer,
Bridgeport,
Conn.,
which appears in this issue.
Rev.
J. Werner,
South Holland, Cook County, Ill., writes:
‘‘About
fifteen months ago I received in the best of order
an organ from your factory.
It answered the description well, and I am fully satisfied with it.
Every one of my friends like it, and we find it
cheap in comparison with instruments from other factories.
r
The Universal Type Writer.
Attention is respectfully called to the advertise-

ment—$1.60.

The Universal Type'Writer.

It will

at once commend iiself to Merchants, Teachers,
Draughtsmen,
Engineers,
Parents,
as well as
children.
It is a remarkably ingenious invention,
doing the work of a $100 Type Writer, and the advertiser is perfectly reliable.
'

Notices:

Rey. J. ¥. Smith, Ontario, Wayne

Whitestown

(N. Y.) with

umbia Jan. 12, commencicg

J. M.

mon.

Co., N. Y.

es

Like

od

Ji

Free
by

FAMILY

the

the chureh

at Col-

the opening ser-

PJPHILLIPS,

Clerk,

Loeney Spring (Ill.) with the Loovey Spring
church in
Campbuell Hill on Friday at 2 P. M., before the fifth Sunday in Dec.
G. A. GORDON, Clerk.
sco Se

Rev.

of Courtland,

20, Mr. Reuben
:

MAGAZINES

GRADED TO SUIT ALL AGES.
Wide Awake, $2.50 2 year, 25 cents a number.
For old and young folks, and all the family.

The Pansy,

weekly, 75 cents a year. For young

foiks from 7 to.12.
>
Our Little Men and
Women, $1.00 a year.
10 |:
cents a number.
For youngest readers.
‘Babyland,
50 cents-a year, 5 cents a number:

The only magazine for the babies. Send subscriptions to your bookseller, or to the
publishers,
D. LOTHROP

& CO., Boston, Mass.

BOOK AGENTS WANTED.
You should ‘examine

our

Illustrated

Circu-

lars giving full particulars about the LATEST,
BEST, and FASTEST telling PICTORIAL BOOKS and
BIBLES.

Also Brown’s

tament, containing

Pictorial

New

both versions,

Tes

arranged

in

alternating verses, elucidated with EXPLANATORY
NOTES. A Historical and Biographical Dictionary.
Valuable comprehensive tables, maps, aids, and over
300 beautiful engravings.
NOTHING LIKE -IT.

EVERYBODY WANTS IT.

Itis a grand good

book,

and offers you a rare chance to make m ney fist.
Circulars FREE.
Address 0. A. BROWNING
.& CO., Toledo, Ohio.
26.51
BE

ST BOOKS for GIRLS.
\

4

~N

i

N

=

RUTH ELIOT'S DREAM. By MARY LAKE" |
MAN.
Elegant cloth, illusirated.
Price $1.25.
The most delightful New England story, that has
been published for many a day.
JANET; a Poor Heiress.
Dy SOPHIE MAY;
Elegant “cloth, illustrated.
Price
$1.50.
A
chaiming book for mothers and daughters, and
uniform with the new editions of * OUR HELEN,”
“THE
DOCTOR’S
DAUGHTER,”
‘THE A:BURY
ae
and
* QUINNEBASSET
GIRLS.”
kach

EUROPEAN
BREEZES.
By MARGERY
DEAN. © AT top. $1.50.
A SUMMER
IN THE
AZORES.
By C.
ALICE BAKER. Cloth: gilt top, $1.25. The last
two
books
libraries.

especially

appropriate

Sold by all Booksellers-or

sent

for

by

ladies?

mail on

re-

ceipt of price.

Lee & Shepard, Publishers, Boston.
Also Trade Marks, etc.
will

examine

and

NO

PAY.

Send Model

report

and

sketch

if patentable.

Many

ryears’ practice. Pamphlet free. N. W. FITZisdpRALD & CO., Patent Attorneys, Washington, D.’C.
3 sy

entitles.

for
Soldiers’
Widows,
Parents, Children.
Any

disease,

wound, or death

Increases bounties; back pay;

es procured.
New Laws.

Desertion removed.

Fees, $10.

Send

tions. N. W. FITZGERALD
torneys, Washington, D. C.

.

\

discharg-

All dues: paid.

stamp for instruc-

& CO., Pension At3t51

atthe

New

departmens
Ipton

Com

mercial’ College.
The
only place in New Engitand where Telegraphy is praetically and proper.
ly taught. Young
men or ladies desirous of becoming Telegraph Operators need look no farther.
Expenses reasonable. ‘Send for particulars to
Telegraph Department, New Hampton, N. H.

Musical Gifts
FOR
CHRISTMAS.
GEMS OF ENGLISH SONG.
The newest and best general collection,
MUSICAL FAVORITE.

The newest collection of the best Piano music.
MINSTREL SONGS.
Old and New.
“The most popular melodies in the world.
FRANZ'SALBUM OF SONGS.
Unequaled array of German gems.
BEAUTIES OF SACRED SONG.
Large numbers of the best songs.
The above are types of about thirty ;volumes,
each containing more than 200 pages, shiet musie

size, and filled with the very best selected music
of its class, all permanently valuable, and all neat

and elegant books.
Price of each, plain, $2.00;
cloth,
$2.50; gilt, $3.00.

THE

NORWAY

MUSIC ALBUM

in

is a splen-

did and unique book, filled with Norse music and
Runic rhymes, such ag Longfellow loved, and Ole
Bull best interpreted, and costs $2.50 plain, $3.00
in cloth, $4.00 gilt.
;

Send for

Lists

useful Books

describing

of Musical*

our

attractive

and

Literature,

(#1

($5 per vol. ), &c.,

&ec.

to

$2), our collections of classical music, as Sopatas

ow

at 7 o’clock P. M, Rev.

«

|
¥

Baptist

Died.

WANTED

Notices.

Laogworthg, is to preach

F

DITSON & CO., Boston.

;

—._

book,

AGENTS

at

*“ DAUGHTERS

takes wonderfully.
Boston, Mass.

B.B,
A

once

OF

for our

elegant

AMERIGAS\Jt

RUSSELL,

Publisher,
2650

ChristmasMusic!
CHRISTMAS GAROLS.

ew —————

Toney Letters Received,

I

For Sunday-Schools.

NEW,
BRIGHT,
CHARMING.
L W Anthony—A Aurand—G
W Aunderson—I
Allen—W E Aldrich—A G
Atkins—A J Bird—W
By
the
Most
Popular
Authors.
16 pages, inBacon—F Babcock—N C Brackett—A
B Brown—
cluding a Beautiful
¥
8S D Bates—E M Cooper—D Boyd—E G Cilley—H
Responsive
Service
A Chandler—Mres J B Church—R A Couats—G B
Cutler—8 Cohoon-— Mrs J A Clifford
—H K Clark—
Prepared by W. F. Sherwin.
$4 per 100 by exA B Drew—J 8 Dinsmore—P Dewey—J H Durkee
préss, charges not prepaid.
50 cts. per doz, by
-—E Donnocker—E 8 Dutton—R Dunn—T
G Earle J mil, PorePuid.
Single copy,
© cents,
J Erskine—Mirs D C Diuy«
A Jd Eastman
—J Fydlonton—k B Fuller—E C French—M
NJ

Groves—O

—R

Higgins—H

~J

HJones—E

TL Gile—A

J Godfrey-£Mrs

L Gerrish

Hosner—J

E Hule—Mr's

Hagseti—

Howe—

(Qi Hubbard

Halch—%

Koight—M J Keilogg—J

W

M

James

Lang-

worthy—F Lyford—D B Montgomery Mrs
H T
Minard—Z C Morey—Gt H Moon=L Malvern—L A
Marsh—E J Morgan—U ¥ McKenney—T
Milne—
J 4 Nave=M J Mowry—N Mi kept A Platts—
~Penficld & Goodrich—E A Praul—E W Perkins
—T F Pamme—Mrs B
Piteher~J
F Peage—-M
G
Pett—Mrs J W Parsons—R J Poston—J
Prout—
J € Robingon—G S Ricker—M W Spencer—Mrs J

church in the Q. M. except one is supplied with a
pastor. ~The business of the conference was har.
Tue reports irom all the
moniously transacted.
One has been added
churches were encouraging.
Smith—J C Steele—J M Stewart—8 F Smith—J W
by letter to the Girard ehurch since the last Q. M.
Symons—J -B Smith—Mrs V D Sweetland—T D
The time
M.
next.
the
Five churches reqiiested
salley—J B Stmebaugh—L 3mith—F © Stimson—
of conference from Saturday morniiig to Friday at
8S Tolman—A Taylor—H
D Tenney—J
Ulrich—H
wus
Friday evening,
sermon on
2 p. M, first
Vao Duzee~M S Tarbox —E D Wade~J H Woodchanged. ThePnext session ol the 8t. Joseph Valley
worth—E
GG
Wesley—G
L
White—A
J
Wpalker—S8
Y. M, was lggated with the Burlington church. ‘I've
Walker—Il Wade—J
8 Willkangs—N
social a
have seldom been equaled int is tJ Weed—W
WA
»
L
:
Q: M, VE JAE presence of the Holy Spirig and a de- | Wood.

1¥

the

m Cowlesville, N. Y., Oct. 26,

OLIVER

Post-Office Address.
Meeting

+

in

C. E.

-

Any book mailed for the retail price.

ow

Quarterly

A

F. Ordway,

L. E. Bates, Mr. Mason Missillier,

of Mozart or Beethoven

W B Hopking—J

ministers

hcar

and works with marvellous directness and power.
1t is against the rules of the medicai fraternity to
give written testimonials in favor of *‘ proprietary

the preaching

Salem church reported

unfavorable condition, having

you

er, bladder, and urinary organs, it is a none-such,

medicines,”

parson

Is a special
what

unanimity among the physicians (and their name
is legion) who have- tried and prescribed Hunt’s
Remedy to their
patients. They agree in its ines-

with interest increasing,Sabbathschool every Sun-

members,256.

remedy

cempany it.

the New Haven church.
Beside the ministers of
our own Q. M.,Rev. Bros. Darling, N. H. Farr and
J. Tree, residents of Genesee (Michy)-Q. M., were
present and preached the word with power.
Bro.

meetings not so well

superior

kidney and liver disease as freely as is quinine as
an anti-periodic.
With such an endorsement, one
can not go wrong in buying this medicine for himself, and following the specific directions which ac-

Sanford

A full attendance is earnestly requested.
C. P. PRESCOTT,

a

strangers

S0 SAY WE ALL OF Us.

Clerk.

its Nov. session with

‘not, among
fends.

am

it as

Bg

!

+N. Y., and Miss Ida R. Bates, of Cowlesville.

die

Rev. Dr. Quinby.
Augusta, Me., Jan. 5, 1878.
Botanic Cough Balsam has

and we can recommend
for coughs and colds.”

Satur-

Hillsdale, which, of course, was good.

Gibson

church

— At

PENSIONS
From

day evening and Sabbath by Professor R. Dunn of
Next session with Kinderhook church.
C. F. MYERS,

Missillier — Bates

miserable.

Saturday. by a good Methodist brother from the
State “of "New York, Rev. S,-'M. Small, who
preached

the

Or

(Troy, N. Y., Press )

with

preaching

+

should

EDITORIAL APPROVAL.
Mr. W. J. Melvin, Editor WarrengMass., Herald,
was cured of severe neuralgia by ithe use of St.
Jacobs Dil.
\

delegation was small,

provided

TR

MINE
o>

Is three times the man he was before
ing ‘* Wells’ Health Renewer.”
-$:.

Those

Clerk.

session

Where a man
not believed.

Money is the servant of some men,
ter of others.

joined us from the M. E. church, was exand licensed -for one year.
Reports for

turns.

Mic
M€-

Loudon Center, N. H., by the Rev.

how

FLIES AND BUGS.
Flies, roaches, ants, bed-bugs, rats, mice, gophers, chipmunks, cleared out by
* Rough on
Rats.” 15¢.

house

the. Register were missent and not received
clerk, and this is the reason there were

fowa

Mr. Daniel G. Keodail and Miss Clard
both of Loudon.

It was

believer's privilege: to be
be ‘* filled with all the fullCowles, who was baptized
since, was present and oc-

True wit is like a May-day
it-séorches not.
:
5

was filled, the M. E. charch and pastor joining in
the meetings throughout:
Preaching by the Revs.
Wilson, Steere and Cooper. J.B. Wilson, who has

recently
amined

Cen

Varysburg NY"
Wairen
Cep Pa
;
Deanville Armstrong Co Pa
Auburn Seauga CoO

Cs Barried.

Hall,

Lawrence (N.Y.)—Convened with the Fort
Jackson church, Dec. 8-10. The Spirit of the Lord
was present in a most wonderful manner. The preach-

the

attendance

D Jackson
J H Green
N J Shirey
Chapman

"Kendall-Ordway—At

the

Foreign Missions in all the churches at their monthly
meetings in December,
Ch
Next session at Eldorado Springs (Mo,), commenc=
ing Friday beiore the 4th Sunday in Feb. My P.O.
address for the winter is Eldorado Springs, Mo.
?
EE
A.J. OGLE, Clerk.

:
Wis

1
EXPRESS.
x
Rev E G Eastman Rockland Me
=
D Lothrop & Co Boston Mass 32 Franklin St
T H Hall St Joha N B Freight from Portland
to StiJohn via International Steame:
Rev J J Hall Auburn Me
0
:
John € »keel85 Seymore St Cleveland O
DR Whinedore 93
Weybosset St Providence

received

White

Vt.

Lima Center

Catherine Hosner Romeo
J N Robertson Munroe

quarter 16 have

and

r
LB)
y
Co Va

!

JRich—In West Bath, Me., Nov.

Clerk pro tem.

the publication of a Quarterly

favorable

liev
Rev
Rev
W H

Clerk.

February

1

“Co -

H J Cart Jackson O
L.J. Andrus Homer Mich
k
Mrs J T Weeks Frankfort Spink CoD T

the Pilgrim’s

the other cliurches doing well. York Center has been
partly revived, and has taken steps to call a pastor.
The sum of $37.55 has been collected for Home Mis-

McDonough (N. Y.)—Held at Willett, The
interest was good, and all the churches but one
a

Rev A D sandborn

its Dec. session

encouraging,

been added, 7 at Walnut

on the whole pleasant and profitable.
Location of the next session was left with the
clerk. Any church wishingtH entertain it, please:
notify thé clerk.
J. MgBriLEY, Clerk.

cense

Thiinksgiving day, Noy. 80, the council appointed by the Lansing (Mich.,) Q. M. met
with the Leslie church to ordain its pastor,
The cou cil proceeded
Bro. George R. Bisby.
and sermon,
Opening exercises
as follows:
Rev. A. BE. Wilson;
ordaining
prayer and
charge to the church, Rev. W. DePuy; Charge
to the candidate and “hand of fellowship, Rev.
Benediction by the candidate.
I. P. Bates;
Bro. Bisby is much encouraged in his field of
abor, three having already united with the
“e¢hurch; and the prayer-meetings and congre-

{

agents with

2

E C Woodcock Hancock Me

Clerk.

€henango (N. Y.)—Held Nov. 24—26 with the

York

Cumberland
(Me.)—Held
with
the Little
Falls church.
The preaching was pcactical and
spiritual; the devotional meetings interesting, the
business tr ndactions harmonious and the session

brought

2)

Rev
H Corliss Eat Randolph
David Hyde Conklingviile NY

H. Rich, aged 78 years, 3 months.

; fitness

missionary

of Minneapolis
or in the
has been begun in Mininhubitantse-New fields
many places.

Ordination.

Gifts

recommend

Rev C A Gleison Blanchester O
Rey FF W Towne East Parsopsfield Me,
C M Prescott Luke View Pat
Rev G W Knapp Granville Summit Pa
Rev W H Hughes Somerville Farquir

for Foreign Mis:

(Wis )—Held

Adair Cg

Lake View Susquehanna

a

after

x

preach

for juvenile classes.
Fi
;
:
A committee, previously appointed, advised the
holding of three sessions a year instead of four, by
uniting the September and November sessions into one to be held in October,
The whole matter is
referred tothe several churches.
Let each take
action upon the two following questions:
Do you
wish for a change?
Do you preier three sessions
of two and one-half days,or four sessions of two
days?
A Woman’s Missionary service held on
Wednesday
afternoon added much
to the interast of the meeting.
Tune location of the next session is undetermined.
C. M. EMERY, Clerk.

meetings....«Rev. J. B.

Drew has come to Minnesota to do
work either in the city
Y.M.
A new interest
neapolis,a city of 80,000:
of labor are opening in

audience,

wonderfully God had wade her ** every whit whole”—
see a
in the ap- | after being pronounced ineurable—by-twenty physicians under whose treatment she had been—of a spi=
poiutment of our brother, Rev. F. L.. Wiley, to the
nal disease of thirteen years’ standing...
general agency of the canvass of New Hampshire,
The next session with the Dickinson Center church,
Resolved, (3) That as a Q.M. we pledge to this
2d Friday, Saturday aud Sabbath in February.
work our cordial sympatuy and hearty coiperaB. G. BLAISDELL, Clerk.
tion.
on
Resolved, (4) That in the Star Quarterly and
other S. S. publications; we recoguize eflicient
DON’T DIE IN THE HOUSX,
helps m our 8. 8. work.
vt
“ Rough on Rats.”
Clears out rats, mice, roachResolved, (5) That, if consistent with the finanes, bed-bugs, flies, ants, moles, chipmunks, gocial 1nierests of the Printing Establishment, we
phers.
T75¢.

Mrs. M. is the

daughter of Rev. Mr. Bates.
The presents
were many agd: beautiful. The refreshments
were bountiful.
Everything
was
done to
Rhode

interested

yet all the churches were represented. None of}© ¢¢ Adamson’s
the ministers were present until Saturday evenbeen used in our tamily for more than three years,

At Cowlesville recently there wae a delightful surprise party at the house of Rev.’L.
Bates, given in honor of Mr. and Mrs. Mason
Missillier on
their return
from
Niagara

Falls

and

thaw is hoped and prayed for. Provision was made to
hold three days’ meetings iw all the churches. Mission
collection $3.37.
Next session at Sherburne. Rev. A. B, J.oomis will

the Morning Star into ev-

Sry esolved,
Kree Baptist
family.
(2) That we

Snow

liver a series of illustrated sermons.

in appointing

in view of putting

large

Ag?

churches

(1) That we approbate the course that

been adopted

a

is

Floyd's (1eck

Rev bD B.owa

The preach.

Smyrna church. Stormy weather preventeda full delegation from the churclies,” Two ladies, however, unattended rode 30 miles through the storm to be present.
With one exception, the ministerial brethren
were all present.
Rev. G, S. Ricker delivered the
opening sermon from Acts 4: 13, 14. Reporte from

The

half a century, bas shed its light in thousands of
homes, commends itself now to denominational
patrovage as much as in the past, therefore,
’

The pastor, Rev. H. T. Barnard, is to de-

To the Central Association.

off at once

a collection.

denomination in all Freewill Baptist families, and
whereas, the Morning Star, which, for more than

Resolved,

to

JOSHUA

spectively.
The
following
resolutions
were
passed unanimously with the request that they
dnd a place in the clerk’s report in the Star »
Whereas, the literature of a denomination has
much to do in the formatior of its character and
the shaping of its moral and spiritual life, and
whereas, we feel impressed with the iinportance of
a more general circulation of tne literature of our

end

he expects to preach.

“J 8 Williams

by the

Home church, Dec. 2—4, The meetings for the most
part were well attended and spiritual; consisting of
sermons, exhortations, the communion service, etc.

session of Q. M.
. Next session to be held with the Paloma church,
Dec. 30-31. Preaching will be expected Friday

has

is improving very fast, so that

St. Francois

terbury and is pastor of our religious-interests
in that town.
But he preaches funeral ser- night previous. Brethren, our presence is JdeR. B. HIBBARD, Clerk.
mons and performs marriage services all the i sired; yea, needed.
way from Concord to Plymouth, and his heart
Belknap (N. H.)—The Nov. session at Frankradiates all over the denomination. As we fin Falls was quite well attended, and proved to
be
a profitable season of conference ang worship.
talked with him the other day, we could not
M. A. Quimby was chosen moderator, and sersuppress the wish that the shadow on his dial
mons were preached by F. L. Wiley, Ei E. Hall,
J. G. Munsey, T. G. Wilder, G. N. Musgrove, and
might be turned ‘ten degrees backward.’
»«+W. H. Yeoman. E. H. Prescott and J. G. Munsey
Our church at Pittsfield is abreast of other
represented the Sandwich and Weare Q. M's re-

churches in that flourishing village in all that

|

and

with the New Berlin church. The attendance was not
as good as It would have been but for the storm; but
the meeting made up in interest what it lacked in
numbers. The Sovetpt meeting on Saturday was of
special interest: a
power because of the manifest
presence of the
Spirit. Sermons were preached b
Rev. A. H. Whitaker. of Honey Creek, and Rev, B.
F.
McBiuaey, of Mt. Pleasant, to the edification of the
people.
2
Next session with the Honey Creek church, beginning Friday evening, Feb. 9, 1883, at 7 o’clock, when a
sermon will be preached by B. F. McKinney.
;
G.H. HUBBARD, Clerks, ;

Mission

has to travel much in the discharge of his pas-

church

or four

to greet

Laban Hassett Howard

to |"

With my health largely recuperated I am at
work again in this Mission. - I have attended
seven Quarterly Meetings and visited several

Wheatland

by

health

Honey Creek

Hillsboro

cause

duties, but he seems to enjoy the situaHe says he is ‘surrounded by a dear

remembered

us for three

. L.J. ANDRUS,

Rev. FW. Westpfahl, licentiate, conducta spiritual, eating

with

BY MAIL.

‘%§ Rev R Duan Rowe City Ind
,
4
evs : ¢ Robison Oak Cen Fonddu Lac Co
.
s
!
:
{ Rev Ira Allen Et ie Clinton Co Mich 2

~ Next session with the St. Joseph River<hurch.

Hancock & Quincy (Ill.)—Held its Oct. session with the Wheatland church. The attendance
of delegates in the business meetings was
quite

M. E., preached

to meet

been able on account

hearts were made glad

not

ed the religious exercises during the session, exhas sev-" cepting
Sabbath morning. A Rev. Mr. Carrithers,

fest in the Sunday-school....Loudon

eral important communities. Our people are
scattered through all these. Rev. C. E. Hurd

Our

has not

Mission work, $10.81; ‘on Stinday,
sion work, $11.24.

church, commencing on Friday before the fourth
Sabbath in January next. Business conference at
8 o'clock p. M. on Friday. E.Dudley was appointed fo preach the opening sermon on Friday
evening and H. J. Brown to read a paper at nine.
o’clock A. M. on Saturday, each choosing their’
own subject,
D. K. HELTERBRAN, Clerk.
i
g
:

small

whe

Books Forwarded

t

which the Lord’s Supper was observed by a large

the session.

the

the

“number of his disciples. The sermon on Sabbath
evening was by ElderW. E. Dennett of the HillsdaleQ. M.
Collections: on Saturday, for*Home

he collection for Foreign Missions was $10.45.
Next

to

jave aninteresting account of missionary work in

;

though

acceptance during

Ensign,

first of January

pa

The

all

ing was done
by Rev’; F. R. Randall, 8, E. Crites,
R. Martin.
On Sunday morninz A. J. Marshall

Van Buren (Iowa.)—Held Oct. 20—22 with the.
church.

£4"

sisters to re-

love,to consecrate

meet our Bro. A. J, Marshall, our missionary | jist
returned from India to his old field ot labor; Bro.

"Quarterly Deetings.
Lockridge

first

We weie cheered by the presence of Bro.

years.

Hampshire. -

The Rev. ¥.L. Wiley writes:

fo. their

of ill health

M.’s

Jreached

This,as

meeting, is the
J. Boyp.

AW

Madison, N. H., gave him, on the evening of
Nov. 27, a surprise visit. They left in value

$50.

- New :

turn

Master.

:
£ 1:
parishioners.in

er.

at this time.

that should “Be cleared

religion,

for

under the faithful ministry of Rev. T. G. Wild-
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spiritual and interesting. Elders E. Dudley and
E. Tibbetts, of the
Agency City church, and H. J. Brown, of the
Hillsboro
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attendance
and
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“The people of Lowell are proverbially kind
"Fompares favorably with the best, and is the . to their. ministers, and therefore nothing less
than kindness was expected, but the overbest for us. Then, dear people, let us be consistent. Let us furnish our homes and our whelming ovation which we received last
Thursday evening was wholly unlooked for.
Sunday-schools with our own publications,
It was much like the jubilee we enjoyed at
F. L. WILEY,
Haverhill, only not so. much theology on hand.
Over two hundred ad fifty sat down to a free
el
OP
supper, and made us feel at home at once.
Some of us enjoy the good things of this life all
Maine Free Baptist Home Missionary
the better when a large number participate in
Society.
the same enjoymenty+The welcome we have
received is more than cordial, so that the painHaving been requested by leading ministers
ful separation from so maany kind friends in
and- members of the State Board to say a few our.
former field is somewhat hexled, and we
things in the Star relating to eur Society and
begin to feel quite content.
The meétings of
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time.
worship
are well attended, and deeply spiritathis
at
so
its work, I will do
al.
Last Tuesday evening four young men
And, in the first place, let me say that ours
publicly professed faith in Jesus for the first
is a Missionary Society—purely such; not a time.
Leading sinners to Jesus is much more
disbursing society merely, but missionary in
congenial service than soliciting funds to pay
church
indebtedness, though each duty has its
that it seeks to do real missionary work.
proper time and place.
It does not take long
The parent society can receive and pay out for the willing worker to enter into the claims
all the money our people can raise; and exof a new field.
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Of course there are diversities of claimsin
pend it as wisely as may be expected of any body
sucka
field
as
this
not
known
in
an
old
church,
of men.
If we, as a state society, have nothFaith
Chapel church awaits an organization,
ing more to do than collect funds and donate ‘which will doubtless be perfected soon. Meanthem here and there at some important center,
time a goodly company of workers are trying
to persuade the unconverted to yield tothe
we have no excusé for continuing our exisclaims of the gospel with results commensutence.
But if, with a little money, we can derate with the labors performed.
You may exvise and plan so #8 to set in motion influences
a fuller account of the inception and depect
that will cause much work to be done and
velopment of this new interest at no distant
future. Suffice it to say that pastor and peomeans used which would otherwise be unused,
God is
ple start out with excellent courage.
then our work becomes important.
If we
with us.
di MALVERN,
cause $1,000 to be consecrated by expending
Lowell, Mass., Dec. 14.
$100, then has our money been multiplied by
though#that same thousand had been collected
and expended by our state society or the par-
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* In the city of St. Louis Bro. Hayes and the

It is the very thing most needed.
How lo
pay the teachers required to do the work in
this growing school is one of the great questions.
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al visit to their pastor, the Rev. Isaac Hyatt,
| Dee. 6. It was a pleasant, well-attended gathering. The amount given was $123.64.
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pastor praises the Lord and thanks his parishioners,
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India and to the South for the support of our |

felt sad indeed as I looked over the business of
that meeting,
They did the best they could,
but they need help. The churches are-striving
to hold on and keep up their meetings, but are
making but little progress.
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Family Circle,

rest ye, merry gentlemen; let nothing you
“dismay,
:
ar Jesus Christ,
our Saviour, was born’ on
Christmas-day.
dawn rosered o’er Bethlehem, the stars shone
through the gray,
When Jesus Christ, our Saviour, was Born on
Christmas-day.

The stones had scratched her dimpled

God

t

ye, little children; ‘let nothing

you

right,

af-

“Wor Jesus Christ, your Saviour, was s born this hap:

py night;
Adong the hills of Galilee the white flocks dobuiie
la
When risk, the Child of Nazareth, was born on
Christmas-day.
@od rest ye, all good Christians;
*
ed morn
The Lord of all Sam

=~

upon this bless-

pristinne was of

a woman

born:

Now

all your sorrows

he doth

Opening their four mouths wid

Prepping my berries in glad surprise
A plaintive sound 1 heard.
call,

I spied on a branch near the old stone wall,
Trembling and twittering, ready to ®.

The poor little mother-bird.

w

Hy

With grief and terror her heart was wrung,
And while to the slender bough

she clung,

She felt that the life of her birdlings hung,
On a still more slender thread.
Ah, birdie, I said, if you only knew,

My heart is tender and warm and true.
But the thought that I loved hep birdlings, too,
Never entered her little brown head.
‘And so through this world of ours we go,
Bearing our burdens of needless woe,
Under its load of care.

But oh! if we only, only knew
What God is tender and warm and true,
And that He loves us through and through,
Our hearis would be Nghter than gir.

_— Selected.
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BE SITE'S MUFF.
BY

JOY

VETREPONT.

do without a new muff this win-

ter” said Mrs. Smith to herself one day.
«« This will do well enough if I re-line it.
And

then I can send

a turkey dioner to

the Joncses.” And that was how it was
that Mrs. Jones found a hamper of good
things at her door on Christmas morn-

ng.

« The ear Lord hag been very good to

us", said Mrs. Jones with’ the.tears shin-

ing in her eyes as she stood over. the
hamper and
kitchen

i

“Let

unpacked

tuble.

the things on the

And

then

shé

added:

us be good to some one else and

“hare with them our disner and our good

he pL us ask Minnie Palmer
flinner J
dived
shine ti
times

in

attic and "5 in the sunherself warm.
And some=
bun didn’t shine she

: weapeit: a quilt about her. Minnie did
erochet work af. .Starvation prices and so
had only a erust of bread and b glass of
milk to last the day.
So Minnie limped gladly down stairs
to the Jomeses’ warm room. And she said

to herself: ‘I have nothing I can give
them in return “for. their kindness unless
I tell

them stories.

1ts very little, but—

yes, I'll give them my mite.in that way.”
Mionie had had plenty of time to make

up stories as she

sat over her crochet

work. So she had any number ready for
she little Joneses.
The afternoon and evening went rapidJy and pleasantly along. And at last
Mrs. Jones said: *‘If 1 bad such an imagination as you have, Minnie, I'd write
stories and send them to the maguzines.
“I'hey’d pay you better than crochet
work.”
¢ Oh, ma'am! do you think they'd take
my poor little stories?” exclaimed Minnie, her face lighting up like sunshine;
for it seemed beautiful - to her to think of
writing stories.
«To be sure, child,” said Mrs. Jones,

encouragingly.
* This is your talent
- given by God 10 se aid multiply.”
So Minnie began writing stories,
the magazines took them because
were very fresh, simple stories,
showed a rich imagination.
Now Mrs. Smith had a son who

and
they
and

beginning

Idle

to be *‘a little wild.”

was

eompanions were leading him into the
ways that are evil and Mrs. Smith shed a
a great many tears about it. Ope night
Alfred had even come home staggering.
Bat one day Alfred got hold of one of

Minnie's stories ; and, after reading it, he
sat a long while thinking. And then he
went to his mother and took her face be-

tween his two hands and kissed her and
said:

* Mother, I'm going to try and

be

of some use in the world.”

And the end was that he became a doc-

tor and did Christ's work among
poor.
Bat do you

think

the

Mrs. ‘Smith

knows

She

thanks

that it was her own self-denial that saved
ber son?

Not a bit of it.

God for that noble writer who showed

her son that

life was of worth.

‘has no idea that it was

|
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Flo

on
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part.
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mother, and to help

others

to

busy how 7”

Soon after

tea, the door-bell rang,

her

.mates were ushered in.

and

poorer

than

dry eye among her little audience.
I am real sorry we treated her so,”
said Carrie Fano, who had been th8- most

Temperance. id
I heard him, one day, in the pulpit:
Thavk God that he stood there free;
No fetters were forged that could bind Aime

While they were

was chosen queen, to her great
ment.

astonish-

|

“gy don’ know any of your games faraly» she said, ber eyes filling with tears at
this’proof eof their friendship. ‘Some

one else ought to have the place.”
** We want you,

Nellie,”

Carrie

said

+o.

There is no greater mistake than to sup‘pose that beer and spiris. Strengthen a
man. They only stir him up and use up:
his strength. I drove twenty-four miles
' | the other day. When I got within a mils

BY EBEN PeREXFORD.

removing their wraps, Miss Flo explained
to Nellie that it was a +surprise party in p
her honor. Then the girls came and
wished her a merry Christmas, each' one
bringing some little gift for her.
After playing games for some time, uptil Nellie’s shyness had worn away, and
she seemed as gaily happy as the rest,
Allie proposed that they should chose a

queen for the holidays, to guide them’ in

commissioners and endorsed by the vo
lectmen.—John Pierpont.

A SLAAVE.

school-

their games, as that would be different
As Miss’ from anything they had ever tried before.
help her Of course, all}Jiked the idea, and Nellie

herself, and hardest of all, to forget the
many pleasures of her past life and be
contented in poverty, igh il hardly a

A. 'PRESTON.

you

*‘ Miss:

ad-

letter day in the hard year.

~——
—

In

accurséd slavery.

3

or so of home my horse fagged. I gave.

And I thought, as he stood before me
In the pride of his manhood’s prime,
That of all grand sights, a free man
Wasjsurely most sublime.

him a sharp out with my whip, and he
went faster, bat did not say, “I've
strengthened my
I” If that's the
way to strengthen him, why not Jet him
live on whipcord? Alcoholis a whip te

}

I had fund What I long had sought fos—
~

A man who was wholly iree;
And Isaid,. “It is good, my brother,
3 Siage fast in your liberty 1?
g

him that drinks it, and he ie a great fool

But she

because she went

with a shabby muff all wiater so that
rs. Jones might have a turkey dinner.
The deed done for Christ's sake, for his
poor, has rough its own vich reward

He

that whips himself.

TY

1 saw him again, and my vision

One of New York's most famous physi.

Or a free man fled away;

For the man I bad reckoned a hero,
I found but common clay.

3
jt

‘olanms; Dr. Willard Parker, makes the as-

tounding statement that one-third of the

“For he said, as the smoke curled mpward.
+ From bis foyrth cigar tlLat day,
“ Without my cigars I am nothing;
With them, what was he, pray?

deaths in New York Qity are the resuli, directly or indirectly, of the use of alcohol,

and that in the last thirty-eight years ons
hundred

He had boasted of being a free man;

and

ninety

themsand

persons

have died of its use in the city. —Ldjobout.

Instead, an abject slave;
And I smiled when I thought of his sermon,
And the lie his habits gave.
;
— Selected.
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Mr. 8. B. "Hewitt,

formerly in the

far-

nitare business at Boston, is building apa
prohibitory town in Iowa. The deeds giv
on to purchasers expressly provide that the

*‘ You are the only one we
unfriendly. “It was mostly my fault, earnestly.
could
agree
to obey.
Come.”.'r
The W. C. T. U. of Maine has inauguplace to me while
she is away ; and I dooo, and there was no reason for it except
They
led
her
back
to
the sitting-room rated a new crusade.
rty shall revert to the granter if epirthat
we
have
always
been
so
happy
When the State
long for a good talk.”
-where Miss Floand Jessie were talking Union met a few weeks since, the matter itucts or malt liquors are ever sold on the
among
ourselves,
just
aslozen
of
us,
and
“I will devote the whole evening to
with Mrs. Harris. The rest of the even-premises by tbe cousent of the grantee.
you Allie, if you will curb your impa- she was poor. I bad an idea that poor ing seemed like a dream to Nellie. She was discyssed as to whether or not it was
ak Sr
‘the duty ot members to sign search wartience until then. Bat now you must fin- girls were always bad.”
" Liquor has turned thie whole earth in¢* There's only a baker's dozen now,” was crowned queen, with all the honors rants, the answer being in the affirmaish. your practicing, while IT see about
that their united skill could devise. Their
to a vast charnel house, opened the gates
langbed
Allie.
tive.
In accordance with this decision
tea.”
=h+:Really, Miss Flo, Nellie doesn’t feel little programme was well carried out. ‘(and indeed they had done it several times to a lost world, letting in victims wutit
“Oh dear, I don't know how to wait,
Each of the girls, in a short, carefully
the doors swing no more upon their
but if I must, I must,” and Allie returned it that we haven't made an intimate friend written verse by Miss Flo, bade their before) a vumber of the ladies of the hinges, but day and
night stand wide open
of
her
already,does
she”?
fsked
Nan
BarUnion at Rockland signed these warrants,
to the piano. When that was finished,
queen welcome to their midst and promto Jet in the long procession of ruined
nard.
**
She
hasn't
been
here
quite
a
week
and
upon
these
warrants
several
of
“the
she looked over her lessons for the pext
men. "»
ised to obey ~ her slightest wish. Then
yet.”
liquor sellersy have been apprehended.
day; by that time tea was ready! *
they
gathered
around
the
piano,
and
sang
OO
+ Not exactly that, but, girls, would you
A dealer was arrested by the City Mar“Iam all ready for the talk now, Altheir song of welcome which Jessie had
It is now announced by responsible :
like
to
have
been
treated
so
in
ler
place
?
shal
on
a
warrant
signed
by
the
President
lie,” Jessie said as she seated - herself in
written and taught them for the occasion.
of this Union the other day, and the sa- physicians that the cancer whinh camsed
her low rocker by the lamp with her fan- You have been politely kind but not cor- These ceremonies occupied the remainder
dially
so,
and
you
remember
our
rule
for
loonist insisted that she be brought into the death of Senator Hill was caused by
cy work, a bit of Kensington embroidery,
of the evening. At its close Nellie -acthe
year,
‘Whatsoever
ye
would
that
court as a witness, probably for purposes tobacco. It seems that he wasin the habfor the holidays wera fast approaching.
cepted their invitations for.
ghe various of intimidation. All the ligder men were it of carrying a cigar in his mouth almost
men
should
do
to
you'—"
Allie, too, wasat work on some Christfestivities of the holidays with a thankful in court watching for the appearance of all the tinge, and the result was what the
“Yes, we know,” oterrapled Maggie
mas present.
heart—for of course their queen could not
Sheldon,
‘but
we
are
all
willing
to
do
difthe lady in question, ani -precisely on | Physicians call Epitheloma.
“ Well, Jessie, it’s a long story, but
decline.
The fortnight's vacation was
ferently
now.
1
wish
we
had
taken
Altime
she came-in—with-a strong for bir
you know all we girls at Miss Flo's pricrowded full of happiness and so well did temperance women, and the representa-.
As the result of a temperance mission
lie's
advice
in
the
first
place;
but
how
vate, school, just a dozen of us, are althey enjoy the pleasuresof *‘ court life,” tives of the two factions faced each other in Rotherham (England) which has a
shall
we
manage,
we
can’t
seem
too
fond
ways together; but now there's a new
as Nan Barnard termed it, and so fond
throughout the soene. Toere was a wait in | P pulation of thiryy- -five thousand, three
scholar there, what Saidie calls a charity of her all at once.”
did
they
become
of
Nellie,
that
“they
in«« Allie looks as though she con adthe proceedings for the defendant's coun- thousand six handred ‘pledges were taken,
scholar.
A poor girl that
iss Flo
sisted
upen
her
retaining
her
position
insel. One of the ladies asked the judge if chiefly of adults.
knows, and she lets her come free. Her vise you.”
>
- penning
teu————
definitely.
¢
Well,
Allie,
what
would
you
do?”
he bad any objection to her offering prayname is Nellie Harris. She is real pretRev. A, M._ Richardson, of Lawrence,
Nellie
rules
with
a
gentle
yet
fir
sway,
*“ We could speak to her inthe morning,
er.
‘' Certainly bt,” was the courteous,
ty and seem3 so oe ut it is so sad, and
says: ** Since November,
1880, when
and is a favorite with them all; Allie
instead
ef
simply
bowing,
and
just
as
we
reply
of his honor, whereupon the lady
it almost’ seems as if Ete thopght she was
|
the amendment was adopted, not Jess than
Hall, ber first friend, is her dearest one.
do to each other, and draw her in with as
arose,
and
amid
a
hush
addressed
a
touchintruding. Some of the girls think it is
141,00 people have seltled-in Kansas.”
gradualiy, and give her 8 chance
to get Several others joined the school during
ing and eloguent petition to the throne of |
too bad to have Ler coms, but I like ‘her
4
the
winter,
among
them
one
or
two,
poor
acquainted with us.”
grace. “Ob, God,” she prayed, ** Thou
if she is poor.”
Strong drink ooets the Unit ed States
‘“ But about the parties, she surely girls, but remembering their lesson in the
knowest the heari#, Thou knowest the bit“That ought to make no ailforetioh; ”
nearly
seven'een times as ‘much as religfall,
and
influenced
also
by
Nellie's
excouldn’t go in her old dress,” objected
ter sorrow of those whose loved oned are
said Jessie. * You know what mamma
ion does.
ample,
the
strangers
have
found
nou
cause
Saidie.
the victims of intemperance.”
She prowould say’; “be all the more kind to her
*“ Why can’t we club together and get to complain of coldness or neglect.
ceeded
in
an
earnest
appeal
for
those
who
for that. - Are the girls kind to her?”
errand fdf) ifort
her a nice suit for Christmas ?” proposed
sold
intoxicating
liquors,
that
they
might
“Y-e-s,” slowly, * they couldn’ very
It eame upon the midnight clear,
Carrie. ‘* We could get one ready-made;
be led to see the error of their way and
That glorious sogg of old,
well do any different as Miss Flo asked
‘we olight to if only to make up for the
the evil they were creating. Those who
From angels bending near the earth
us to be kind to her for her sake. Of
To touch theif harps of gold;
way we have treated her. I want “her to
heard the prayer siy it was the most
course the first weekwe didn’t know her
“Peace to the'darth, good-will to man,
share our nice times during the holidays.”
éautiful they ever listened to. It cerFrom heaven’a all-gracious King :*
very well, yet she sees that she is not
¢« Her friends have got her a suit” al-4
The
earth
in
solemn
stillness
lay,
tainly
was an unusual scene for our police EW YOLUME OF THE PEN AND PENCIL SRRIRS,
welcomed by all. I have talked with her
To hear the angels sing.
i
ready,
for
a
Christmas
present,”
said
Miss
court room.
No lawyer pat in his appear- Sea Pictures
Drawn writ “Pia
some, she did feel so lonely. The girls
PENCIL.
JAues
MAGAULAY, M. A.
but I am glad “you thought of it,
ance, and the trial proceeded. The sa-} AND
author of * ine I {sure Hoae.?
:
won't be really unkind ‘to her, they like Flo,
PERSONAL PRESEN GE.
Lmperial 8vo, cloth, gilt, ilustrased.
so,
Carrie.
1
hoped
you
were
all
too
noble
Jgon-kee
per
was
fined
heavily
and
senMiss Flo too well, but unless we make
There is a subtle, almost indefinable tehced to serve six months in jail at hard
her one with us, she wiil be left almost to continue this. Whose party is to lead
Empire : His
quality in some people which may be de- labor. In addition to thisa petition to The Russian
off
on
Christmas
night?
Fi
entirely alone. We have always had so
TORICAL AND DESCRIPTIVE. By JOHN GEDOIE,
fined
as
presence.
The
person
impresses
F. BR G4. 8, author
«I wish Nellie could have one,” said
of * Lake
Regions in
the city government is being circulated,
many nice times just “amomg ourselves,
Central Africa,”
those he meets by a certain Tpdividoal praying them to instruct the policeto prc12mo; cloth, beveled, with mapa.
$3.00
and. I want her to share them. She Allie eagerly. ‘“Oh, Miss Flo, couldn't
magnetism which has a rare charm; and ceed in the active enforcement of the prowould be as nice as any of: them, if she we give her a surprise party?”
“ SHAKESPEARE STORER
© «Certainly, if you wish. Nellie and bor sometimes, on the other hand, a strong hibitory law, and each of the signers, of UNIFORM WITH SIMPLY
TOLD.”
was only dressed better.”
repulsion.
The
woman
of
presence
is
which there are now about 100, pledges By CHARLES HENRY HANSON. 12m,
** Do you know wiio she is, or saythiog mother spend Christmas with us, and if
veled.
With illustrations from Thing,
you wish, you can all come in the even- either liked or disliked. She is seldom himself to uphold the - officials in the perof her past life?” asked Jéssie after'a
Flaxman and other eminent artists, oaah.
AY 3
overlooked, never ignored.
ing.”
.
formanoe of this duty. The signers emmoment's thought.
ne
Homer's
Stories
Simply
Told
+ Nellie is sed to petion, isn't she?” | While we are thinking of this, we must brace’ a large number of the business
No, except that they used} to live in
say a word to those short-sighted ones men of the city.— Signal.
Story of the Days of King.
|
+
the country, ‘and weren't always poor. asked Nan Barnard.
who wear a needlessly brusqte manner,
Arthur.
«
Her
mother
told
me
to-day
that
NelThey live now in old Mrs. Allen’s house
while they plume themselves on being
lie
was
almost
a
queen
among
her
mates
The Story of the Iliad and:
on the hill; her mother sews for a livTHE QUEEN ON INTEMPERANCE.
very sincere, candid, and otherwise virthe Odyssey.
ing. Bat, Jessie, what shall Ido? I like at C.,” answered Jessie, ‘“and that the
In the speech of her Majesty, the Queen
tuous.
A good conscience is an exbellent
ber and if I invite her here first, the oth- hardest thing in her present life is the
of England, dissolving Parliament last
ers will all invite her too, but would she feeling that her mates look down upon thing, and so too is a winsome manner. Saturday, she used the Bilowieg signifi- The Garden, the Woods, and
It should be cultivated. Children should
the Fields; oR THE TRACHINGS OF
enjoy it? My birthday party comes the her because she is poor.”
cant language:
NATURE AS SEASONS CHANGE. With vig.
¢¢ She shan’t feel so again,” exclaimed -be taught courtesy by precept and examday after Christmas and mamma won’t be
nette
frontispiece.
has been woleratcly active.
12mo, cloth.
ple. Listen to them when they talk ‘to The“Trade
Saidie, now completely won over. ‘I
a5
at home until the twenty-fourth.”
growth of the revenue, however, has
say,girls, let's make her our queen for the you. Answer their questions. Please be been sensitly retarded by a cause whieh, The Three Trappers.
* Yes, Allie, if she is a good little girl,
in itself, is to be contemplated with satisA Story of Adventure in the Wilds of Oasada.
holidays. We all think May queens are polite everywhere, politest of all a home.
-and: I know she must be or Flora would
By ACHILLES DAUNT.
nice,
and it will be different from any of Politeness does not require, or even in- faction—I refer to the diminution of the
never have taken her. Iam sorry the
13mo, cloth, profusely ilinstrated.
$1.00
sinuate, the slightest infringement of receipts of the exchequer from duties on Beyond, the Himalayas.
others are so undecided.
Her poverty our usual! amusements.”
intoxciating liquors.”
An agreeable and winning
«« Yes, we will,” declared Nan, and the truthfolness.
tory of Travel and Adventure in the wilds of
should make no difference. You must be
Thibet.
By JOHN GRDDIE.
Probably this is the first time the Sovermanner
is
an
accomplishment
of far more
others
all
agreed
to
it.
justas kind and cordial to her as you
12mo, cloth with numerous illustrations, $1.50
eign
of
England
made
the
publio
state‘“ Then Nellie’s party we will make a worth, in the long run, than anything
can, and tryto make it pleasant for her.”
ment that it is better the revenue should Ralph's Year In Russia.
welcome party, a welcome to our queen,” taught in the .collezes and seminaries.
‘* There, Jessie, I told the girls you
A Story of Travel and Adventure in Eastern
be diminished than that intoxicating liqDo
not
undervalue
so
great
a
gift,
but
if
Europe. By ROBERT RICHARDSON, author of
said Allie eagerly.
would say that. I amreal glad, teo,” and
“ Almost a
Hero,” eto.
uors
should
be
drank,
for
that
is
the
it
be
not
yours
by
nature,
try
to
acquire
leaving her work she went around the
12wo, cloth, with fine engravings.
ne
¢t And she will never know that it is
meaning
of
her
remark.
It
isto
be
unstand and gave her a *‘ good hug.”
really a welcome to our set, to make up it. Some, like Paul, are **free-born” to derstood also as the opinion of Mr. Glad- Inthe Polar Regions; ok Na
As Allie was going to school the next for this week,” added Saidie. They all life's best things, and others are not; but
TURE
AND NATURAL | HISTORY IN THE
FROZEN
ZONE.
With Anecdotes
mod Seo
morning and thinking over Jessie's ad- liked the idea and make their plans ac- tact, social "ee gud lovingness of manner stone, the Prime Minister, who is supposries of Adventure and Travel.
ed to prepare the Queen's speech, or at
in
mingling
with
our
kind
are
worth
the
12mo, cloth, profusely illustrated.
$1.26
vice, some of" the girls came running to cordingly.
:
payment of a great price to obtain.— least to see that its utterances are in harmeet her.
Allies advice was well ‘followed the.
mony with the views of the ministry, - It In the Temperate Regions,
Chicago Standard.
¢t Oh, Allie, what did your sister say?”
OR. NA"
JRE nw NATURAL
HISTORYIN
next day, and although no one assured
is therefore an indication that the subject
THE
TEMPERATE ZONES,
With
Aneedotos
Did she think we ought to invite her
and
Stories
of
Adventure
and
Travel
Nellie that she was her dearest friend, or
Think what it is not, to hate anything commands the interested attention of the
12mo, cloth, fully illustrated.
9.2%
to our parties # ”
promised eternal fidelity, after the man- but sin ; to be full of love to every crea- Goverment.— Observer.
“ Why, Net, how she would look in
Rambles in Rome.
ner of schoolgirls, yet she could plaintare; to be frightened at nothing; to be
her. faded dress.”
/
An Archmological and Historical Guide
to the
ly see that they felt more friendly, and sure that all thiggs will turn to good ; not
Museum, Galleries, Villas, Churches, and AnA
correspondent
from
Cowlesville,
N.
J
““ Hush, here comes Miss Flo,” said Altiquities of Rome and the Campagna. By 8.
Miss Flo was satisfied. :
J
to mind pain, because it is our Father's Y., writes :
RUSSELL FOuBES, Archmological and Histor:
lie quickly.
;
eal
Lecturer on Roman Antiquities. With maps,
i Tie Gospel Temperance work goes
¢¢ 1 think the girls will be real nice will; to know. that nothing—no, not if the
* Well, girls, what are you discussing
plans and illustrations.
oL50
12mo,
cloth,
when
I
know
them
a
little
better,”
Nellie
steadily
on,
and
every
meeting
is
full
of
earth was to be burnt up, or the waters
se earnestly ? ” asked their teacher as she
sale by the principal Sookaeliews, or will
overtook them, and walked along with told her mother that night. *¢ They seem- come and drown us—nothing could part interest. Two years ago there was one be Aar-For
torwarded eden on receipt of price.
ed
very
cordial
to-day,
and
Allie
Hall
is
prohibition
vote
here,
this
year
88
votes!
us
from
God
who
loves
us,
and
who
fills
them. ‘Then seeing that they seemed too
The liquor dealers and drinkers don’t
our souls with peace and Joy, because we
confused ito answer, she said kindly, * I just splendid.”
49 Bleecker St, New York.
During the two weeks that passed be- are sure that whatever He wills is holy, ‘believe in bringing the temperance .- quesoverheard some of your exclamations,
just
and
goodi—
George
Eliot.
fore
Christmas
many
were
the
plans
they
tion
into
the
church
and
politics
because
and guessed that you were talking about
and rejepted for the wonderful
‘it fs making their busingss unpopular.’
the little stranger who has recently come made
ever pu
‘ We are beaten back in many a fray,
among us. lam sorry that you consider ‘ welgbme party” as they called it. At
rtraits (14 ay steel). Filled
OHRISTMAS MORN.
But newer strength we borrow;
incidents of
length, unable to agree among them- Drifting of rosy vapors, wafting of wings,
her an intruder.”
rn writers 0
And where the vanguard rests to-day
Waking
of
earth
from
the
darkness
that
bound
selves,
they
consulted
Jessie
and.
Miss
“Oh, Miss Flo, we don't,” said Allie
The rear shail camp to-morrow,’ »
her fast,
Flo. The two young ladies
eptered
earnestly.
And Christmas Day up the pathway of heaven
“I know yod doh, Allie, but some of heartily into all their plans and gave
You have a license, and that is your
springs,
And light and hope are flooding the world at
plea. I adjure youto keep it; lock it
the others do, I féar. I had hoped differ- them such efficienf help that when the
last! |
among your choicest jewels; guard it as
ently and had pictured to her the nice eventful evening came, each one had her
times that you al! bad together. She has part in the simple exércises And was pre- What ip this blinding splendor that dims the sun ? the apple of your eye; and when you die
Who is the child such wonders and glory at.
a very interesting story; if you will stop pared to earry it out.
and are laid in your coffin, be spre the 4
‘Special Offer!
©
tend?
half an hcur after school I will tell you
pregious "documentis placed between your
Christmas day was a happy day for Look, O look and fear not, for life is won,
Now 18 the time to subscribe for the Bates Btu
of her. Be kind and cordial to her to- Nellie: first had been her presents which
cold
and
clammy
fingers,
80
that
when
Life and Love for yon, and a Heavenly Friend.
dent, a Monthly Magazine published by the binday for my sake. I kndw you will.”
you are called upon to confrunt your vic- dents of Bates College.
were exactly what she wanted-a complete
‘Sweet and solomn (he vision of Christmas morn,
TERMS: $1.00 Per Year in Advance.’
Jessie visited the school that afternoon, winter:suit from head to foot, including
Gage, O mothers of men and hold your breath! =<| tims before God, you may be ready to file
To all new subscribers for 1858, we will send tho
saw the little stranger and talked with all the little extras of ribbons, laces, gloves Rejoice, for the hours of the night ure at last out your pleaof - justification and boldly lay
STUDENT FRER for the remainder of this yoar,
worn,
down your license at the bar of the Judge. beginning with the October number. Address
her during recess, held a lengthy consul: &e., without which no young girl's toilet
And lo, it is Love that is horn, ther? is no more
Yes, my friend, keep it; yon will then Busiress Manager Bates Studént for 1883.
tation with Miss Flo—her own most inti- is complete, cloth for two school dresses,
death!
Jy
kmow

you are

to take mamma

————————————

Many a heart, beating heavy and slow,

aa

Jessie, are

her

rious home in a country village, them sorrow, privation and want, yet a cheerful

THE WELOOME' PARTY.
WIJ. LAMETTA

Jessie.

it would be very interesting, ofa

ot My mamma never scolds,” she moans,
A hitt'e blush ensuing;
«Capt when Fve'been a fowing stones,
And then she says {the otlprit owns),
‘ Mehitabel Sapphira Jones,
What has ou
700 begs a-doing?'”

“You

Stooping lower to scan my prize,
Watching their motions with curious ey

«il

When mamma has to scold you?”

TT

answered

will tell you her story, and
Nellie's own sweet face and
graceful ways will, I am sare,
all your objections.” It would
long to repeat the story, yet had

“Yes, when you're good}
but when they blame
You, little one—it’s just the same

asked, Allie Hii], turning quickly from
the piano as her sister entered the room.

in the green hillside?

looking up at the mournful

vise,”

to

\

« You can imagine what T sould

Dust Suoer.erohNg bright thought came:

>

desk

rights. « Then we shall have to ask
to ours.”

hear me tell you?

re

in-

day wither, and made it so pleasant for
that it would, ever after 'be a redthe

room and

while Miss Flo was putting her

« But, dear,” I said, ** what i your name? *
“ Why, di’'n’t yop

Miss Jessie; did you really

“girls, after Nelliejhad
Volt the

find yeu without it.”

‘ Sister

Fonr brown sparrows, the cunning things,
Feathered on back and breast and wiggs,
Proud with the dignity plumage brings,

And

I can

mates, and several smaller but equally
welcome presents. Then Miss Flo came
for Nellie and her mother to! spend the

invitation

vite her to your house”? asked one of the

your name, my little maid,

BY

_%

sii

knees.

“My name is Shiney-eyes,” she said. j .“Yes, bat your last?” She shook her head,
‘Up to my house ’ey never said §
:
A single’ fing about it. »

——— ——

Bea hing for strawberries ready to eat,
Finding them crimson, large and sweet,
~~ Whbat-do you think I found at my feet

Deep

“ Tell me

was “worn on
os Seloctad

TRUST.

Sass a daintily {4wiitten
llie’s birthday party.

- I stooped and lifted her with ease,
* And softly whispered, * Maybe.”

beal, your sins He

: takes away;
@ For Jesus Christ, our Saviour,
Christmas-day.
:
rors

|

to

‘school handed each of the girls, Nellie in-

» 1 losted | Could you find me, please ?*
Poor little frightened baby!
F* The wind had tossed her golden fleece,
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le pages, but to the,
storian)
pg
generations.
The territory now

music for

com+
pled

~7. by the New Hampshire countiesof

the service of song in the sanctuary.

The authors ure men of large experience in com-.

ingham | position and have madein this work a collection
uch that is deserving of the highest commendation.
It comprises music for all occasions, such as
~ that is of peculiar and absorbing rio
he student of our early colonisl history, and’ “ordination, dedication, communion, etc. Tbe

pieces are replete with solos, duos, ete. , for all

which fs, in
general, clearly brought out by
the writers of the various. historical chapters
in the volume before us. "The history of each
down in the counties is here given, from the
earliest times to the present day. Moreover, the

voices.

work

honest

endeavorlo trace

Jow for such & large book.

the

ts rise and progress to the prominent
position it
now occupies among the counties of New Eng“land.” * From colonial and other documents
records,

family

loth. 16 mo. pp.
:
Shepard,
That Mr. William

su-

Boston:

Lee and

i

y
T. Adams,
otherwise
* Oliver Optic®, writes a fukcinating stery for
young people was deeided long ago pe man
thousand young readers; but whether or not i
is.the best kind of story to place in their bands
is a question about which for a long while toerv
have been
two opinions,
His ideal boy-liero is
not alway#'by any meauos just the sort of a hero
that a good many people care to draw attention to. While stories overloaded with moral
purpose are not the most desirable, neither are
stories that have soaroely any purpose exwept
to amuse and fascinate,
The present book is
of quite the same pattern as the great maoy
which have preceded it from the same aul hor’s
pen during
the pastt
ars.
As he admits
in his preface the bops
e book ** are not of
the tame sort Kind: tev are not of the humdrum
kind, and they are inklingd to make things liveiy.? Iu fac’, we must
that for the most part
they are decidedly too *lively” to meet our idea
of what a very desirable book for boys should
be.
Association with such boys as Dory Dormwood, the chief character of the book, would be

very apt to make most boys rather too inde
pendent of circumstances and more self-reliant
than is good for a boy. The scenes of the story
are along the shore of “Lake Champlain and it
depends for its interest on nautical adventures
with which it is plentifully supplied.
It is the

first of a set to be know us “ The Boat-Builder Series”

BED AND WHITE.
A Tale of the Wars of
the Roses.
By Emily Sarah Holt, author of
“The White Rose of Langley,” etc.
New
York: Robert Carter & Brothers, 530 Broad-

132 mio. pp. 336.

$1.00.

It is mot a very easy task to write an historieal tale of marked excellence : that is, one that
shall have dramatic interest, and ut the same

moment be faithfulto historic facts. But, im
this case, the author has succeeded well. She

has taken an era of Koglish history of extraordinary
interest, that
terrible
period
in
Hnglish history known as the -Wars of the

Reses.

Her book helps us to ¥oderstand

the

mystery of those times, to see how ' they
cleared the air for the
Reformation
that
came aflerwards.
So we learn that order
comes forth from confusion, and good out of
evil. The characters in this book are drawn

sharply.

They move and speak in the costume

and language of that day. The scenery, the
aceount of times and places, the deseription of
incidents,
are all accurately and
pictorially
set forth.
We commend the book not only to
the students of history, but to those who love

the éfidrm of a well-wrought historical novel.

Spare Hours™ By John Rrown, M. D.,
LL.D., etc. Third Series. Boston. Houghton,

Mifflin

&

Co.

Seventeenth St.

bridge.

1883.

New. York:

11

Kast

The Riverside Press, Cam-

Cloth.

12 mo. pp. 868. $1.50.

The eminent Thomas Chalmers said, “7here’
fsadooking as

Brown

well

as

a seeing.”

Dr.John

in this velume te aches us how to see.

We always earry our eyes with us. Yet how seldom we reully see things!
True, we see forms
and colors, the star and ocean, the flower and
sandgrain;
but for all this, we often (fail
to seewith Xittention, to observe the meaning
and soul of things. Therefore, we thank Dr.
Brown for helping us to see with attention.
This he does in these very charming papers,
on* Locke and Sydenham,” ‘‘Art and Sclence,” * Our Gideom@Grays,” ‘‘ Free. Competi-

tion in Medicine,” ‘ Miss Sterling Graham of
Duntrune,”
* 8ir KE.
Landseer’s Picture,
4 There's Life in the Old Dog Yet,” &c. Ove
difficulty in modern times is not only in choosing what to know, but what to forget. This is
the axiom
given by Dr. Brown to young phy-

siclans.

His object in this volume is to com-

wend physicians to the example of Bydenbam,

Gregory and Arbuthnot,
entire
to;the

who quickened

their

mature, and who did not 80 much cling
déad past as push on to new fields of

discovery. Every man who looks at nature
and his own wor foe through life demolishing
as well as buildigkaup. Bo, a wise phy#iclan must make a

y of medicine

for

him-

self; for in physic it is us bad td trust alone to
& stereotyped system as it is to wear
man’s shoes.

another
’

DRAKE: THE
SEA KING OF DEVON.
By
George M. Towle. (Young Folks’ Heroes of
History.)
Illustrated.
Cloth. 16 mo. pp:
274. Boston: Lee & Shepard, $1.25.
This is the sixth and final volume of a series
that young people, especially boys, will find
very readable and attractive. The author has
ahmed to select such characters from history
as boys would be sure to be interested in

knowing about, those uroynd whom
amount of picturesque Allpime

a certain
t und ro-

mance have gathered.
is u skilled
painstaking bookmaker,—at his best io
particular Kind of work,—and the exploits
adventures of the rough, blunt, sturdy old

and
this
and
sea-

are given

pully for this

as

particular

achievement and

the hero of the Armada. We know of no other
work where the reader can find a more enter-

taining account of him.

SR]

Horus PEYTON ; OR, AN OLD-TIME JOURNEY.
BY Miss L. Bates, 16 mo. pp. 245, Philadel
phia:

Garrigtes Brgs., 608 Arch St. $1.00,

This story depicts thf experiences of a family

moving from Virginiy into the West.
One ep{Isode is tho accouuy of a pra rie fire.and a

wonderful
escape
‘therefrom.
This
idea
the father giving hi¥ family directions,

4

{
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ILLUSTRATED QUARTOS.

sented in such a charmingly

fragmentary and

There are 150 illustraand other distinguished

the

Yosemite,

Profuse

illustrations.

inning His

please

Way comes also in this quarto

Pittsburgh,

‘wis PAMPHLETS,

§ The

Facts

~~

&c.
d—

Stated; Hon.

father one

day,

¢ Father,

No

doubt, ber ambition

Timeis the title

pen of the

gifted

I want

you

THE

THOUSANDS

of the worwt forms
have

young mun in the laad.,

6. a

Thurlow

lishing Agent, 68 Reade
The\following is a list
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best character,
Ditson & Co., Boston:

ing

J. N.

PRICE,

SON

PRUGKISTS,

& Co., Burlington
Vt,

Send
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Special
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Dobyns’

isfled with

We
Cure,”

Sure

result, we
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INVESTORS & ii omeion foe
5

|

gages.

.000,000 loaned ; not a dollar lost. i

through its

TS exper ence;
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B.Watking & Coe

.awrence, Kansas, and«243 Broadway,

CURE ” is no ** catch-

tones speaks

BR. PELTON,
Publisher,
25 Bond Street, New York.
a

CATARRH!

New York.

iA MAN

ig

WHO

IS UNAOQUAINTED

WITH

BY

THE

GEQERAPHY

EXAMINING

OF

THIS OOUN-

THIS

say emphatically
and if not sat-§

will

refund your

money.
We can't say more.
:
** My wife used your ‘Sure Cure *’ for neuralgia,
and it acted like a charm.
My son and daughter
had Catarrh of eight and nine years standing. It

fe

has cur
em. | am_recommending it everywhere, (E
oel T'. Helmsee, Greenfield, Mo.
‘We have 70,000 others of the same kind. Only §*%
ONE DOLLAR Per BOX
=
Ask your

Druggist, or address all orders to

Dobyns & Mitchell, Sourssey:
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Every pos
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to the contributors announced below will show that nearly all of the most distinguished and popular

of this country, and many

Io for the year 1883.

of those of Great Britain, have been engaged as

contributors

to

the

CoMPAX:

The Announcement will be found in mangsrespects, we think, an extraordinary one ; bug it in-

cludes only a partof the features of the volume for the coming yéar.
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lllustfated Serial Stories.

n Sertal Story of Boy Life in America, by

A Serial Story of Boy

.

.

.

Life in Great Britain, by

A Serial Story of New England Life, by

.

.

.

«+
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+
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+

i)

J. T. Frowbridge.
William Black.
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eal

or

(

ee

+

Harriet Beecher Stowe.
Harriet Prescott Spofford.
by
w
iene
gl
Al
ye
Marie B. Williams.
.
.
“
.
.
v...
.
.
.
{Henry A. Gordon.
Stories of Old-Time Poor-Houses, by .
“«
«
+
+
+
+
o
+
o
«
« + J.D, Chaplin.
Old New England Peddlers’ Tales, by:
.
+
.
+
«
+
4
o
oa.
‘Wm, A. King.
Tales of the Old Dutch Farmers'of New YOTR, DY
+
voi
vv
4 |»
Bugene M. Prince.
»

A Serial Story for Girls, by
.
A Serial Story of Southern'Life,
Amusing College Stories, by .

Reminiscences and
Drolleries at Old-Time Fairs and Shows,

On the Stump.

Humorous Ancedotes

.

James

Illustrated Travel and Adventure.
Parton.

Knowles.
Speaking,500%,
etc., by
on.
8.

of Electioneering, Stump

A chatty-description of the home life of the great poet,
Victor
cto Hu £3 at Home.
ERE
EY
Richard Lesclide.
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After the Mindanao Pirates in a Dutch Gun-Boat, by
Lieut. P. FgGrinnell.
Adventures
The

in a Whaling

Cruise

Fiftieth Tiger.
A narri¥lve
of the London Telegraph,

in the North Pacific, by
Macomber Brett.
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ndent
hil Robinson:

of Adventure

Child Life and Home Life in Japan. Curious Pict

and Domestic Ineidents, by a traveller in that country,
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Prof. HB. 8. Morse.
Thrilling
stories
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men.
Railway Heroes.
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Among others will be “The
Fireman's Story;” “His Life or Theirs;
“Skip Dustin, the Water Boy,” and
“‘Hxpress Messenger Riley,” by
.
.
.
p
is
Walter A. Moore.
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Special Articles.
Important articles will be given by two of the molt distinguished Neurologists in the world, describing Nervous Diseases,
showing the ordinary causes of these forms of human suffering, and giving general suggestions as to their treatment.
These articles will not be merely technical treatises, but will be enlivened by curious and illustrative anecdotes.
0
9
Common Nervous Ailments.
A Series of Papers, by
.
Dr. Brown-Sequard.

|,
i

.

The

Short History of a Nervous Man,

and Sleeplessness, Somnambulism, ¢to., by
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Girls ‘Who Barn & Living in Art,
School, Cooper Union.
o
Taw
How to Start. Papers telling how to start in different kinds of business and in.
‘trades, with practical details, so that a boy reading these papers may act on them
safely.
What a Technical Education Costs. By the Professor of Engincering of

Pub-

the Institute of Technology, Hoboken.
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B. Bartle
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Kate Sanborn.
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pictures, poems and stories adapted to the little ones,

SPECIAL, OFFER.—To any one who subscribes now, and sends us $1.75, weliwill send the { Subscription Price $1.75. Specimen copies
Compgpion free to January 1st, 1883, and a full year’s subscription from that date.
. Please mention in what paper you read this advertisement:

~ 41 Temple Place.
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our lighter American monthlies to enteriain,
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William Black.
Mrs. Oliphant.
Turgénieff.

Froude.

for three mouths, $1. The ECLECTIC and any $2 kj
magazine totone address, $8.

Wo want 1
mbre Agents to sell this famous book.
‘Everyone latigha aud cries over it. Tensof T
nde
are now waiting for it.
MifNsters say “God _ speed il.

to us.

to excel over-

\

of No. 7, in the

authoress,

Bros. and

? REFERENCE

on the Morgan Abduction is a sixteen page
amphlet comprising a letter written by Mr.
Weed, and read at the unveiling of the monument erected to the memory of Capt. William
Morgan.
The frontispiece is
engraving of
the monument.
It isa history of the alleged
seizure and confinement of Morgan in the Canandaigua jail, his ‘subsequent conveyance by
Freemasons to Fort Niagara,
and
drowning
in Luke Qotaria.
The pamphlet is well worth
perusing, and {8 Hout ion the last historical
article which this great journalist
and politician
wrote. Chicago,
National Christian Association. Bingle copy, b-cents.
5

A Jolly

is full of

«KIDNEY-WORT

V.D.8.

will do well to purchase this delightful edition.
It is one of the very best holiday publications
for the children that we have seen. Price
$1.00. D. Lothrop & Co., Boston, s
SEER

market

You will be right if it has the sig-

report

D. Lothrop & Co. have brought out *‘ Margaret Sidoey’s” popular Ballad of the Lost
Hare in a very beautiful style, brilliantly ils
lustrated by eight large lithographs after designs by Ida B. Roberts.
Whoever husn’t the
account of
;
;
This Hare, who wouldn't stop to fight,
Who ran away both day and night,
Whe put himself delightedly
Among the best of company,
*

Pa.

The

W

oT TMING RROS., Pittsburgh, Pa.

to mourn

ferm, copiously illustrated.
The experiences
of the young hero in the War for the Union
are delineated with dramatic energy snd picturesque
effect.
pp.
208.
Finally comes
Chatterbox for 1882 in one handsome volume
of 411 pages.
Nothing better than this for the
ljttle ones who delight in bigepictures. Estes &
Lauriat, Boston. For sale by
E. J. Lane. & Co.
———An exceptionally fine quarte of nearly 500
gages, comes to us from the house of. Lee &
hepard, entitled Our Boys in India, being
8 record of the wanderings of two young
Americans in Hindostan, with their adventures on the sazred rivers and wild mountains. |
It is written by Mr. H. W. French, the celebrated lecturer on India.
Many of the illustrations are engraved from his Jrowzraphs.
Aside from the story there is much
real inforThe descriptions of | +
mation in this volume.
the natives, the spake-charmers, royal personages, tiger-hunts, scenery, customs, etc., are
gruphle and instructive.
Price $1.75. Boston:
& Shepard.
For sale by K. J. Lane & Co.

»
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ene year, $5; five copies. $20.
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you get the

VERMIFUGE,

Bros.,

" Send us a three cent stamp, fol 4 handsome
advertising cards.

taxed her physical strength and hastened her
end. Her sickness was short and painful, but
she died in the arms of Jesus.
Her death was
a heavy blow to her family, but they rest calmly in hope ofa reunion in the better land.
Her
funeral was
largely
attended;
her yasing
schoolmates , were
deeply affected. The services were
copdueted by the writer; sermon
founded on Kee. 1; 2
F. H. BUBAR.

ens, portrays the-adventures
of a party of
young men on a trip from Boston to the Land
of the Midnight Sun. It is fully and vividly
illustrated, and is full of the interest attaching
to novelty and and humor,
pp. 240.
Price
(lnminaied covers) $1.50. C. C. Coffin’s

sure

Fleming

Anthony

EA,
Freepan, D.C. kb
Thomas Hughes.
Anthony Trollepe.

Rosson of Bedford, whose kindly hand

tion,

Illuminated covers. pp. 320. Price $1.75. The
Knockabout Club Alongshore, by C. A. Stev-
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The Spectator, etc., ete. Miss Thackeray, eke.
. The aim of the ECLECTIC is to be instructive fad
not sensational,
and it commends itsell” particu
ly to Teachers, Lawyers, Cler
, and all intelNecot readers who desire to
abreast of the
intellectual progress of the-age.
STEEL
ENGRAVINGS.
The ECLECTIC comprises each year two large
volumes of over 1700 pages. Each of these vol-

Graded Papers and graded [#sson Helps at prices
tar below nll others
On trial, ior three months, 50
per cent. off and if not found ewer, this is refunded.
Over tive miltion circuta lon. Send for samples
and full particulars
Da Vab C COOK, 46 Adams
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If your storekeeper does not have the genuine,

for me now.”
As they knelt together she became renewed in her mind and shortly after
was baptized by Rev. F. H. Peckham and united with the F..B. church at Houlton of which
she was a devnted
member until her death.
Of a naturally weak constitution, yet she studied hard and made rapid progress in eduoca-

Park

C,

nature of Fleming

COOPER.

pray for me.” © Yes, daughter,” said be, “I
will? Bhe replied, * Bat I want you to pray

Zigzak Club, whose previods wanderings in the

and

Street,

she deeply felt ber need of Christ and said to

ber

DR.

counterfeits.

Kinney.—Miss Ida M. Kinney died in Hou!ton, Me., June 24,at the age of 18 years. Bhe was !
the oldest daughter of Rev. W, P. and Bete [
.A. Kinney.
Carefully and ‘tenderly truimes
up, surrounded by early religiols influences},
she embraced the Saviour at the age of nine.
Until 13 she enjoyed but little of the Bpirit-af
God; her conscience then becoming aroused,

Old World have been related in three’ preceding volumes, from Boston to the Golden Gate,
taking inthe vast wheat and mining seetions of the West, Indian adventures, the Mor-

of the Yellowstone

:

Colors,

rule irregular, at times

buying Vermifuge

manufactured

has led her down to the gates of death. Sister
R. was a great suff-rer during the last of her
life, but endured suffering with great patience
and Christian fortitude.
In her death, family,
‘church and community meet a great loss.
;
Wa. 8B. WARREN:

terworth, one of the most successful writersfor
the young.
It describes a summer trip of the

the wonders

:

mond”

artists. Price $150.
Next we have Zigzag
Journeys in the Occident, by Hezekiah But-

mous,

In

genuine

Rosson.~—Sister Mary Rosson was born in
Dutchess Co., N. Y., May 19, 1806, and died
Nov. 21, 1882.
This devoted Christian was
converted at the age of 13, and united with the
F. B. church.
For a time she was a worthy
member of the M, EK. church until the firat F..
B. church of Bedford was organized in 1844.
Ste was one of the organic members of it, and
the only one at her death.
Sister R. was a
member in this church 33 years; her entire
‘church membership was 63 vears, The deceased was married to Farlv McLouth,Aug. 22,
1830. To them were born 7 children, of whom
two sons and two daughiers are now living.
The elder son, Lewis McLouth, is professor in
the Michigan State Normal School. The -other, Amos McLouth, is State Surveyor of Knsas, The deceased was married in 1850 to Ed-

0-0-6
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appetite

oostive ; stools slimy, not unfrequently tinged
with blood; belly swollen and hard; urine turid 3 respiratioft;
jonally diffieult and aca
ed
hy.
ough ; congh sometimes dry
and convuldive } uneasy .and disturbed sleep,
with grinding of ‘the teeth; temper variable,
but generally irritable.
Lh
es the above symptoms are found to
exist,

their loss. She had been a member of the
Pittsfield Village F. B. church for 13 years.
Bhe was a consistent Christian, a kind mother
and a devoted companion. She has passed
over the river to meet the loved ones gone be-

This bobk, as its title indicates, is for children.

of a boy who started in life determined to have

He

fants and

you that SYRUP OF

Short
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a Great
medy.
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will certainly effect a cure,

Loud.—Died in Newport, Maine, Nov. 29,
Mrs. Cynthia F. Loud, wife of E. A. Loud of
Boston, Mass., aged 31 years, 4 months and 24
days,
Sister
Loud left a kind busband, two in-

The mind of a child may receive great ideas if
they are couveyed in a plain way.
In easy
language we have conversations, between ‘a
mother and her children, on things around us,
and on the laws which seem to govern the forms
and motions of such things.
The instructions
are clear, and put in attractive shape, concerning atoms, attraction, kravity, cohesion, inertia,
motion snd rest; fathng bodies; action aud reac=
tion and other topics.

or as 8 good example to pattern after, the
regord of his voyages and deeds may be read
with the same purpose in view that much of
history in general 1s read~to gain a knowlwas the first English admical who sailed a ship
completely around the globe and is prominent
fn thé history of the sixteeuth century princi

OLIVER

els,

A Fair Trial

ILL convince

disease and. for

blest assurance that mother is at rest.

TwiLIGHT TALKS; OR, EASY
LESSONS
ON
THINGS
AROUND US. By Agnes Giberne,
Authorof “Sun, Moon, nud Stars”, * The
World® sgoundations”,
ere. New York, Robert
Carter & Brothers.
530 Broadway. 1883.
mo.
pi. 200. 75 cts.

A large number of finely illustrated small
quartos, in illuminated boards, have been
published this season, interesting to young
Inds and misses chiefly and yet by no means
devoid of attractions for those who are “elder.
Five of these volumes, from the house of Estes &
Lauriat, are upon our table. First comes Three
Vassar Girls Abroad, by Lizzie W, Champ‘ney, which describes the experiences o(;a trio
of remarkably bright young Fdies in a tour
through Fraree, Spain and Portugal. There
is much witty dialogue and vivid description.
in the book, all the more vivid because pre-

from

Ew,

ae

‘I'he following lists comprize the principal
‘| odicals frem which selections are made and

A

\OF~BLOOD AND CONSUMPTION]

" DR. GC. 'McLANE’S YERMIFUGE

breath, her last was peaceful and serene.
She
leaves an aged husband, who has been Jong in
the Master’s service, and a large family oftchildren to mourn their loss, but they have the

|

the woof of a narrative that might puss for a
‘very good historical novel, Though we can

not eommend Drake always to the young read-

Though suffering much

to’

¢ Rife and Drum Series of New’ Temperance
Tales” now being issued’in cheap form for general * ‘eirculation among the people by the
National Temperance Society.
It is from the

king of Queen Elizabeth's day are woven into

ethyo of men and manners of a past age,

and so well did she fill the place and care for
‘the little ones placed in her charge that one
could see that she dwelt in love and Christ in
her. Her sympathy and untiring devotion for
others won for her the love and esteem of all.

Africa, and three to the Northern Seas. To
these two portions of the globe have men’s attention of lute years been directed.
What romance is connected with both the exploration
of the dark continent and of the North Pole!
We commend
this book most earnestly.
It
has more thrilling interest than any novel,
while it is replete with valuable informution.

THR
GOLDWING CLUB.
With eight illustrations.

380.

Saviour and ever lived an earnest, devoted
Christian. She took the place of step-mother

and

chapters, entitled, Schweinfurth and the Heart
of Africa, Prejevaigky in Eastern Asia, Commander Markham's Whaling Trip, Vanbery’s
Dervish Disguise, Markhum’s Arectic'Sledging
Experiences, Msjor Sefpa Pinto’s Journey
across Africa, Nordenskiold and the Northeast Passage.
Our readers will perceive «from
these subjects what a wide. and interesting
range the volume has.. Out of the even chap-

ters it will be perceived that two

J

¢
2

zines, and Journals, and the tastes of all classes :
of intelligent. readers are consulted in the articles
resented. Its plan includes Seiemesd, Essays,
views, Sketches, Travels, Poetry, Nov-

YRUP OF TAR

SYMPTOMS OF WORMS.

Ban the TBE,

J. J. HALL.
Livermore.—Died in Willet, N. Y,, Oct. 16,

binding of this volume. Such a book is a
thing of béadty. The volume contains seven

printed

private sources

he has so successfully
>

"+ALL
ADRIFT;
or,
By Oliver Optic.

way.

Mis. Polly, wife of Elias Livermore, aged 73
years. In early life she gave her heart to the

type, illustrations

i
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geuerations of

gone; fleeting painsin the stomach ; oocasional
pauses and vomiting; violent pains through-

There is always a pecnliar charm both for
young and old in records of heroic adventure
aud discovery.
This book is no exception to
paper,

four

YEAR.

ET

variable, sometimes voracious, with a gnawi
sensation of the stomach; at others, entirel

in’

:

admirable

with.

foul, particularly in the morning;

tis experienced religion some’ thirty-six years
ago, and leaves her husband, four sons and one

tants of the heavenly country never gay they
are rick, for “ there shall be no more pain.”

the

of information, we have endeavored to 'produce
a history which should prove aecurate,
justractive, and in every respect worthy of the
eounties represeatéd.”
It is a work which
ecrtainly
should, and doubtless will, meet
with such a sale,
. especially in the counties
whose-history ft is, as to rapidly exhaust the
adition.
Mr. Lewis is to be congratulated
upon the remarkably fine appearance, typo
graphically
aug
otherwise, of the volume

whose publication
pervised.
fe
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not patronize the Star, it is expected that cash § The countenance is pale and leaden-colored,
will JoooIEpany the copy at the rate of four cenis
with occasional flukes of a circumscribed spot
per
of eight words.
J erses are inadmissible.
oh one or both cheeks; the eyes become dull ;
He
hy Abbie, wife of Mr. John Cur- the pupils dilate; an agure semicircle runs,
tis of Auburn, Me., departed this life on Fri- along the lower eye-lid ; the nose is irrttated,
day, Oct. 27, in her 72d
year. Her illness had swells, and sometimes bleeds ; a swelling of the
been a long and
painful one, but her departure upper lip; occasional headache, with humming
was in
peace.
neral services were conducted at the residence by the pastor ef -the Coart or throbbing of the ears; an unusual secretion
St. Free Baptist eburch, Auburn.
Sister Cur- of saliva; slimy or furred tongue; breath very

and illustrations. New York: Robert Carter
& Brothers.
530 Broadway.
12 mo. pp.

258, $1.25.

flue before the reader an authentic narrative of

village

The publisher will

Day
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Is

3 family, his parents, bis children and his grandn ‘being present, besides cousins, uncles,
and aunts too numerousto mention. -

Recent. _duughter to-mowurn her. loss. She was a good
The inhabiExploration and Discovery. © With portraits ‘Wife and an affectionate mother.

that period when it was iu the undisputed possession of the red
man to the present, and to

county,

The price is

a twenty-four page descriptive pamphlet
Address
S. 3 W. Straub,
Chieago, Ill.
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some on steel and the remainder on wood.
The steel
rtraits, many of them at least, are
remarkably fine specimens of the art. Says
Mr. Hurdin the preface: ‘‘It bas been their
istory of the

A special feature of excellence is the

new department 6f music for funerals, which is
of great merit and value. All choir leaders are
aware how difficult it is to obtain really good
pieces for such occasions.
‘We commend this

book contains biographical sketches of over
1four hundred substantial
representative
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the dead,
and about two hundred engraved portraits,
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for

Boston it would not haye had an existDr. Hale spoke works of encour" :-ence.
agement ; Rev. Alexander McKenzie, D. D.,
expressed his full sympathy with the ob-

to

testify

could

“jects of the meeting, and

on the

the meritorious claim of the college

The

bounty of the friends of ‘education.

Rev. Dr. Duryea also cordially approved of
the proposed endowment. Mr. D. Lothrop

of

college,

also spoke. in advocacy of the

with sixty cars, ten locomotives and a wharf
belonging to the Manhattan Beach Railroad
Co., at Bay Ridge, N. Y., are destroyed by
fire; loss $500,000.——The Philadelphia Book
Trade Association protestgagainst any reduc-

FRIDAY,
Dec.
15.—The
Hall
block in
Toledo, Ohio, is destroyed by fire; loss $650,
000.—1'wo of the Philadelphia body-snatchers
plead guilty. Two others are found guilty.
Drs. Forbes and Lebiman, of Jefferson College,
are held in $5000 bail each, on charge of complicity in the robbery.
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Order and quiet, sacred

cast.

every penny of property, and all the rights
of others should be required of every student to every college, especially of one be-

longing
schools
bourne.

in

the

of

reform
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which

Sthte

other

places.—Pres

Chad-

;

that
complains
Hinsdale
Professor
young people are now more bent on genteel
employments that they were twenty-five or

are much

they

that

thirty years ago, and

hard, practical
that the cause

less conversant with the
He thinks
things of life.

does not lie in our educational system'il
“tin certain momentous changes thatghave
Ameri-

taken place and are taking place in
«an society.”
Transit

of Venus.

6, and the atmospheric conditions
were not favorable for continuotts and ex° act observations ; but at mast of the stations enough was acconiplished to make

well

fairly

astronomers

watching

pleased with the results of the day’s work.
At some places the first contact was missawd at
the Naval Observatory
At
ed.
Princeton, all four contacts were*favora-

bly seen.

At different

stations

many

ex-

cellent
photographs
were
taken.
At
Princeton, 188 were taken.
The Germans
at Hartford, Conn., were partially successful, but another party of German astronomers at Aiken, S. C., were less fortunate.
The French

observers

Fla., had a clear day

at

St.

Augustine,

and 200 photographs

were secured.
The day was clear at the
Lick Observatory, Cal.,, and many photographs were taken.
At San Antonio, Tex-

as, Professors Hall and Woodard got over
200 good photographs.
At Wew Mexico
and at the Mexican stations good results
were secured.
Favorable observations are

reported from South Africa, the West
... dies, Central America

istatioms.
Zealand

_ and

other

southern:

‘The American

party

at New

‘photographs.

Months

dook

years

will

measurements

236

intervene
can

before

be worked

up

all

the

and their

full value toscience secured. Prof. Haynes
at Hillsdale could see only one contact.
Many people used the college telescope.
Prof. Stanley did some amateur work at
Lewiston,—enough to test the value of the
excellent telescope recently mounted there.
A Very Good Thing
#0 have in every home, by everybody. oll and
' young, in fhe country or village, and in cities as
‘well. A
tharvel of condensed information, both
useful and trustworthy, with a Thousand

or

more

Engravings, illustrating Iabor-saving methods and
/ devices -in the Field, in the Garden, and in the
Household, Animals, Plants, etc.—with many large
beautiful Pictures; Ilastrated Stories for aud Inand Girls; Plans of
structive Talks with Boys
Houses, Barus, and Out-Baildings, with Specifica

tions. All these and much more will be found in the

now be
42d Yolume of the American Agriculturiit,

ginning, and at less cost than anywhere else in the

of Hanmbugs, a most valuaworld. lis exposures
is to be pushed with increased vigible feature,
lance. To the previous staffof editors and comtriare now made, inclgding
butors many additions
the best writers all over the country. In its prime,

this joursa enters its 42d volume, more vigorous

,

.

Fit

than ever, with new writers, new artists, new
dresg, ete. Though prepared at larger expense
most #3 and $4 mhgazines, it is, owing to its
thai
$1.39 |
_ immense cirealation, snpplied, post-paid, for
@oror
and less to clubs—either English
# yesr,
One
Single pumbers, 15 cents,”
man edition.
‘ specimen, post-puid, 6 cents. A plate copy of

Dupié’s Inst great paintibg, “IN THE MEADOW, is

to each yearly subscriber.

Ad-

"+ dregs Publishers of American Agriculturist, 751
Broadway, New York. -

:

nineteen

years

etc.

lack

I have made the disease of FITS

of

tin Pa.

Mr. Blaine

|

of Augusta,

although

there

The imports. into France during the last
eleven months increased 106,000,000 francs as
compared with the imports for the same period
last year.

Thé lord Heutenant of Ireland has offered rewards aggregating $32,500 for the apprehension

and conuiction of the Pheenix-park assassins.

ease by using Dr. Graves’
remedy never fails.

Heart Regulator.

persons

engaged in

agricultnral

worn-out

lands.

soil

aod the gearcity of

again beforé an audience.

I have retired from

the stage definitely.”

The

Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr., who has just
been elevated to the judicial ‘bench, is the
author of a treatise on *‘ The Common Law,”
which has been pronounced by the foremost
British authorities to be *‘the most original
work of legal speculation which has appeared
in English since the publication of Sir Henry
Maine’s ‘Ancient Law.’ ”
. Ex-Governor Israel Washburne, of Maine,
is suffering from paralysis.
Despite his nearly seventy years, he is {ull of courage and declares himself determined to recover.

ralgia, hysteria, and kindred

The

Senate

of children

as

well as

grown

the

com-

dividual

——Tueaday.—The Pendleton Civil Service bill
was taken up and, after speeches by a numbgr of
senators,

the

House

several

amendments

a resolution

was

were

offered.

offered calling

of money appropriated for: rivers and harbors
since the foundation of the government, and what
improvement to navigalion this has been, and
whether any has been used for rivers not navithe

Senate

several

amendments were adopted to the Pendleton Civil
Service reform bill. <The House passed the Agricaltural and the Military Academy appropriation
bills,—Thursday
..—In the Senate the bill to increase the.pay of navy chaplains was rejected ; the
discyssion on the Pendleton Civil Service Reform
bill was continued. . In the House the Post Office
Appropriation bill was discussed. ~——Friday.—
The Senate passed the Krench Spoliation

bill and

further discussed the Pendleton Civil Service re.
form bill. In the House, Mr, James H. McLean
was sworn in as successor of the late Thomas
Allen from the second district of Mo.
The Post

Office Appropriation bill Was discussed in committee of the whole.—<Saturday.—The Senate discussed the Civil Service reform bill. The House
defeated
the amendment to the Post Office bill
muking appropriation for special mail-facilities.
A bill was passed extending the time for filing
claims hefore the Court of Alabama clatws.
:
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Fifty-lght million dollars I< the estimated!

vulue of finger rings of this country

old

established

remedy,

Downs’

Elixir,

estima-

tion, despite sharp and active competition,

Itisa

“home remedy,” ‘and in this Josaliey needs no
In words of praise from
us, so well and favorably
kdown
is it. It is the standard remedy for coughs,
on

the President for infofmation as to the amount

gable.——Wednegday.—In

That

actually

worn, and still there are people meun enough
goto hacking and coughing because they do not

want to invest 25 cents for a bottle of Dr, Bul’s
Cough Syrup.
:
/

colds and all throat troubles, with great numbers
of our people, and their continued use and unso.

licited recommendation of it speak volumes in its
FR VOR wdiurtiuglon, Vt., Free Press, January 26,
TC
The Rev. Phillips Brooke is now on his way to
Bombay.
Sudden Changes of Weather are productive
of Throat Diseases,

Coughs,

Colds, &c.

There is

no more effectual relief in these diseases to be
found .than in the use of BROWN’S BRONCHIAL
TROCHES. Price 25 cts.
|
Refrain not to speak, when by spcaking you may
do good.
Physicians prescribe Brown’s Iron Bitters for
indigestion, weakness, low bpirits, ete,

Wed no woman in whom you can fini no flaw.—-

Gaelic.

}

.

There are many hot places in this world,
man should go to Switzerland to Berpe,

but a

A Delicious Odor is imparted by Floreston
Cologne. Anditis always refreshing, no matter
bow freely used.
;
;
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When alene, guard
family, guard your
guard
your words,

your thoughts; when in the
temper; when in company,
:

Dr. Kline's Great Nerve Restoreris the marvel

of the age for all Nerve Disenpos. 2 All fits stopped
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A Splendid Work For Families.
SKATES AND/AIR-GUNS.
"LES

For 1883 The TRIBUNE offers a mew premium
W OOD'S. HOUSEHOLD
PRACTICE
OF
MEDICINE,
HYGIENE
AND SURGERY,
2 vols. 819 and M2 pp. profusely lustrated, bound. in
cloth, and soid by agents for ihe invariable price of
$10... It Is written by eminent physicians of New

.

only

$10.

York nad: Philadelphia, ang
known standard medical bos

& TIFT,

blished Ae wellen of: William W ood

& Co. Every possible tople relating to the strueture
and functions
of the human body is explained in this
work with text and
ture.
The book wachés how
to regain health whéilest, and how to take eare of it
when regaived. It explains what to do in emergencles. It will save many
a human life and many an
hour of suffering and anxiety.
In any ordinary famiIv it will pay for itself In a wonth’s time. The terms

Cincinnati, 0

are:

JGHT.

oLD PRACTICE and THE
{| Woon's
WEEKLYHoOvsrH
TRIBUNE five years.
( Woobn's HOUSEHOLD PRACTICE and THE
(SEMI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE five years or
{with ten, copies of THE WEEKLY 1 year.

$10.
$15.
.

give

$25.
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HOUSEHOLD

PRACTICE

{ ty copies of THE WEEKLY

and twen-

one year.
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Security three to six times the loan,
without the buildings. . Interest semi-annual, TWENTY-EIGHTH year of residence,
and EIGHTH in the business.
Nothin,
ever been lost. Best of References. Sen
for particulars if you have money to loan.
N. B. Costs advanced, thierost kept up, and principaljguaranteed in case of foreclosure. Address
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An Unabridged Dictionary. .

best,

A Portrait‘of Garfield.
The TRIBUNE will sepd to its regular readers »
portrait of Garfield, or one of Mrs. Garfield, 22 by 2
inches in size, good for parlor or library, for 10 cents
each; to those not subscribers, for 20 ceuts each,

guarantee
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Circulars describing The TRIBUNE

premiums more

fully, and sample copies of the paper sent fre¢ on anplication,
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Qcean,
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Handsome 12mo , $1.50.

receipt of price.
~ JAMES H. EARLE,
’

Mailed, postpaid, on

Publisher;

Boston.
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The TRIBUNE wih send Webster's Uunabridged
Dictionary. or Worcester’s Unabridged, to any one remitting $12 for the Dictionary and The WEEKLY
TRIBUNE for five years: or $17 for the Dictionary
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879, and was sold at 15.
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We will send

embraces Chambers’s Kneyelopgdia comp'ete, eontains extensive Asigtionn additions, treating about
15,000 additional topleg adding to it over 26
per cent.

Sawing Made Easy.
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Periods,......
3. Group, Cough, Difficult Breathing,...
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Fever an
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9. Catarrh, acute or chronic; Influenza
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coming
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tors, Lawyers, Ministers, Business-men.
Address Rev. T. P. CHILDS, Troy. Ohio.

PRICE.

Fevers, Congestion, Inflamations,.... 25
Worms, Worm Fever, Worm Colic,.. .25
Crying Colic, or Teething
of Infants 28
Diarrhea of Children or
Adults. ..... .
Dyseniury, Griping, Billious Colic,.. .
Cholera Morbus,
omiting,......
saa
Coughs, Cold, Bronchitis,......
3
Neuralgia, Toothache, Faceac
2

day,

Arthur,

The TRIBUNE has resolved to ecomtinue the EncySlophdia presi upon exactly the same terms ss

The

0 ant sul ering 9 with Catarrh or Bronchitis who earnestly desire relief, | can
furnish a means of Permanent and Positive Cure. A Home Treatment. No
charge for consultation by mail. Valuable Treatise Free. Certificates from Doc.

Tn use 30 years.—Each number the special prescription of an eminent
physician.—The only
Simple, Safe and Sure Medicines for the p'onle

present
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An Encyclopediain 15 Volumes.
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OR % NO TENSION" SEWING MACHINE.
The only Sewing Machine that can be
USED WITH SAFETY TO HEALTH.
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the
WEEKLY TRIBUNE one year, snd the
for #3, which Is only the price of the book.

Nos. 204 and 206 West Baltimore Street,
Baltimore.
No. 112 Fifth Avenue, N. Y.

This powder never varies. A marvel of purity, strength
and whol
ore ¢
i
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in competition with the
multitude of low test, short Weight alin or phosphate
powders,
Sold only incans,
vYAL Bakine Powpes
J0., 106 Wall St.. New York.
This powder never varies.
A marvel of purity,
strength and wholesomeness.
More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and can not be sold in
competition with the multitude of low test, short
weight, alum or phosphate powders.
Sold only in
cans.

to

octave,757 pages, the retall price is $5.

Tone, Tonch,
Workmanship and Durability.
WILLIAM KNABE & CO,

Absolutely Pure.
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Deservedly Popular,
Unless it had great merit Parker’s Ginger Tonic
could not be so popular. Its sale has spread re.
markably all over this country, because invalids
find it gives them new lite and vigor when othe
medicines fail entirely.— Ohio Farmer.
:

by

be best preseryed
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During the summer of 1882, The TRIBUNE made the
experiment of offering RIDPATHS HISTORY OF
THE UNITEL STATES.
The book wet with an unexputed welcome,
The offer Is continued one year, The
hook 1s a populdr history of the United States, from the

children

rica.

Best

predivn Hooks of marked and
standard
terms sre usually so arranged that either
the book Is a gift to the subscriber.
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gant designs,
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Aliberal discount
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to be brigadier-3 neral, respeetively, were confirmed. Several bills are introduced in the House.

It

worthy Republican

Most Powerful, the Soften,
ek ane the Best Light known

paper

national bankrupt bill for the Ingalls Equity bill.
&~ The wonders of modern chemistry are apThe measure was subsequently recommitted to parent in che heautiful Diamdnd Dyes. All kinds
the judiciary committee for revision. In executive and colors of ink can be made from them.
session the mominations of Brigadier-General
Man, the goat and the wild carnivora, are the onPope to be major-general, and Colonel Mackenzie | ] Ahimsa capable of resisting the tsetse fly - of

the

of no faction or ¢lique, and

verse to the public good,
than that of the people,

‘needful—not
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among the best people,
It intends to let no rival
usurp its place, THE TRIRUNE Is the organ of no in-

‘in. Republican
Rule, Bossimin
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up

TRIBUNE..

THE TRIBUNE believes the well-being of the esun-
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_have subscribed to the Longiellow Memorial Fund.
et
De Bu
The London Literary World says: ** Wide Awake
is a very sumptuous monthly adapted to the tastes

Unusual

Congress.
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thousand
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fair share of the prevalent
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plaints, will find it without an equals

WARRANTED,
* VANDUZEN

other column,
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oe,

Co, Cin'd, 0.

graphs,
Its contents are
fresh, cholee, vari
thoroughly
unobjectionable in every respeet,
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than ever beiore.and stands without a rival is its
class.
A special corps of trained editors are employed in its production.
Those who expect to
take this sterling old paper for a number of years,
or who are joining clubs to take it, can make use of
this ficet to obtain a valuable standard work at an
extraordinary bargain.
See advertisement in anthan

York,

eighs up tw = Tbs,

YORK

Largest

its own

y

dependent as ever.
Itaims to make itself: the
foremost news and family paper of America.
It is
claimed that its circulation is greater than that of
any six exclusively agricultural papers published
in New York or New Eagland, theregion which
has given birth to our greatest agricultural pub-

Already more

}

‘pared to fake all its several editions thoroughly eomplete, entertaining and valuable. The first alm of THE
TRIBUNE 18 to be the best und foremost newspaper of
America.
It has its own telegraph line to Washingtob,
it uses the cables freely, and it scours the world for the
news, printing sil"that is useful
It tells what Is worth
it in detail. The rest is put into bright, short
pam-

Ladies nd all sufferers from neu-

pursuits

Tribune is a better
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of a new business year enjoying
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SATURDAY,DEC. 16. —Two boilers explode at
Canton, Ill., causiug great damage to property
and Killing eight men.— Congressman God
love S. Orth dies at Lafayette, Indians, aged
sixty-five years.
MoxDAY. DEC. 18.—Sixty buildings were
burned at Newport, Arkansas, yesterday mornoing, the property loss aggregating $259,000.
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